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ABSTRACT
Meditative Modernism: Tuning the Mind in British Literature, 1890-1940
Hiie Saumaa

This dissertation uncovers a strand in early twentieth century British literature that is
currently missing from readings of modernism – a fascination with portraying meditative
states of mind. Modernist authors were intrigued by the mind’s capacity to be in constant
movement between the present, past, and future – what they represented as a stream of
consciousness. This study examines the potential of the “still,” calm, and concentrated
mind in modernist visions of consciousness by exploring how the meditative mind takes a
different shape in theme and form in the writings of Virginia Woolf, D.H. Lawrence, and
Aldous Huxley. Drawing from the works’ preoccupation with physical practices such as
spiritual and ritual dance, relaxation techniques, Yoga, the Alexander Technique, and
meditative walking, this study highlights the role of the body in views on consciousness
in modernist literature. This dissertation argues that looking at modernism through the
lens of meditation allows us to see the period not only in terms of the split, wounded self
in the fast-paced modern metropolis but reveals its yearning for what the authors in this
study call “wholeness,” “mind-body harmony,” and “the spirit of peace” – a search for
peace attainable within, if not without, an attempt to cure the self in the fracturing
modern world through experiencing the mind at peace.
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INTRODUCTION

In his 1935 book Man, the Unknown, Alexis Carrel, Nobel Prize winner in physiology,
writes:
When our activity is set toward a precise end, our mental and organic functions
become completely harmonized. The unification of the desires, the application of
the mind to a single purpose, produce a sort of inner peace. Man integrates
himself by meditation, just as by action. But he should not be content with
contemplating the beauty of the ocean, of the mountains … He must also be the
soul which strives to attain a moral ideal, searches for light in the darkness of this
world, marches forward along the mystic way, and renounces itself in order to
apprehend the invisible substratum of the universe.1
In this passage, Carrel investigates the mental processes of gathering the mind onto a
single goal or activity – being in the present moment with a task – rather than letting the
mind move in a scattered fashion or engage in multiple different thoughts simultaneously:
the “unification” of “mental and organic functions,” or, in other words, the mind and the
body, brings about “inner peace.” The passage points to the idea that turning to one’s
inner world – meditating, doing nothing on the outside – can be a means for
“integration,” a way for the human to feel “harmonized.” The “contemplation” in which
this “integrated” human engages diverges from the experience of the sublime – rather, it
strengthens one in search for moral ideals, “light in the darkness” of the early twentieth
century world, and insights into the “invisible substratum of the universe.”
This dissertation examines these concepts of concentrating the mind and attaining
inner peace in the context of early twentieth century British literature. In this period
where the movements, depths, fluctuations, and inconsistencies of mental life are so
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Alexis Carrel, Man, the Unknown (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1935), 136.
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central to literary developments, one state has been overlooked, and yet it was
enormously fascinating to many in the modernist period, meditation. It had many
varieties, from Buddhism, Hinduism, or Christian traditions, and it was taken up as an
alternative to much in contemporary life that seemed to threaten the possibilities of peace,
balance, or comfort in mental life. The meditative mind is one crucial component in early
twentieth century authors’ portrayals of the mind. This dissertation places meditation in
its rightful place in modernist scholarship and reveals its thematic and formal potential in
the early twentieth century novel.
Meditation played a key role in the culture and approaches to mental life in the
period, as the rest of the Introduction will make clear. Meditation constitutes a central
ground for questions such as how to attain calm in the modern urban environment,
overcome stress or heal past traumas, and approach life from a spiritual perspective.
Meditation gained popularity concurrently with movements such as New Thought, mindcure, and mental healing, as well as the establishment of health centers, sanatoria, spas,
the spread of vegetarianism and health-promoting diets and medicines, a growing interest
in physical exercise regimes and formal physical education, modern sports, and the rise
and importance of Freud. However, meditation has its own characteristics, and it takes
shape in the literature also in distinct ways. Moreover, in seeing how meditation was a
feature of early twentieth century life, we trace a line of continuity with our own time,
when principles of mental and physical health, centering on meditation, have become
commonplace.
This dissertation tracks how meditation entered the literary field and suggests that
its presence shaped both formal and thematic aspects of this writing. Meditation brings
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together some of the critical goals of many writers in this period – the commitment to
registering the life of the mind in intimate detail, the intrigue with other parts of the world
where religious traditions are very different from those in the secularizing West, and the
hope that one might overcome ill health outside of the purview of western medicine. I
will examine several questions: how the novelists encounter, tackle, and respond to the
concept of the concentrated and peaceful mind, what form the concern with meditation
takes, whether and how it affects reading and writing processes, how the authors have
solved the conundrum of representing a still, language-free mind in the form of fiction,
and how the concern with the meditative mind interacts with modernist theories of
consciousness, with its attention to dynamics between the internal and external worlds.
The ability to direct and control one’s own thoughts, to cultivate self-awareness and
reflexivity on the level of thought processes – the ability to look at one’s own mind and
what “fills it,” as Virginia Woolf puts it in The Waves – is the central topic in which the
authors of this study are invested.
Some key features of mental life and modernism that have been long noted
include the fragmented self, the use of epiphanies, stream of consciousness, the influence
of the theories of Freud, and the approaches to the mind in the Occult. Meditation
overlaps with these concepts and movements in some ways in that they react to some of
the same historical changes, such as the metropolitan life and mechanization, but it has its
own pedigree and leads to different literary qualities. The goal of integration and
connection between the mind and the body underlies meditation practice and poses one
unique and undernoticed way to address the problem of the fractured, alienated, or
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wounded self, so prevalent in modernism.2 While modernist epiphanies are well known,
this dissertation highlights meditative processes as a different way to experience
revealing insights in early twentieth century literature.3 We are familiar with new
approaches to the mind in the period, particularly through the theories of Freud and Jung;
however, meditation is one mental state that has been overlooked.4 Freudian
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
John Clayton, for example, describes characters in modernist novels in terms of “a life cut off
from whole being, or connected being-in-the-world,” “a floundering self in a floundering world.”
See Clayton, Gestures of Healing: Anxiety and the Modern Novel (Boston: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1991), 22. As Urmila Seshagiri summarizes, modernist literature is
“saturated with well-known images of fracture and fragmentation: authors as diverse as T.S.
Eliot, Ezra Pound, Ford Madox Ford, James Joyce, Mina Loy, and E.M. Forster all remade
literary forms by rejecting a vision of the world seen steadily and whole.” See Seshagiri, Race
and the Modernist Imagination (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2010), 58. Michael North has
pointed out that the “celebrated inwardness and self-consciousness of modern literature could
become its most public-spirited feature.” See North, Reading 1922: A Return to the Scene of the
Modern (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 67. Numerous scholars have illuminated
modernist “strategies of inwardness” and “the subject interiorized.” See Tamar Katz,
Impressionist Subjects: Gender, Interiority, and Modernist Fiction in England (UrbanaChampaign: University of Illinois Press, 2000); Kristy Martin, Modernism and the Rhythms of
Sympathy: Vernon Lee, Virginia Woolf, D.H. Lawrence (New York: Oxford University Press,
2013); Linda Raphael, Narrative Skepticism: Moral Agency and Representations of
Consciousness in Fiction (Madison: Farleigh Dickinson University Press, 2001), and Sara
Danius, The Senses of Modernism: Technology, Perception, Aesthetics (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 2002); Jon Hegglund, World Views: Metageographies of Modernist Fiction
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2012); Jed Esty, A Shrinking Island: Modernism and
National Culture in England (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), 253.
2

Sharon Kim has noted that literary critics and philosophers have emphasized “the suddenness of
the ‘sudden spiritual manifestation’ and its temporality. From Theodore Ziolkowski to Maurice
Blanchot, time saturates all major approaches to epiphany to the extent that Leon Edel calls
epiphany a ‘slice of time.’”3 See Kim, Literary Epiphany in the Novel, 1850-1950 (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 2. Recent studies, such as Liesl Olson’s Modernism and the Ordinary
(2009), Lisi Schoenbach’s Pragmatic Modernism (2012), and Michael Saeyau’s Against the
Event: The Everyday and the Evolution of Modernist Narrative (2013), find a counter narrative to
accounts of modernism that emphasize the “shock,” “newness,” and heightened experiences by
foregrounding the role of habit, the everyday, and the “anti-event.”
3

4

For an insightful account of approaches to the mind in the period, see Mark Micale, The Mind of
Modernism: Medicine, Psychology, and the Cultural Arts in Europe and America, 1880-1940
(Chicago: Stanford University Press, 2012). See also Judith Ryan, Vanishing Subject: Early
Psychology and Literary Modernism (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1991); Dorothy
Ross, Modernist Impulses in the Human Sciences, 1870-1930 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1994).
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psychoanalysis includes the figure of the psychoanalyst or therapist whose role in the
healing process of the self is integral. Contemplative techniques, in contrast, foreground
self-practice and immediate experience: the emphasis is placed on the individual’s direct
engagement with the practice and capacity to self-heal and train the mind to adopt new
habits. While the Occult and esoteric movements of the period engaged in similar topics,
I focus on the state of meditation for the emergence of which one does not need possess
extra powers or mystical knowledge or be initiated to a particular group.
Scholarly accounts of representations and forms of meditation in literature are
scant. Peter Sharpe’s The Ground of Our Beseeching: Metaphor and the Poetics of
Meditation (2004) focuses on forms of feeling and thinking that center on “meditative
poetics” in T.S. Eliot, Wallace Stevens, and Theodore Roethke; David Hill Radcliffe’s
Forms of Reflection: Genre and Culture in Meditational Writing (1993) discusses ways
in which critics have used forms of reflection, including meditative writing. These works,
however, do not approach meditation primarily as a means to calm and “empty” the
mind. Also, narrative fiction brings its own distinct units of analysis, such as point of
view, narrative voice, and narrative tempo, and these cannot be mapped entirely onto
poetic forms. John Whalen-Bridge and Gary Storhoff, in their introduction to The
Emergence of Buddhist American Literature (2011), point out that while meditation is
central to Buddhism, “as any author knows, sitting meditation is notoriously difficult to
render in a fictional narrative meant to entertain since the character is supposedly not to
do anything beyond a subjective ‘letting go’ of thought.”5 Indeed, meditation practice
broadly conceived attempts to clear the mind of onrushing thoughts: since thoughts are
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
John Whalen-Bridge and Gary Storhoff (Eds.), The Emergence of American Buddhist Literature
(Albany: SUNY Press, 2009), 14.
5
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commonly experienced in the form of language, meditation practice can be seen to lessen
the hold of language for the duration of meditation. The incorporation of a meditative
practice into literature is therefore likely to raise questions how verbal and non-verbal
states of the mind can be represented at all, and to provoke the challenging task of
narrating a largely language-free state in the medium of fiction, which relies precisely on
language. One would assume that the occurrence of meditation is therefore rare in fiction:
however, as this study shows, the concern with the meditative mind is frequent in
modernism, and this is not surprising given how fully modernist authors attempted to
map the state of consciousness.6
This study explores meditation in the works of Virginia Woolf, D.H. Lawrence,
and Aldous Huxley. For Woolf, meditation is rarely an overt model but it finds a quiet
place in her works as they strive toward recording mental and bodily states of peace. In
Woolf’s depiction of the mind’s fluid movement, meditation is a state of feeling – of
peace, expansion, and limitlessness. In Lawrence’s view, meditation is a state where
language, thoughts, and feelings stop momentarily. In his works, to cultivate the mind
means to develop acute awareness of the unfolding of thoughts and bodily sensations in
the present moment; moreover, meditation implies a sense of connectedness with the
ineffable mysteries of life and spiritual and bodily rejuvenation. In Huxley’s work,
explicitly drawing from Buddhist, Hindu, and Christian perspectives, meditation takes the
shape of theorizations of social inequity, violence, and self-care. While Woolf’s
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
For accounts on meditation in contemporary American literature, see Gary Storhoff, “‘Opening
the Hand of Thought’: The Meditative Mind in Charles Johnson’s D King’s Refrigerator and
Other Bedtime Stories.” In Whalen and Storhoff, The Emergence of Buddhist American
Literature, 209. Storhoff notes that “meditative practice as a narratological principle is unusual in
American contemporary fiction”; however, “a notable exception to this generalization is Gary
Snyder’s poetry.” Ibid., 224.
6
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characters feel peaceful and mentally expanded, in Huxley’s writings, the characters
predominantly think and write about what peace and expansion are, with the goal of then
taking the next step of supporting pacifist ideals. With the exception of Woolf, the
authors in this study traveled widely and learned about meditative practices crucially
from their trips abroad. While I locate this study in the context of British modernism, I
draw from an understanding of meditation as at its roots a complex meeting ground of
multiple cultural and spiritual traditions and transnational encounters, as the rest of the
Introduction shows.
By the meditative mind I refer to mental states where the mind is experienced as
at peace, “still,” or is sensed as “empty” from the flow of thoughts: the meditative mind is
characterized by the stopping or slowing down the onrush of thoughts, a process that is
frequently accompanied by a greater awareness of the body and physical sensations, as
well as a more distinct and sustained focus on the present moment. I refer to meditation
as a means to explore the inner world and states of mind, a practice of developing selfreflexivity about thinking in order to calm, relax, or still the mind, stabilize one’s internal
focus, and open oneself to spiritual guidance and insight. By the concentrated mind, I
refer to the state of the mind where mental focus and attention gather – the process and
state of this mental “gathering” rather than a dispersal of thoughts. Concentration here
bears similarities with the idea of “absorption,” which, likewise, concentrates attention
onto one realm or refers to a state of being engrossed or fully engaged. Instead of
detachment from the outside world, the impetus in most of the novels under consideration
here is to look for ways to connect the inner self to the outer world, rather than sever,
fracture this connection. Meditation precisely probes this link between the inner and the
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outer – it serves as a tool for the meditator not only to explore the inner world but to feel,
through mental states of peace, a greater connectedness to the outside world.
I keep my definition of the meditative and concentrated mind deliberately rather
broad, in order to see how the literary works themselves define and approach these
phenomena. This study does not aim to look for exact textual counterparts to steps
mapped out in particular forms of Eastern meditation practices, today known as
vipassana, zazen, metta, tonglen, and shamatha, among other types of meditation
practices.7 Adopting a wider stance has a two-fold importance: first, considering the
multiplicity of sources – not only those inspired by Eastern meditative practices – that the
authors in this study variously responded to offers a historically and contextually more
accurate understanding of meditation as a phenomenon in the era. The wider spread of
meditative practices corresponds with the period we know as literary modernism. My
project probes the links between these two concurrent movements. Second, a broader
stance is necessary in order to examine how the concern with the meditative mind enters
literary texts that do not present themselves as necessarily influenced by Eastern sources.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

For a concise introduction, see Susan Piver (Ed), Quiet Mind: A Beginner’s Guide to Meditation
(Boston: Shambhala Publications, 2008). Meditation has a long history in numerous spiritual and
health-centered traditions and its types and definitions abound. Recent thinkers have described it
as “the process of becoming familiar with an object by repeatedly placing our minds upon it”; as
a practice that develops the “ability to direct our thoughts and focus them on the object of our
choosing,” and “a wholehearted attentiveness to the present.” See Ayya Khema, When the Iron
Eagle Flies: Buddhism for the West (New York: Arkana, 1991), 23. See Sakyong Mipham,
Turning the Mind Into an Ally (New York: Riverhead Books, 2003), 24; Francis Dorff, Simply
Soul Stirring (New York: Paulist Press, 1998), 49; and Ayya Khema, When the Iron Eagle Flies:
Buddhism for the West (New York: Arkana, 1991), 23. For helpful accounts on meditation, see
also David Fontana, The Meditation Handbook (London: Watkins Publishing, 2010); Daniel
Goleman, The Varieties of Meditative Experience (New York: Irvington Publishers, 1977);
Sharon Salzberg et. al., Quiet Mind: A Beginner’s Guide to Meditation (Shambhala, 2008); Thich
Nhat Hanh, The Miracle of Mindfulness: An Introduction to the Practice of Meditation (Beacon
Press, 1999); Jon Kabat-Zinn, Full Catastrophe Living: Using the Wisdom of Your Body and
Mind to Face Stress, Pain, and Illness (Bantam Doubleday Dell, 1990).
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Searching for a particular type of meditation in the texts can make the reader bypass a
range of contexts, nuances, and meanings that this general interest in the meditative mind
makes available for literature.

Historical Overview: Meditation and Early Twentieth Century Health Movements
One common understanding of meditation is rumination or contemplation of ideas, or,
viewed in the Christian context, contemplation on the sufferings of Jesus. However, in
the Anglo-American context at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the
twentieth, meditation more prominently took on the meaning of a method or a spiritual
discipline to calm or still the mind. The preoccupation with the meditative mind was
significant – meditation, concentration, and the calm mind were at the heart of the
teachings of a number of prevalent health and healing movements and psychological
accounts that came to prominence during this time. Meditative practices and their more
widespread presence at the end of the nineteenth century combines at its very core
multiple sources and trajectories. Meditative techniques in the United States and Britain
are commonly associated with the 1960s, particularly with the popularity of
Transcendental Meditation.8 Meditation is gaining popularity as a stress-reduction
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The 1960s, particularly the New Age movement and the spread of Transcendental Meditation,
witnessed a powerful surge in the popularity of meditative practices. In the current context,
similarly, meditative practices, forms of Eastern spirituality, and different types of Yoga are
widespread. For some recent interesting scholarly accounts, see Richard Shankman, The
Experience of Samadhi: An In-Depth Exploration of Buddhist Meditation (Boston: Shambhala,
2008); Kohn, Livia. Sitting in Oblivion: The Heart of Daoist Meditation (Dunedin, FL: Three
Pines Press, 2010) and Meditation Works in the Hindu, Buddhist and Taoist Traditions
(Magdalena, NM: Three Pines Press, 2008); Erik Braun, The Birth of Insight: Meditation,
Modern Buddhism, and the Burmese Monk Ledi (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
2013). See also Deborah Hay, My Body, The Buddhist (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan University Press,
2000). For earlier accounts, see Hal Bridges, American Mysticism: From William James to Zen
(Harper & Row, 1970); Shunryu Suzuki, Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind (New York: Weatherhill,
8
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technique and is widely adopted and researched in the fields of religion and spirituality
but also psychology, neuroscience, social work, and creative arts therapy, to name a few.
However, it is often forgotten that meditation and various forms of mental concentration
practices have a much longer history in the Anglo-American context, going back to the
end of the nineteenth century.
The period witnessed an emergence of various health movements and methods
that aimed at increasing health, well-being, and offering new ways of thinking about and
cultivating the mind. A vast number of health writings and movements emerged from the
United States, due to the influx of foreign practices and ideals of healing. New Thought,
headed by Horatio Dresser and Ralph Waldo Trine, melded Christian emphases with
knowledge of comparative religions. This movement was influenced by Ralph Waldo
Emerson but also the German Romantics and British Idealists, the Swedish mystic
Emanuel Swedenborg, spiritualism, and the Viennese physician and innovator of
hypnotism, Franz Anton Mesmer, the mesmerist Phineas P. Quimby, and a Methodist
minister Warren Felt Evans, student of Quimby’s, founder of a mind-cure sanatorium,
and the first author of the New Thought movement. New Thought and mind-cure
emphasized the importance of and gave guidance in mental repose, serene inwardness, as
well as divine immanence, mysticism, and openness to many spiritual paths. Henry
Wood, a New Thought author, recommended a daily practice of meditation and
concentration in solitude and silence, in a seated, restful bodily posture. Trine was part of
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the Greenacre Community in Maine, which offered an environment that Trine imagined
as a perfect place for a “newly universalized practice of the concentrated mind.”9
Contemporary critic Eric Leigh Schmidt notes, “Contemplative habits were every bit as
important to the New Thought movement as was spiritual healing, which was derived
from the mental powers accessed through disciplines of concentration and silence. Mind
over Matter was the metaphysical motto, but a more precise rendering would have been
The Meditative Mind over Matter.”10
Similar ideas were explored in accounts outside of the New Thought movement.
Irving Fisher and Haven Emerson, in their bestselling How to Live: Rules for Healthful
Living (1915), describe concentration as the “unification of the mind” and see it as a
means toward analyzing human potential. Humankind’s biggest source of unused powers
lies in the ability to concentrate attention, MB Oxon suggests.11 The Baltic German
philosopher Count Hermann Keyserling (1880-1946), who traveled widely in Asia,
America, and Southern Europe and influenced figures like Rabindranath Tagore and
Edward Carpenter, claims that the strengthening of all the forces of life is due to their
heightened concentration: concentration signifies the technical basis of all progress. In
every passion which “work miracles,” such as love, Keyserling suggests, “the psychic
powers seem concentrated”; additionally, a strong personality is “more collected,” or
concentrated, than a weak one. He notes, “All progress in recognition depends upon
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increase of attention; all progress of character depends upon the concentration of various
talents round about an ideal centre; and all spiritual progress is conditioned by the
spiritualization of the psychic complex by means of the deepest self, which can only take
place by means of increased inwardness, that is to say, increased concentration.”12 Yoga
philosophy, as Keyserling points out, helps to maximize these capacities of concentration
to a greater extent than any other system as well as silences involuntary psychic activity.
One particularly important outlet for these convergences was the Theosophical
Society, founded in New York in 1875. Theosophy had a significant influence on a wide
range of figures such as Rudolf Steiner, Wassily Kandinsky, Piet Mondrian, W.B. Yeats,
T.S. Eliot, and Wallace Stevens. Madame Blavatsky, the towering figure of the
Theosophical Society, played a significant role in “wedding Eastern esotericism and
Eastern religious traditions and in popularizing concepts such as maya, karma, and
meditation.”13 In the writings of Henry Steel Olcott (1832-1907), co-founder of the
Theosophical Society, the “progress of spirituality” is marked through practices of “deep
meditation.” In answer to his question of what discipline the Buddha followed to open his
mind, he wrote, “He sat and meditated, concentrating his mind upon the higher problems
of life, and shutting out from his sight and hearing all that was likely to interrupt his
inward reflections.”14 He emphasizes that the concentrated mind supports living life in
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compassion and acquiring wisdom: “Right meditation leads to spiritual enlightenment, or
the development of the Buddha-like faculty, which is latent in every man.”15 Annie
Besant (1847-1933), a theosophist, British socialist, reformer in the cause of women’s
emancipation, and supporter of Irish and Indian self-rule, wrote:
Anyone who determines to lead a spiritual life must daily devote some time to
meditation. Those who cannot spare half an hour a day during which the world
may be shut out and the mind may receive from the spiritual planes a current of
life cannot lead the spiritual life. Only to the mind concentrated, steady, shut out
from the world, can the Divine reveal itself.16
Besant’s works shed light on controlling and cultivating thought power and means for
returning the wandering mind to its intended object. In “An Introduction to Yoga”
(1908), Besant writes that the practice of meditation brings quietude to the “restless,
storm-tossed mind.”17
Indeed, the meditative methods of mind-cure and New Thought intersected with
larger exchanges with Asian traditions. Both Lawrence and Huxley, as I will discuss in
the following chapters, read Buddhist and Hindu texts. While Lawrence was fascinated
by Hindu scriptures, he had a vexed relationship with Hinduism: “I don’t want to be tied
to it by the leg,” he states in one of his letters to Earl Brewster.18 Huxley, beginning from
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1939 until his death in 1963, was closely associated with the Vedanta Society of Southern
California, headed by Swami Prabhavananda. He was initiated by the Swami and learned
spiritual practices there. In 1944, Huxley wrote an introduction to the Bhagavad Gita,
translated by Swami Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood and published by the
Vedanta Society of Southern California. He wrote numerous articles for Vedanta and the
West, published by the Society, and served on their editorial board. Indeed, philosophical
approaches of Vedanta and the Vedanta Societies influenced a number of AngloAmerican authors, poets, and thinkers.”19
Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902), a follower in India of the reformer
Ramakrishna (1836-1886), served as an important figure in shaping approaches to
meditation and Asian religions more broadly – he influenced William James and Edward
Carpenter, whose Adam’s Peak to Elephanta he read.20 Carpenter was familiar with
Vivekananda’s Raja Yoga lectures.21 Vivekananda started gaining a following after his
famous performances at the World’s Parliament of Religions in Chicago in 1893. Giving
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lectures at Harvard, San Francisco, Los Angeles, among other destinations,
Vivekananda’s teachings intersected with the wider crosscurrents of Theosophy, mindcure, and New Thought metaphysics. Among his audience members were James,
Gertrude Stein, the philosopher Josiah Royce, the Sanskrit scholar Charles Rockwell
Lanman, George Santayana, and the Nobel Peace Prize winner James Addams.22 In The
Varieties of Religious Experience, James calls Vedanta “the paragon of all monastic
systems” and Vivekananda as “the paragon of Vedantist missionaries.”23
Vivekananda introduced his audiences to contemplative practices. In his talk
“Hints on Practical Spirituality,” Vivekananda notes that “the greatest help to spiritual
life is meditation. … In meditation we divest ourselves of all material conditions and feel
our divine nature.”24 He had a number of successors as teachers of meditation and Yoga
at the end of the nineteenth century, among them Swami Paramandanda, who authored
works such as Concentration and Illumination (1912), and Emerson and Vedanta (1918).
In his Book of Daily Thoughts and Prayers (1926), Paramananda writes that “meditation
means a finer province of thought … Only when our whole nature becomes silent, free
from pretense, free from demand and discontent, can we have the steadiness of mind
necessary for communion with the Ideal.”25 Paramananda gave talks not only at Vedanta
centers but also Theosophical societies and New Thought meetings. In the early twentieth
century, Ruth St. Denis, a modern dance luminary and a student of Swami Paramananda,
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created and performed pieces such as “The Yogi,” which included choreographed Yoga
asanas and passages from the Bhagavad Gita. In her autobiography, she describes
meditating before performances: she would “for a brief thirty minutes realize [her]
contact with the one Mind” and through an inner discipline, dissolved lingering irritations
– getting in touch with the “impersonal spirit,” led her to feel that “by the time [she] had
left to go on the stage [she] was truly the priestess in the temple.”26
The influential gurus and Yoga masters who came to the West foregrounded the
health benefits of meditation rather than preaching widely on Hinduism. Philip Goldberg
points out that “they asserted that all could utilize their teachings without deserting their
own religions. Indeed, the ideas and practices they proffered did not have to be viewed
religiously at all; they could be seen as a philosophy, a psychology, a science, or even a
health-care modality.”27 Goldberg suggests that the appeal of Vedanta philosophy can be
explained by the idea that it “offered a way of understanding the divine that did not
offend their sense of reason or require faith in the miraculous. It was experience-oriented,
not belief-oriented; it did not threaten nonbelievers with damnation; and its tent was so
wide, it could accommodate people of any faith – or no faith.”28 The new sources of
meditation at the end of the twentieth were diverse – New Thought, Theosophy, Vedanta,
and South Asian Buddhism, to name a few – they met one another in various complex,
overlapping contexts and encounters and gave a more pronounced expression to values
and purposes such as self-integration, repose, serenity, stillness, and sustained
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concentration. Schmidt observes that meditation merged with a therapeutic culture where
peace of mind often appeared as the ultimate ambition: “Meditation became a critical
practice of self-integration in a culture in which the problem of divided selves and a
unified personal identity had become, as William James observed, “the most puzzling
puzzle with which psychology has to deal.’”29 Metaphysical writings of these practices
had a different basis but they shared the concern with the concentrated mind as a path
toward a spirituality not necessarily grounded in one religious faith. The turn to
meditation and concentration practices at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the
twentieth centuries can be seen as a response and an important cure to the decentering,
fragmenting, and disintegrating self and the modern world.
The curative role of meditation is prominent throughout the writings of the
authors in this study. With varying degrees, for Woolf, Lawrence, Huxley, and the
authors of the theoretical texts that I will discuss in this chapter, mental well-being arises
out of and is related to the body – these writers call for the need for a more nuanced
scrutiny of the relationship between the mind and the body. Bodily practices or the body
in movement – such as in ritualistic dance and eurhythmics in Lawrence or the walking
body in Woolf or the explorations of the Alexander Technique in Huxley – underlie these
authors’ approaches to the mind. Modernist literature’s engagement with dance,
particularly modern dance, has been studied, especially in recent accounts.30 This
scholarship, however, has focused primarily on dance as a performed art form. Some
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steps have been made to expand “dance” to mean “movement” more broadly, such as in
Susan Jones’s illuminating Literature, Modernism, and Dance (2013), or to examine
François Delsarte’s theory of gestures and its influence on modernist literature, as in
Carrie Preston’s excellent Modernism’s Mythic Pose: Gender, Genre, Solo Performance
(2011). The role of what I call somatic practices – body awareness and movement
methods, such as the balanced body in the Alexander Technique and forms of “spiritual
fitness” and authentic movement – where the emphasis is not on performance but rather
on the individual’s experience and bodily awareness in service of better alignment and
increased health and wellbeing, has not been thoroughly examined.
Contemporaneous accounts of physical practices have an important presence in
the theorizations of the healthy mind. These somatic practices – in the period widely
referred to as “psychophysical” – are a part of the flourishing of health movements at the
end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century.31 Leaders of physical
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culture movements like Bernarr Macfadden and Eugen Sandow founded popular
magazines and journals devoted to physical well-being and training, lectured widely,
established institutes and communities, and proposed idiosyncratic prescriptions on diet,
sleep, and healthful dress.32 The era is characterized by extensive explorations into a
wide variety of pragmatic methodologies that aimed at improving and guaranteeing a
harmonious and well-balanced functioning of the mind and the body.33 What we now
know as music therapy and dance therapy had their beginnings.34 Alternative healing
methods, influenced by or adopted from Eastern medical practices, gained in
popularity.35
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A particular feature that is noticeable in the diverse, sometimes contradictory and
competing approaches to health is the emphasis on a spiritual approach to the body, for
example, in the writings by Sandow and Macfadden, and modern dance luminaries such
as Isadora Duncan and Ruth St. Denis. Sandow notes that “all the physical qualities of
man are the feeders of his intellectual and even his spiritual and moral life.”36 He
suggests that physical education and bodily culture must “teach everyone to respect the
body as a Divine gift, to guard it with the most zealous care through life, and to make it
the foundation and support of a sound mental and moral structure.”37 The body functions
as a means to the noblest qualities in life: “[T]he body instead of being despised or
humiliated by those men aspiring to saintliness of character, should be respected and
reverenced by all as a true fount of spiritual, mental and moral inspiration.”38 Macfadden
shares the sentiment: “Who will say that the cultivation of physical vigor does not elevate
and broaden humanity both mentally and physically? … Clear your system of
accumulated corruption from inactivity, and live!”39 Sandow’s and Macfadden’s stance
toward the body suggests that by engaging in a health-related practice, one adopts a
reverential attitude toward life itself. Indeed, “spiritual health” and “spiritual fitness” are
frequently used terms in the burgeoning health writings of the time. Harriet Bowker
Bradbury in The New Philosophy of Health (1897) notes that “true spirituality does not
destroy the body nor physical enjoyment, but lifts both into a more healthful atmosphere,
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where body and soul can work in harmony, and the most supernal divine human powers
may be developed.”40 These works foreground the ideas of reaching one’s full potential,
tapping into and cultivating sources of vitality and increased powers of mental
concentration and inward serenity that many philosophical and theoretical accounts of the
time examine.

Theoretical Parallels: Annie Payson Call, William James, Edward Carpenter
To illustrate the principles to be tracked in this dissertation more fully, I will turn to the
writings of Annie Payson Call, William James, and Edward Carpenter, who are
exemplary in that they offer particularly comprehensive and significant statements,
through their careers and writing, of a broader discourse about meditation, health, and
culture. Call, James, and Carpenter share a remarkable similarity in their approaches to
the calm and peaceful mind and emphasis on cultivating particular mental habits to
increase mental and physical well-being. While the focus and vocabulary might differ, all
three writers place a great emphasis on “dropping” worries, urge the reader to develop a
better knowledge of the body and gain knowledge in how to access and preserve vital
reserves and acquire more energy. These writers particularly clearly crystallize some of
the concerns that I will trace in the literary works and help us see that the preoccupation
with the meditative mind that emerges from the fictional works was not an isolated
phenomenon but a part of a larger cultural milieu and a set of ideas.
These careers and writing of these authors highlight the concern with health in the
discussions of meditation. Call was a prolific, widely read, and highly regarded writer
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and teacher of her method of bodily and nervous relaxation.41 She taught her technique of
nerve training at Lasell Seminary for Young Women in Auburndale, Massachusetts, and
penned a number of works such as The Regeneration of the Body (1888), Power Through
Repose (1891), As a Matter of Course (1899), Every Day Living (1905), Nerves and
Common Sense (1910), Brain Power for Business Men (1911), How to Live Quietly
(1915), and Nerves and the War (1918).42 Clara Rogers, in her memoir The Story of Two
Lives (1932), notes, “Miss Call’s work was attracting much attention, and was regarded
daily more and more as a thing of importance. People of intellectual distinction both here
and abroad gave heed to it and became her pupils.”43 Among these were the Scottish
critic William Archer, whose wife became a proponent of Call’s ideas in England and
William James, “who perceived at once its psychologic value.”44 James endorsed her
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work in his “The Gospel of Relaxation,” where he writes that Calls’ Power Through
Repose “ought to be in the hands of every teacher and student in America of either
sex.”45 He points out that her “moral gospel” of “dropping things from the mind” is
“radical,” with a wide appeal.46 James’s work has been recognized by modernist scholars
for his approaches to consciousness, will, habit, and memory and his contributions to the
development of the field of psychology. Less emphasized is the idea that James also
wrote intriguingly and at length about the peaceful mind, relaxation, and meditation.
Edward Carpenter, British philosopher, poet, and socialist activist, was a key figure in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century Britain, and corresponded with Walt
Whitman, Rabindranath Tagore, Annie Besant, Havelock Ellis, Mahatma Gandhi, and
Isadora Duncan. Standing for sexual freedoms, he influenced Lawrence and E.M. Forster,
among others. Known for his works in social and political thought, such as Towards
Democracy (1922), and on sexual orientation, such as The Intermediate Sex (1908), he
was also an important thinker on health. His My Days and Dreams (1916) reveals that at
the heart of his inquiries into health were his own health troubles, the “shattered
condition” of his nerves and his problems with eyesight.47 He became a “marketgardener” and took to physical work, open-air, and physical labor, yet tried to keep
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himself separate from health “fads” of the time.48 Carpenter published in Sandow’s
magazines on healthful life, advocated for the importance of the healthiness of manual
labor, vegetarianism, out-door life and recreation. Health and disease provide frameworks
for his works on political thought such as The Healing of Nations (1915) and Civilization,
Its Cause and Cure, and Other Essays (1921).
This concern with health enters these writers’ theorizations of the mind. In
“Gospel of Relaxation,” “On Vital Reserves,” and The Varieties of Religious Experience,
James introduces the term “healthy-mindedness.” He defines healthy-mindedness as “the
tendency which looks on all things and sees that they are good.”49 In “The Gospel for
Relaxation,” James suggests that in the healthy-minded, “there are no fears or shames to
discover; and the sensations that pour in from the organism only help to swell the general
vital sense of security and readiness for anything that may turn up.”50 The unhealthyminded are characterized by “bodily discomforts, not distinctly localized by the sufferer,
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but breeding a general self-mistrust and sense that things are not as they should be with
him.”51 In the healthy-minded, “there are no fears or shames to discover; and the
sensations that pour in from the organism only help to swell the general vital sense of
security and readiness for anything that may turn up.”52 To be healthy-minded, in
James’s account, means to be able to suppress fear and worry – to not to mind “things
that used to vex” one, to have “power to concentrate [one’s] mind, good cheer, good
temper – in short, to put it mildly, a firmer, more elastic moral tone.”53
Movements of thought that foreground “healthy-mindedness” James calls
“positive philosophies” – mind-cure and New Thought movements, New England
transcendentalism, Christian Science, Berkleyan idealism, spiritism, optimistic popular
science evolutionism, Hinduism, and metaphysical healing.54 James observes, this “wave
of religious activity, analogous in some respects to the spread of early Christianity,
Buddhism, and Mohammedianism is passing over our American world.”55 He notes that
in order to direct the mind, New Thought recommends the practice of concentration and
the attainment of self-control: “One is to learn to marshal the tendencies of the mind, so
that they may be held together as a unit by the chosen ideal. To this end, one should set
apart times for silent meditation, by one’s self, preferably in a room where the
surroundings are favorable to spiritual thought. In New Thought terms, this is called
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‘entering the silence.’”56 According to James, the leaders in positive philosophy
movements “have had an intuitive belief in the all-saving power of healthy-minded
attitudes as such, in the conquering efficacy of courage, hope, and trust, and a correlative
contempt for doubt, fear, worry, and all nervously precautionary states of mind.”57 He
views movements such as mind-cure as a reaction against “all that religion of chronic
anxiety which marked the earlier part of the century in the evangelical circles of England
and America.”58
Indeed, one observation that is prominent in the writings of these authors is that
people spend most of their time in states of bodily and mental “contraction,” and this
overly tense mind and body prevent them from living their full potential. According to
Call, the “degenerate” state of the human body stems from wasteful use of energy and
superfluous effort – in all spheres of life, from the way one listens to others to how one
walks.59 Rather than moving forward with ease, she notes, people hold their arms
“perfectly rigid” from the shoulders down and instead of the natural easy swing that the
motion of walking gives, “they go forward and back with no regularity, but are in a
chronic state of jerk.”60 In “The Gospel of Relaxation,” James points out that Americans
have habits of “jerkiness and bad co-ordination”: he concludes, “[O]ur dear American
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character is weakened by all this over-tension.”61 James notes that in this condition, “the
sultry, threatening, exhausting, thunderous inner atmosphere never quite clears away.”62
Behind these overcontracted minds and bodies are bad habits, “bred of custom and
example, born of the imitation of bad models and the cultivation of false personal
ideals.”63 Call notes that “when we use more nervous force than is necessary for one
action, are we not robbing vitality which should, and is meant to, give us new strength or
many other uses.”64 Self-consciousness of others’ opinion, the “clogging of the physical
channels through which the spirit needs to move,” is a form of nervous tension or
superfluous effort that merely blunders.65
This state of perpetual nervous tension is largely attributed in this view to the
conditions of industrialization and modern metropolitan life. Thomas White Patrick, in
his Psychology of Relaxation (1916) suggests that the calamity of the European war is
calling attention to the need for a more careful study of the psychological conditions of
modern life and the effect of the modern metropolis on the mind and the nerves: the rapid
progress in science, industry, and invention corresponded with an increase in the rapidity
and tension of people’s lives, multiplying the circumstances which involve strain in the
nervous system.66 He suggests that the question of relaxation will at one point become
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all-important: “Different habits in life and a different kind of education rather than social,
political, and economic reforms help the society to build a healthy core.”67
The representations of meditation in the writings of James and Carpenter arise
crucially out of their encounters with the foreign, leading to a strand of Orientalism that
sees the “other” as “calmer,” more “serene,” more “balanced,” less “contracted,” less
“strained” than the “overly anxious” and “imbalanced” “Westerner.” To different degrees
and in different ways, James and Carpenter rely on representations of “otherness” in
thinking through or trying to capture meditative states. James, in Talks to Teachers,
describes how he met “a number of accomplished Hindoo visitors at Cambridge.”68
James believes that the Hindus’ lifestyle and mindset have a different effect on their
minds and bodies compared to the over-strained Westerners: Americans’ faces,
“contracted” with “the habitual American over-intensity and anxiety of expression,” and
their “ungraceful and distorted attitudes when sitting” made on the Hindu visitors, among
them aforementioned Vivekananda, a “very painful impression.”69 James quotes one of
these visitors: “I do not see how it is possible for you to live as you do, without a single
minute in your day deliberately given to tranquility and meditation. It is an invariable part
of our Hindoo life to retire for at least half an hour daily into silence, to relax our
muscles, govern our breathing, and meditate on eternal things.”70 In James’s opinion,
“the good fruits of such a discipline” were clearly visible in the “physical repose and lack
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of tension, and the wonderful smoothness and calmness of facial expression, and
imperturbability of manner of these Orientals.”71 These comparisons make him look at
his own countrymen and feel like they were “depraving themselves of an essential grace
of character.”72 James sees a “national harm” being done by “ceaseless over-tension,
over-motion, and over-expression” – these have a “reflex influence on the inner mental
states.”73
James explicitly describes meditation in his work, giving the reader a step-by-step
overview of its multiple stages. In Varieties of Religious Experience, he discusses
Buddhist and Hindu approaches to meditation and contemplation in light of the role of
the intellect, desire, memory, and self-consciousness in higher states of contemplation,
referred to as Samadhi and dhyana. In James’s account, the first stage of meditation
involves concentrating the mind on one point, excluding desire but maintaining
discernment and judgment; in the second stage “intellectual functions drop off” and the
sense of unity remains; in the third stage “satisfaction departs and indifference begins,
along with memory and self-consciousness”; in the fourth stage, “indifference, memory,
and self-consciousness are perfected.”74 In even higher stages of contemplation “there
exists nothing” and in succeeding stages both ideas and perception stop. This view,
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although not elaborated further in the book, characterizes meditation as a stage-by-stage
process, starting from concentration and potentially evolving into alternate, enlightened
states of the mind where the meditator can experience a different relationship to
consciousness and what he/she might perceive as more “universal” powers outside of the
self.
Unlike James’s work, Carpenter’s theorizations of what he perceived as a
fundamentally different way to approach the mind and consciousness stem from his own
travels to Ceylon and India. In My Days and Dreams, Carpenter writes how he became
intrigued by the idea of meeting an Eastern Guru that his friend knew and learning about
the wisdom of ancient cultures.75 During his trip to Ceylon, he experiences an “absorbing
interest to feel one came in contact with the root-thought of all existence – the intense
consciousness (not conviction merely) of the oneness of all life – the germinal idea which
in one form or another has spread from nation to nation, and become the soul and impulse
of religion after religion.”76 The representative of a different culture elicits the response
of admiration: “However one might differ from him in points of detail, in matters of
modern science or of politics, one felt that he, and his predecessors three thousand years
ago, had seized the central stronghold, and were possessors of an outlook and of
intuitions which the modern might truly envy.”77 Writing his autobiographical notes later
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in his life, he realizes, “Looking back now (1901) after ten years, on my personal
experiences of the Eastern teachings, I seem to realize more and more that the true line is
that … which consists in combining and harmonizing both body and soul, the outer and
the inner. They are the eternal and needful complements of each other.”78 Carpenter
emphasizes that “we must in the future look to a restoration of the harmony between
(roughly speaking) the Mind and the Body, the Brain and the great Sympathetic, the
conscious and the subconscious Man.”79 In Carpenter’s view, it is possible to recover
what he calls “organic consciousness” and the “splendor of [the body’s] intuitions.”80 In
his opinion, “Easterners” have moved toward this goal, through deliberate practice: they
can control regions of whose existence “the Western peoples hardly suspect.”81
Carpenter’s travels and intercultural contacts lead him to make generalizations
about the mindsets of the “East” and the “West,” in a way that, similarly to James,
foregrounds the unhealthy mental habits of the “Westerner.” In The Art of Creation,
Carpenter writes that “[n]o one can visit India without being struck by what seems quite a
physiological difference between the average Hindu and the average Westerner – the
passivity of the former, the mildness, the meekness, the meditative transcendental temper,
the sense of another world, the little fear of death.”82 He lauds but not without criticism:
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he notes that the Indian methods for cultivating the mind cause an “ingathering and
quiescence” of the mind, which can lead to great illuminations; however, if carried too
far, these methods can cause “over-quiescence” and “torpor.”83 The Western habits, on
the other hand, “tend toward over-activity and external distraction” of the mind, which
can lead to “disintegration.”84 The “true line” lies in a “bold and sane acceptance of both
sides,” so that they can “offset and balance each other.”85 His later writings all to some
extent reflect this experience abroad – he outlined his role as “to secure and define what I
had got hold of, and to get it decently built out as possible into actual life and
utterance.”86
In the version of “The Energies of Men” that appeared in The Philosophical
Review, James goes in depth into describing the effects of meditation and Yogic
exercises, evidenced by a number of pages of quotations from letters from his European
friend who took to the habit of Hatha Yoga. The unnamed friend appears to have
succeeded in awakening deeper levels of will, moral, and intellectual power and to have
“escaped from a decidedly menacing brain-condition of the ‘circular’ type, from which
he had suffered for years.”87 In the quoted letters, the friend gives an account of his
experiences with Vivekananda’s advice, Yogic diet, breathing exercises, bodily postures,
the concentration of thought on different parts of the body and the “process going on
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within them,” as well as mental concentration and meditation.88 His friend writes that the
Yogic practices enhanced his intuition:
[I developed a sense of certainty] as to the things needed by the body and the
mind, and the body came to obey like a wild horse tamed. Also the mind learned
to obey, and the current of thought and feeling was shaped according to my will. I
mastered sleep and hunger, and the flights of thought, and came to know a peace
never known before, an inner rhythm of unison with a deeper rhythm above or
beyond. Personal wishes ceased, and the consciousness of being the instrument of
superior power arose. A calm certainty of indubitable success in every
undertaking imparts great and real power.89
The friend reports exercising “rhythmical respiration, which produces a state of mind
without thought or feeling, and still very intense, indescribable.”90
James analyzes his friend’s letters at length and the change that has happened in
him – he does not merely quote from the letters but inserts them into his writing, to the
extent that the friend’s letters take over a significant part of the article, making James’s
speakerly voice step aside. James incorporates into his article his own reading experience
of the letters and his puzzlement:
Compared with certain earlier letters, these read as if written by a different man,
patient and reasonable instead of vehement, self-subordinating instead of
imperious. The new tone persists … there is, in fact, no doubt that profound
modification has occurred in the running of his mental machinery. The gearing
has changed, and his will is available otherwise than it was. Available without any
new ideas, beliefs, or emotions, so far as I can make out, having been implanted
in him. He is simply more balanced where he was more unbalanced.”91
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James concludes that “a profound modification has unquestionably occurred in the
running of his mental machinery.”92 In his view, concentrating consciousness, as in
mental suggestion or hypnosis, sets in play energies of will, imagination, and mental
influence over physiological processes that commonly lie unused. The yogic breathing
exercises serve as a means to control thought – thoughts can be controlled without
breathing exercises but it is “simply easier to control thought simultaneously with the
control of breath.”93 The Yogi is eliminating “more and more every unrest, every worry –
growing into the infinite by regular training, by small additions to a task which has grown
familiar.”94 James himself steps into the role of the reader of the letters, analyzing them
for content and tone. By repeatedly noting that the friend’s mental and physical habits
have changed for the better, the incorporation of the letters could be seen as a way to
educate the reader about healthier habits.
The writings of James, Call, and Carpenter theorize the concepts of distraction,
attention, and concentration. Carpenter offers an account of Gnana-Yogis adopting two
practices: intense concentration of the thoughts on a fixed object and the effacement of
thoughts altogether. In this late nineteenth century description of meditation, we read:
The thoughts may be fixed on a definite object – for instance, on one’s own
breathing – the inflow and outflow of the atmosphere through the channels of the
physical body. The body must be kept perfectly still and motionless for a long
period – so that it may pass entirely out of consciousness – and the thoughts fixed
on the regulated calm tide of respiration, to the complete exclusion of every other
subject. Or the name of an object – a flower for instance – may be repeated
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incessantly – the image of the object being called up at the same time – till at last
the name and the image of the object blend and become indistinguishable in the
mind.95
These practices, Carpenter observes, teach a certain power and control over the thoughts
– they cultivate the habit of realizing that the “undivided concentration of the mind on
that which one is doing is of the utmost importance.”96 Carpenter resolutely argues that
“the wandering of the mind, its division and distraction, its openness to attach by brigand
cares and anxieties, its incapacity to heartily enjoy itself in its work” have the effect of
tormenting, “lam[ing]” and crippl[ing] the mind.97 He takes this observation a step
further by suggesting that the inability of the mind to focus is a sign of “the want of that
faith which believes in the Now as the divine moment, and takes no thought for the
Morrow.”98 The ability to concentrate “at all times wholly and unreservedly in what you
are doing at the moment” is in Carpenter’s account a distinct step in spiritual
enlightenment.99 What he describes here is a late nineteenth century version of what in
the twenty-first century is known as mindfulness – a step-by-step observance of the mind,
a guiding of the mind to stay in the present moment, a phenomenon that I discuss in
greater detail in Chapter 2.
While Carpenter distrusts the wandering, idle mind, James holds a somewhat
different view. In The Principles of Psychology, James defines attention as “the taking
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possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several
simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization, concentration, and
consciousness are of its essence.”100 He notes that if focalization of brain activity is
crucial for reasonable thought, an intense interest or concentrated passion makes one
think more deeply: “When not ‘focalized’ we are scatter-brained; but when thoroughly
impassioned, we never wander from the point. None but congruous and relevant images
arise.”101 In his view, attention’s opposite is “the confused, dazed, scatterbrained
state.”102 The state of being absorbed “in intellectual attention” might lead to one’s
becoming so inattentive to outer things as to grow “absent-minded,” or “abstracted.” He
notes:
[N]o matter how scatter-brained the type of a man’s successive fields of
consciousness may be, if he really care [sic] for a subject, he will return to it
incessantly from his incessant wanderings, and first and last do more with it, and
get more results from it, than another person whose attention may be more
continuous during a given interval, but whose passion for the subject is of a more
languid and less permanent sort.”103
One’s passion for the topic or work at hand brings back the wandering mind to the issue
or act in which one is engaged. In the same lines, finding and cultivating passion has
more potential than only learning how to concentrate. He even claims that “some of the
most efficient workers I know are of the ultra-scatter-brained type. … if he wants to get
ideas on any subject, he sits down to work at something else, his best results coming
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through his mind-wanderings.”104 He notes, “I seriously think that no one of us need be
too much distressed at his shortcomings in this regard. Our mind may enjoy but little
comfort, may be restless and feel confused; but it may be extremely efficient all the
same.”105 James, then, does not present concentration as the only path for mental
cultivation: mind-wanderings can be inventive – lifting the mind off of mental
concentration can contribute to creativity.
Call’s and Carpenter’s writings suggest that learning how to stop oneself from
thinking is a valuable skill – they emphasize that knowing how to make the mind “quiet”
and work with thoughts so that they do not overtake the mind is not to be taken for
granted. The most sustained discussion of this appears in Call’s work: she does not
advocate meditating per se, but discusses creating mental states, a “still mind,” that
Lawrence, in a different framework, refers to as “mindlessness.” Call’s writings draw
attention to the question of whether philosophies of the time approach the question how
to “stop oneself from thinking.”106 She writes:
If you cannot stop thinking, do not try; let your thoughts seam ahead if they will.
Only relax your muscles, and as the attention is more and more fixed on the
interesting process of letting-go of the muscles (interesting, simply because the
end is so well worth gaining), the imps of thought find less and less to take hold
of, and the machinery in the head must stop its senseless working.107
In Call’s view, calming the mind starts with calming the body. She discusses what
happens to the body when the “brain alone is used and the other parts of the body have
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nothing to do but keep quiet and let the brain do its work” – in other words, what happens
to the body in states of mental effort. She notes that most people think with the throat so
contracted “that it is surprising there is room enough to let the breath through” and the
jaw muscles “set as if suffering from an acute attack of lockjaw” – if “vital force” is
given to “other parts of the body that do not participate in the thinking process,” the body
is being held in an unnatural contraction which robs the brain of its power. The greatest
rest, Call suggests, comes from the freedom of the mind: “We can keep our minds free if
we will but learn how. Let them take up one thing at a time, and be content.”108 As one
commentator has put it, Call teaches us to “relax thoroughly in sleep, to avoid all nervous
contraction in driving or riding; to think calmly without the aid of any superfluous forces;
to look and listen without unnecessary tension; to talk without excessive chatter; to
manage the voice according to the principles of sound physiology; not to sew with the
nape of the neck; not to bring on cramp in writing.”109 In Call’s view, keeping the mind
engaged in thinking about multiple issues simultaneously or letting the mind jump from
one thought to the other diffuses rather than concentrates energy. In Power Through
Repose and other writings, Call focuses on developing techniques that teach how to “do
nothing but keep quiet, body and brain.”110 Call writes that the mind’s “rapid and
misdirected working” has a detrimental effect on “free nerves,” “relaxed muscles,” and
“natural sleep.” Releasing habitual holding patterns in the muscles is accompanied by
mental release: first going to the muscles will “enable us more easily to drop disturbing
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thoughts; and as we refuse, without resistance, admittance to the thoughts, the freedom
from care for the time will follow, and the rest gained will enable us to awaken with new
life for cares to come.”111
What Call approaches as “stillness,” Carpenter tackles from a different angle by
introducing the concept of “the suppression of thought.” He describes the “Western
mind” as “overridden and dominated by a fever of Thought which it can by no means
control.”112 He writes:
Nothing, indeed, strikes one more as marking the immense contrast between the
East and the West than, after leaving Western lands, where the ideal of life is to
have an almost insanely active brain and to be perpetually on the war path with
fearful and wonderful projects and plans and purposes, to come to India and to
find its leading men – men of culture and learning and accomplishment –
deliberately passing beyond all these and addressing themselves to the task of
effacing their own thoughts, effacing all their own projects and purposes in order
that the diviner consciousness may enter in and occupy the room so prepared.113
He ventures to say that “it is not unlikely that this may have, when once understood, a
far-reaching and important influence on our Western life.”114 He argues that “we
moderns,” while we have “dominated Nature and external results” through mechanical
and other sciences, have “just neglected this other field of mastery over our own internal
mechanism.”115 Using an example of credulity in the Westerner’s eyes over the
performance of the Indian fakir, Carpenter writes: “[I]f we are unwilling to believe in this
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internal mastery over the body, we are perhaps almost equally unaccustomed to the idea
of mastery over our own inner thoughts and feelings.”116 The conclusion Carpenter draws
is that his contemporaries do not know how to master their own minds. . Meditation is
intriguing for Carpenter precisely because it asks the practitioner to cultivate awareness
of his/her thought processes and gain “mastery” over them.
At the center of Carpenter theorizations of the mind lies what he calss “effacing”
or “destroying” thoughts. In order to “efface thoughts,” the body must be kept
motionless, in a quiet place, “free from disturbance, not in an attitude of ease or slumber,
but sitting or standing erect with muscles tense. All will-power is required, and the
greatest vigilance. Every thought must be destroyed on the instant of its appearance.”117
The reason why “killing thoughts” is valuable, in Carpenter’s view, is that it frees one
from mental torment and offers a “concentrated power of handling mental work.”118
While at work, “your thought is to be absolutely concentrated and undistracted by
anything whatever irrelevant to the matter at hand.”119 Carpenter here uses the
metaphorics of engines and machines to capture the “working” of the mind”: the
concentrated mind “pounds away like a great machine, with giant power and perfect
economy.”120 Working different forces at the same time – letting thoughts wander off
from the concentrated mind – would cause “wear and tear of friction, or dislocation of
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parts.”121 When the work is finished, the machine, the mind, needs to stop, needs to
release any worry. The power of “the thought-machine” is “enormously increased” by the
faculty of “letting it alone on the one hand” and “using it singly and with concentration
on the other.”122
Carpenter here points to the idea that Lawrence emphatically promotes – that it is
this mastery of the mind, the ability to enter mental states of concentration and
“emptiness” of thoughts at will – that Westerners need to learn. He observes that the
Western individual is in an “absurd” situation: “[H]ag-ridden by the flimsy creatures of
his own brain.”123 Similarly to Call’s pronouncements about developing a mental habit
where any thought of worry or strain is quickly dropped, Carpenter notes, “If a pebble in
our boot torments us we expel it. We take off the boot and shake it out. And once the
matter is fairly understood it is just as easy to expel an intruding and obnoxious thought
from the mind.”124 Indeed, he concludes, “[I]t should be as easy to expel an obnoxious
thought from your mind as to shake a stone out of your shoe.”125 Until one has developed
the skill of shaking off unnecessary thoughts from the mind, “it is just nonsense to talk
about his ascendancy over Nature … He is a mere slave and a prey to the bat-winged
phantoms that flit through the corridors of his own brain.”126 The “weary and careworn
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faces” that Carpenter meets “by thousands,” in his view clearly testifies to how seldom
this mastery over the mind, this degree of mind-cultivation,” is obtained.127
The visions of the “quiet” mind and states where thoughts are “effaced” and the
mind is not “scattered” depict the mind that is not just “still” or free of thoughts but is
also at peace. Call’s chapter titles in her How to Live Quietly (1914) are telling: “Peace –
In General,” “Family Peace,” “Peace with the Children,” “Peace Among Friends,” “Peace
in Social Life,” “Peace in One’s Work,” “Peace in Religion,” “Peace in One’s Self,” and
“What is Peace?” The context in which Call writes this book and all her other works is
decidedly health and well-being oriented in terms of mental and bodily health but she
also, for example, defines peace as “the health of the spirit.”128 Call’s work emphasizes
the need to move from experiencing the peaceful mind as an individual to developing a
stance toward the outside world, other beings, and nature that is more compassionate and
expresses and creates peace.
A distinction that Carpenter draws between “Western” and “Eastern” searches for
transcendence is that Westerners are inclined to look for devotion to other humans,
widening out into social passion, as “the most natural way of losing one’s self-limitations
and passing into a larger sphere of life and consciousness,” while in the East, “the
concentration of oneself in the divine, and mergence in the universal that way” is
favored.129 Carpenter remarks that meditative practices emphasize “gentleness,
forbearance toward all, abstention from giving pain … the recognition of the divine spirit
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in every creature,” the sense of “equality,” “candor,” “an undisturbed serene mind, free
from anger, fear, or any excessive and tormenting desire.”130 These ideas participate in
his larger vision of pacifism – his pamphlet Never Again! A Protest and a Warning
Addressed to the Peoples of Europe (1916) urgently voices his plea for peace against the
senselessness, shame, and disgust he feels for war.
In a manner similar to Call’s, James insists on a re-evaluation of Western mental
habits and some of its values – away from the loud, the sudden, toward the peaceful and
serene. James’s “religion of healthy-mindedness” encourages people to renounce
“diseased mental states” and cultivate healthy states, such as courage, optimism, patience,
and reverence. Irving Fisher and Haven Emerson, in their How to Live: Rules for
Healthful Living Based on Modern Science (1916), single out the quality of serenity as
the fundamental element of a healthy mindset – “this attitude of healthy-mindedness
should be striven for, not only in order to produce health but as an end in itself.”131 “If we
are to be really healthy, our mental attitude must be healthy,” they note.132
James, indeed, asks the reader to cultivate habits of “internal peace.” In “The
Gospel of Relaxation,” he notes that “we must change ourselves from a race that admires
jerk and snap for their own sakes, and looks down upon low voices and quiet ways as
dull, to one that, on the contrary, has calm for its ideal, and for their own sakes loves
harmony, dignity, and ease.”133 Similarly to Call, he emphasizes the role of the body in
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accessing inner peace.134 By adhering to nature’s exercise and diet, “one may achieve for
oneself almost any desired level of vitality, including levels challenging common
experience and scientific method.”135 James emphasizes that everyone is able to increase
his/her ability to enjoy his/her physical powers, increase resistance to disease, and extend
his/her life span. Feelings of internal peace emanate from a well-trained body:
[A]nd blessed internal peace and confidence, that acquiescentia in seipso, as
Spinoza used to call it, that wells up from every part of the body of a muscularly
well-trained human being, and soaks the indwelling soul of him with satisfaction,
is, quite apart from every consideration of its mechanical utility, an element of
spiritual hygiene of supreme significance.136
Cultivating confidence and internal peace goes side by side with paying equal attention to
the mind and body: he wishes that “more and more the ideal of the well-trained and
vigorous body will be maintained neck by neck with that of the well-trained and vigorous
mind as they are two coequal halves of the higher education of men and women alike.”137
Calmness and harmony achieved will guarantee that “a wave of imitation will spread
from you.”138 Call’s theory is an example of a practically oriented treatise that attempts
to both theorize and give guidance as to how to get the mind quiet and still; how to save
rather than disperse energy – what she calls “vital force.” Indeed, in some ways she is
calling for what we might name “disembodied” experiences in that she is asking the
reader not to use the body in different activities for the mind – to be aware of it but to the
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extent that one learns how not to use the various parts of the body when not needed. She
notes, “Whenever the brain alone is used in thinking, or in receiving and taking note of
impressions through either of the senses, new power comes as we gain freedom from all
misdirected force, and with muscles in repose leave the brain to quietly do its work
without useless strain of any kind.”139 However, Call not only emphasizes the calm mind
and peacefulness within and without but also gives guidance as to how to achieve them in
the form of instructions or exercises for the reader in which she leads the reader through
various physical and mental exercises to become better aware of the body and mental and
physical holding patterns.
A stylistic and rhetorical feature that characterizes Call’s – and also sections of
James’s and Carpenter’s work – is the turn to the reader and the use of the first person
plural address. Addressing the reader or incorporating instructions indeed seem like selfevident practices in the self-help genre. However, these sections merit further analysis
since through these passages – and not just the theoretical parts – Call is developing her
theory of bodily and mental peacefulness. Additionally, these sections help shed light on
the role of language in meditative processes. First of all, the placement of the exercises
and instructions are noteworthy. In Call’s manuals, as in numerous works of that genre in
the period, the distinctions between different types and registers of the text are usually
not separated visually. In other words, the reader seamlessly moves from reading an
account of Call’s ideas on the body posture of contemporary women, the brain power of
businessmen, and peacefulness in familial settings, to a part of the text where the speaker
asks the reader to “imagine,” to “feel,” and to “visualize.” Call’s works create a
generically intriguing reading experience – one in which different genres blur. She
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smoothly moves from examining her observations into sections that outline physical
exercises and then again into sections that remind of autosuggestive practices. All these
sections are as a rule not textually separated – they do not occur as appendixes, footnotes,
or italicized parts of the text – but are a part of the main text.
Secondly, the instructional sections are striking in their use of vivid images and
metaphors – to gain a better awareness of mental and bodily processes, Call’s writings
suggest, imaginative thinking stemming from figurative language plays a key role. For
example, in telling the reader how to “train for rest,” Call asks the reader to lie on the
floor and give up every part of the body to the force of gravity:
Then stop and imagine yourself heavy. First think one leg heavy, then the other,
then each arm, and both arms, being sure to keep the same weight in the legs; then
your body and head. Use your imagination to the full extent of its power, and
think the whole machine heavy; wonder how the floor can hold such a weight.
Begin then to take a deep breath. Inhale through the nose quietly and easily. Let it
seem as if the lungs expanded themselves without voluntary effort on your part.
… Let go and exhale the air with a sense of relief. As the air leaves your lungs, try
to let your body rest back on the floor more heavily, as a rubber bag would if the
air were allowed to escape from it. … It helps to relax if you imagine your arm
help to the shoulder by a single hair, and that if you move it with a force beyond
the minimum needed to raise it, it will drop off entirely.140
Here, incorporating the somatic technique of relaxation creates a writerly and readerly
challenge – how to simultaneously experience these exercises and read Call’s
theorizations? Since it would be difficult to perform and read the exercise at the same
time, at least upon reading the passages for the first time, these sections of Call’s works
ask the reader to imagine these states of physical and mental relaxation, within the body,
as they are reading her instructions or to stop reading for a while. Her descriptions rely on
figurative language: “We should aim to take the breath in as gently as a fog creeps in
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from the sea, and to feel more as if we were letting it come in than as if we were drawing
it in ourselves”; “in letting our breath out we should feel ourselves relax inside with a
sense of rest, and let the breath go out of us as the air goes out of little children’s balloons
when it is allowed to escape”; “we should feel as we might if we were lying in the snow,
and every time we let the breath out we settled back – involuntarily – and make a deeper
impression in the snowbank on which we were lying.”141 The images of “a fog creep[ing]
in from the sea,” the escaping “children’s balloon,” and making an impression in the
snowbank on which one is lying show how Call employs striking figurative language in
order to invite the reader to experience a physical sensation.
In another section, Call encourages the reader to “realize the quiet power of all
natural growth and movement” by asking him/her to imagine, one by one, a blade of a
grass, a tree, a forest, the entire vegetable growth, the movement of the planets and then
connect these images to the grown of involuntary vital operations within the reader’s own
body:
No words can bring so full a realization of the quiet power in the progress of
Nature as will the simple process of following the growth of a tree in imagination
from the workings of its sap in the root up to the tips of the leaves, the blossoms,
and the fruit. Or beginning lower, follow the growth of a blade of grass or a
flower, then a tree, and so on to the movement of the earth, and then of all the
planets in the universe. Let your imagination picture so vividly all natural
movements, little by little, that you seem to be really at one with each and all.
Study the orderly working of your own bodily functions; and having this clearly
in mind, notice where you, in all movements that are or might be under the
control of your will, are disobeying Nature’s laws. Nature shows us constantly
that at the back of every action there should be a great repose.142
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The sections where the author relies on the reader’s willingness to imagine different
mental and physical states, the writing itself becomes about quieting the mind, about
developing a new manner of reading that will help us gain a habit of “quiet, wise
thinking.”143
Most distinctly of all the authors in this study, Call’s writing, while giving
instructions to the reader, also shapes the reading process in another way. The sections
where the author asks the readers to “imagine” a particular image or effect in the mind or
the body can also have the effect of setting the reader him/herself into a meditative
framework – she/he is not being only asked to “do” something but also to “sense,” to
“envision,” to “feel.” Call’s extended turns to the reader and language that asks the reader
to conjure images in his/her mind’s eye, lead to sections in the works that feel like
exercises in guided meditation. Call writes about meditative practices but also to an
extent asks the reader to enact these ideas and practices. These imaginative exercises in
themselves can be seen as a form of meditation, with the goal of learning how to “drop
worries,” release tensions in the body, or, as seen above, imagine one’s self and one’s
body as being a part of nature or universal forces. Call thus offers an important dimension
to accounts of meditation – attention to language, images, and the way the reader is
treated – the desire on the part of the text/author/narrator not only to describe the
processes of the meditative mind but also to evoke a response in the reader.
All three accounts, to varying degrees, include a didactic component: they take
upon themselves the project of instructing readers on better mental habits and urges them
to cultivate mental concentration and bodily ease. Call, most explicitly, teaches the reader
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mental and physical relaxation techniques and instructs the reader to let go of
unnecessary tensions and mental and physical holding patterns. Carpenter paints to the
reader an educational story of his transformation, his trip to Ceylon having changed his
thinking and writing. James aims to offer an account of better mental habits: in “The
Gospel of Relaxation,” he straightforwardly declares that his aim is to “take certain
psychological doctrines and show their practical application to mental hygiene.”144 Their
works ask or encourage the reader to exercise, practice, or enact states of a more peaceful
mind and body and to think about what that state might be like and what characterizes it.

!
As the extensive writing and influence of these three figures I hope show, the
period was characterized by a surging interest in meditative and contemplative practices.
These aimed at stilling and concentrating the mind in the service of greater integration
between the body and the mind and reduced anxiety and fragmentation, and thus were
directly in conversation with literary modernism in which these concerns are prevalent.
The different movements that I have outlined are united in foregrounding meditation and
mental concentration techniques as, on one level, a path toward greater well-being and
tranquility, and, on another level, a means for possible transcendence or alignment with
universal forces outside the self.
In the chapters that follow, I will explore how modernist works engaged with
some of these ideas and theories explored in the writings of Call, Carpenter, and James
where explorations of cultivating particular mental and/or physical habits that allow the
practitioner to learn how to consciously train the mind and experience “healthier” mental
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states – more “relaxed,” “calm,” “still,” or “quiet” – are offered directly. The rest of the
study undertakes to explore what happens if this cultivation of the mind is portrayed in
literature and in forms that are more ambivalent, complex, and uncertain. Meditation in
modernist fiction can be similar to or quite different from what we find in writings that
aim to teach and cultivate meditative practices. The imaginative potential of meditation
escalates and takes new forms in the hands of fiction writers.
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CHAPTER 1
“This peace, this rest, this eternity”
Peaceful Mind in Virginia Woolf’s Novels

In a 1929 entry of her Diary, Virginia Woolf describes her daily walk:
Now my little tugging & distressing book & articles are off my mind my brain
seems to fill & expand & grow physically light & peaceful. I begin to feel it
filling quietly after all the wringing & squeezing it has had since we came here.
And so the unconscious part now expands; & walking I notice the red corn, & the
blue of the plain & an infinite number of things without naming them; because I
am not thinking of any special thing. Now & again I feel my mind take shape, like
a cloud with the sun on it, as some idea, plan, or image wells up, but they travel
on, over the horizon, like clouds, & I wait peacefully for another to form, or
nothing – it matters not which.145
The passage reveals several different processes: not thinking of anything in particular, the
speaker releases the hold of thoughts in the mind, which makes the mind grow
“physically light & peaceful.” She then feels how the mind starts to “expand” and “fill
quietly.” This state of the mind allows unconscious thoughts or new ideas to start coming
to the forefront: she feels her “mind take shape” as some image “wells up.” The status of
these ideas or shapes conjured up in the mind is ephemeral, fluid – they can easily
evaporate “over the horizon, like clouds.” The speaker is not holding on to them but
instead “peacefully wait[s]” for another idea to form or not. This description of the mind
quieting, enlarging, sensing the contours of an idea but letting go of these shapes without
attachment – accompanied by a patient, non-judgmental, neutral stance of the self that
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witnesses and observes these processes – is a strikingly accurate description of the
meditative mind.
This chapter pursues the question of what the meditative mind means in Woolf’s
writing by setting this interest within the context of Woolf’s portrayals of the distracted
mind and the mind in a state of “flux,” and their literary expression in the writerly
practices of stream of consciousness and interior monologue. Focusing on To the
Lighthouse (1927) and The Waves (1931), and drawing from Woolf’s other novels, such
as The Voyage Out (1915) and Mrs. Dalloway (1925), I show that alongside depictions of
fractures, fragmentation, and multiple overlapping time periods, Woolf strives to convey
her characters’ and narrators’ experiences of the mind at peace. She offers not only the
model for the mind where thoughts disperse in different directions but also portrays the
mind collecting, gathering itself. Woolf’s novels show that in the flux of the stream of
inward life, attention moves rapidly in different directions; in moments of meditative
expansion, full attention gathers into the present moment. Meditation, understood as an
internal process that at its primary level aims at bringing about a sensation of a calm,
quiet mind, is a powerful if muted potential in Woolf’s writings.
The wandering mind pulled in various directions by multiple thoughts and stimuli,
a characteristic of Mrs. Dalloway (1925) and The Waves (1931), is the main challenge for
meditation and could, according to meditation theories, discussed in the Introduction, be
seen as a sign of an untrained mind. However, jumps from thought to thought during
Woolf’s characters’ walks in the modernist city and the leaps from one character’s mind
to another are interspersed with moments that are governed by feelings of inner peace.
Woolf’s writings of consciousness encompass and reveal both the characters’ experiences
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of integration through stillness, the narratives’ attention to the present moment, “a
complete moment,” and “a whole experience,” on the one hand, and distraction,
interruption, and the rapid movement of the scattered mind, on the other hand, showing
how these different states of the mind occur, reoccur, and transform into one another.
Moreover, peaceful-mindedness can be understood as a facet in Woolf’s engagement
with discussions on pacifism; her visions of the peaceful mind, unnoticed up to now,
draw together the potential for both inner calm and outer safety in the modern world.

Scholars have illuminated a range of mental states that Woolf explores in her
works.146 In a recent study, Angela Hague, for example, argues that a key creative force
in Woolf’s creative and non-creative writing is intuitive consciousness.147 Woolf’s
depictions of epiphany and transcendence have been widely discussed, and critics have
noted her reliance upon nonrational workings of the mind, equating this process with her
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depictions of mystical experience, feminine consciousness, or even psychopathology.148
Maudeline Moore and Mark Hussey illuminate Woolf’s treatment of mystical states;
Moore connects Woolf’s mysticism with her “desire for retreat, withdrawal and
renunciation.”149 Scholars have drawn attention to Woolf’s treatment of time, the way she
“liberate[s] time from its chronological progression” or depicts “arrested time,” “arrested
detail,” and “still time” or disrupts, expands, and condenses time.150 Jed Esty, analyzing
the ways in which Joyce and Woolf capture “the dilatory mind and shifting moods,”
notes that Woolf’s novels “generate new vocabularies for fractured time and recursive
plotting rather than reproduce the conventions of linear time and chronological,
sequenced plotting.”151 Judith Brown has argued that “the diffusion and arrest of time
characterize[s] Woolf’s experiment in modernist form.”152 On the other hand, Woolf’s
works can be seen to exhibit a constant pushing forward, aided by the grammar and
syntactic features of the prose.153 At the same time, Brown notes that Woolf is “equally
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as interested in the productive stasis of the moment, that instant of frozen time that causes
the eye, and the frame, to pause.”154 Rendering the moment as distinct, “this moment in
June,” and set apart from the ordinary passage of time is in Brown’s view Woolf’s
method of turning a glance into a sustained observation: “There will be no reckless
galloping forward of narrative time but the unsteady interplay of past, present, and future
that become layered.”155
While underscoring Woolf’s treatment of time as still or epiphanic or
transcendental is relevant for the discussion in this study, I would like to propose moving
away from emphasizing “arresting” time and the “sudden” insights during moments of
epiphany. Instead, I want to highlight the idea that at the very core of the mental states
Woolf so elaborately discusses lies her attention to peace. In her unfinished memoir “A
Sketch of the Past” (1940), Woolf famously explains her approach to time by
distinguishing between moments of “being” and moments of “non-being.” She writes:
Every day includes much more non-being than being. Yesterday for example,
Tuesday the 18th of April, was [as] it happened a good day; above the average in
“being.” It was fine; I enjoyed writing these first pages; my head was relieved of
the pressure of writing about Roger; I walked over Mount Misery and along the
river … I also read Chaucer with pleasure; and began a book – the memoirs of
Madame de la Fayette – which interested me. These separate moments of being
were however embedded in many more moments of non-being. I have already
forgotten what Leonard and I talked about at lunch; and at tea; although it was a
good day the goodness was embedded in a kind of nondescript cotton wool. This
is always so. A great part of every day is not lived consciously. One walks, eats,
sees things, deals with what has to be done…156
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The times of non-being, then, go by with no or little memory or trace – they amount to
what Woolf calls the “cotton wool” of non-being. Describing her days as a child in St
Ives where “nothing made a dint upon [her],” she suddenly has an experience that leaves
a strong mark: “Then, for no reason that I know about, there was a sudden violent shock,
something happened so violently that I have remembered it all my life.”157 She realizes
that people can hurt themselves and one another.158 She has a second experience that
leads to an illumination about “wholeness”: looking at a plant, she says, “That is the
whole’… I was looking at a plant with a spread of leaves; and it seemed suddenly plain
that the flower itself was a part of the earth; that a ring enclosed what was the flower.”159
Hague calls the moment of being “a sudden access to an intensified level of
consciousness that has not yet been rationalized into an understanding of its meaning.”160
Both moments gave the speaker a sensation of discovery; they made a difference in what
she knew about the world. She notes that after the first surprise, she is sure that the
experience will become a revelation of some order:
[I]t is a token of some real thing behind appearances; and I make it real by putting
it into words. It is only by putting it into words that I make it whole; this
wholeness means that it has lost its power to hurt me; it gives me, perhaps
because by doing so I take away the pain, a great delight to put the severed parts
together. … It is the rapture that I get when in writing I seem to be discovering
what belongs to what; making a scene come right; making a character come
together. From this I reach what I might call a philosophy; at any rate it is a
constant idea of mine; that behind the cotton wool is hidden a pattern; that we – I
mean all human beings –are connected with this…161
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Getting older, one gains greater power in providing an explanation that “blunts the
sledge-hammer force of the blow” and allows her to “deal with the sensation”: “I was not
powerless. I was conscious – if only at a distance – that I should in time explain it.”162 It
is important to emphasize here that although the second example is not about violence per
se, both experiences and her approach to these moments are described in terms of
“sudden shock,” “hurt,” and “pain.” This suddenness of the moment of being, this
experience that can later bring explanation and a sense of wholeness, is viewed in terms
of at least initial shock, of the unexpected, of violence at some level.
Against the backdrop of this explanation of her idea of being and moments that
suddenly erupt and puncture the cotton wool, Woolf offers a different approach to
particularly significant moments. She writes:
The past only comes back when the present runs so smoothly that it is like the sliding
surface of a deep river. Then one sees through the surface to the depths. In those
moments I find one of my greatest satisfactions, not that I am thinking of the past; but
that it is then that I am living most fully in the present. For the present when backed
by the past is a thousand times deeper than the present when it presses so close that
you can feel nothing else, when the film on the camera reaches only the eye. But to
feel the present sliding over the depths of the past, peace is necessary. The present
must be smooth, habitual. For this reason – that it destroys the fullness of life – any
break – like that of house moving – causes me extreme distress; it breaks; it
shallows…163
Here, Woolf describes a moment that is being lived intently in the present. During these
moments, she is not thinking about the past but rather feels how her present moment is
enriched by the closeness of the past, the depth of experience. Importantly, for this richly
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lived moment to surface and have its power, “peace is necessary.” In other words, “full
living” in Woolf’s vision here is only possible against the background of peace.
The moments of “violent shock” and the moments of “full living” are both
crystallized experiences against the flow of everyday experience. However, while the
former are experienced as disruptive, the latter do not interrupt the flow of one’s daily
life. As opposed to the moments resulting from “shock,” moments of full living do not
offer direct new insights or material for later pondering and explanation that come with
maturation: they are not necessarily associated with suddenness, with abrupt revelation.
Rather, they give her an experience, a feeling of “living most fully in the present.” It is
important to note the role of “feeling” here: without the simultaneous awareness of the
past, the immediacy of the present moment can be so strong, can “[press] so close that
you can feel nothing else” [emphasis added]. Peace is needed in order to feel the present
and the past simultaneously. Moments of being, then, in Woolf’s own theorizations, grow
out of feelings of peace, of non-disruption, out of the conditions of the “smooth, habitual”
present. This peace, I argue, refers not only to the need for the comfort and safety of
everyday life but also to the peaceful mind.
In her nonfictional writings, Woolf comments on the peace that arises from
processes of reading and writing – a sense of peacefulness that comes with closing a
chapter and mailing her proofs or upon reading a poem by William Wordsworth. She
notes that the poem’s “stillness, its unconsciousness, its lack of distraction, its
concentration and the resulting ‘beauty’ struck me. As if the mind must be allowed to
settle undisturbed over the object in order to secrete the pearl.”164 In “Modern Fiction,”
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Woolf famously exposes a new way to approach a literary representation of the mind.
She proposes to “examine for a moment an ordinary mind on an ordinary day,” noting
that the mind receives a myriad impressions at every single moment: “From all sides they
come, an incessant shower of innumerable storms; and as they fall, as they shape
themselves into the life of Monday or Tuesday, the accent falls differently from of
old.”165 In her diary, Woolf writes that “the method of writing smooth narration can’t be
right; things don’t happen in one’s mind like that.”166 Instead, “the mind is the most
capricious of insects – flittering, fluttering.”167 This “flittering, fluttering” mind appears
in almost all of Woolf’s novels. How does the view of the mind that settles undisturbed
find a home in Woolf’s treatment of consciousness and her depiction of thoughts in
continuous movement in her literary works?

The Voyage Out
In Woolf’s early work, The Voyage Out (1915), the young protagonist, Rachel Vinrace,
alongside a group of Englishmen and women, undertakes a sea journey to Santa Marina,
a fictitious South American tourist spot. This passage toward adulthood, as Rachel
crosses the ocean, comes to a sudden end with her tragic death from fever. In this novel,
the adjective “meditative” describes the characters, as in “she looked meditative,” or their
actions, as in “she looked back meditatively upon her past life. … she meditated still.
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When she thought of their day it seemed to her that it was cut into four pieces by their
meals,” or “his meditations carried on while he cut his toast into bars and neatly buttered
them, took him through a considerable stretch of autobiography.”168 The characters muse,
ponder, think, reflect, and talk as they “meditate” – these states and acts refer to a
generalized meaning of meditation as reflection, as the mind lingering in prolonged
thought.
In The Voyage Out, Woolf includes a character explicitly described as a
meditator, Mr. Pepper, an eccentric Persian and Greek scholar, who is like an “image of
Buddha.” As noted earlier, Woolf does not explicitly mention her familiarity with Eastern
meditative practices. Jane Marcus has pointed out that Woolf’s engagement with the East
could actually have been much more complex than commonly thought – Marcus shows
that The Waves is interwoven with Hindu philosophy embracing death, Hindu prayers,
and the Indian text, the Rig Veda.169 Mr. Pepper is “Buddha-like” in his outward posture
of a sitting meditator: in a scene of a long interval of constraint and silence, Mr. Pepper
“created a diversion of a kind by leaping on to his seat, both feet tucked under him …
Drawn up there, sucking at his cigar, with his arms encircling his knees, he looked like
the image of Buddha, and from this elevation began a discourse, addressed to nobody, for
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nobody had called for it, upon the unplumbed depths of ocean.”170 Mr. Pepper is drawn
from Marlow in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (1899), the novel that The Voyage
Out most notably responds to.171 Upon the introduction of Marlow in Heart of Darkness,
the reader sees him as “sit[ting] cross-legged right aft, leaning against the mizzen-mast.
He had sunken cheeks, a yellow complexion, a straight back, and ascetic aspect, and,
with his arms dropped, the palms of hands outwards, resembled an idol.”172 He narrates
his story, “lifting one arm from the elbow, the palm of the hand outwards, so that, with
his legs folded before him, he had the pose of a Buddha preaching in European clothes
and without a lotus-flower.”173 The end of the novella returns to the same image:
“Marlow ceased, and sat apart, indistinct and silent, in the pose of a meditating Buddha.
Nobody moved for a time.”174 The listeners are also described as “meditative”: “For some
reason or other we did not begin that game of dominoes. We felt meditative, and fit for
nothing but placid staring.”175 Marlow’s body in the sitting meditation posture at the
beginning and end of the novel suggests that the entire narration from Marlow is
delivered in this meditating stance – the story we hear through Marlow, narrated via the
frame narrator, is delivered as a meditation, reflecting a particular mental state.
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The Buddha-like character in Woolf’s writing is similarly not an enlightened
figure. In both Conrad and Woolf, the meditator is most clearly evoked first and foremost
in connection with the act of speaking: meditating is an act of narration, delivered in a
particular way – with no direct or visibly engaged listener, in a fashion of a monologue.
Next to the showing meditation as a generalized form for reflection, these scenes depict
meditation as absorbed acts speaking – Marlow’s and Mr. Pepper’s speeches are halfway
between internalized and vocalized articulations. Mr. Pepper is outwardly meditating but
the reader does not gain access into how this meditative state might affect his inner
world.
While Mr. Pepper is explicitly described as meditating, it is actually the
protagonist, Rachel, who is going through processes that on the surface seem like acts of
meditation. Next to these visions of meditation as reflection or as a form of engrossed
speaking, Woolf shows the reader another way of tackling meditation – as a focused
attention on experiencing and observing one’s thoughts. The novel shows Rachel in states
of mind where “thinking” refers not to an intellectual, rational process but rather to a
different kind of mental state, for example, one where the mind wanders or goes blank or
lingers between sleep and wakefulness. Rachel, lying in her chair, with one hand behind
her head and the other holding the knob on the arm, “was clearly following her thoughts
intently”:
Her education left her abundant time for thinking. Her eyes were fixed so steadily
upon a ball on the rail of the ship that she could have been startled and annoyed if
anything had chanced to obscure it for a second. She had begun her meditations
…
Lying in the hot sun her mind was fixed upon the characters of her aunts, their
views, and the way they lived. Indeed this was a subject that lasted her hundreds
of morning walks round Richmond Park, and blotted out the trees and the people
and the deer. Why did they do the things they did, and what did they feel and
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what was it all about? … By these means Rachel reached that stage in thinking, if
thinking it can be called, when the eyes are intent upon a ball or a knob and the
lips cease to move.176
Rachel’s mind is very intent, focused – “fixed,” as the narrator says – closely following
her thoughts. These musings and her mental state do not amount to illumination, insight,
restfulness or greater awareness of the surrounding world. Here, rather, the meditations
lead to a fixed stare, a shutting off of the outside world.
This detachment from the external world is mirrored in Rachel’s way of physical
movement. The novel abounds in scenes where Rachel is walking and running without
noticing her outer world. Walking on a path running by the river, Rachel is oblivious to
surrounding details – “on the bank grew those trees which Helen had said it was worth
the voyage out merely to see. April had burst their buds, and they bore large blossoms
among their glossy leaves with petals of a thick wax-like substance coloured an exquisite
cream or pink or deep crimson.”177 Rachel is “filled with one of those unreasonable
exultations” which make her unable to notice anything around her – “she walked without
seeing,” “she did not see distinctly where she was going, the trees and the landscape
appearing only as masses of green and blue.”178 In her mind is a jumbled mix of
phenomena and people – other characters, “the music, the light, the dark trees in the
garden, the dawn – as she walked they went surging round in her head, a tumultuous
background from which the present moment … sprung more wonderfully vivid even than
the night before.”179 Unconsciously she had been walking faster and faster, “her body
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trying to outrun her mind.”180 In the end, “she was no longer able to juggle several ideas,
but must deal with the most persistent.”181 She realizes that “thinking was no escape.
Physical movement was the only refuge, in and out of rooms, in and out of peoples’
minds, seeking she knew not what.”182 The rushed movement of the body is accompanied
by the rushing of the mind. However, in the end, she understands that “one thing led to
another and by degrees something had formed itself out of nothing, and so one reached at
least this calm, this quiet, this certainty.”183 The bodily movement, the inability to
outpace oneself physically, in the end, makes Rachel slow down the mental race also.
The mind is here so engaged with feeling or thought that it becomes unaware of the body
– movement becomes aimless: the body is wandering and the mind absorbed, which
results in an uneasy, automatic, unaware, what might be called “mindless” moving.
“Calm,” “quiet,” and “certainty” become the phenomena toward which she races. Woolf
here is contrasting this possibility of meditation with Pepper’s: Rachel’s mind is far away
from being calm, until the end of the scene – the meditative potential is thus, in a way,
frustrated. However, this seeming meditation nevertheless reveals Rachel’s internal
world, rather than remaining merely a surface phenomenon, associated with outward
posture, as in Mr. Pepper.
A similar feature of “mindless” movement is apparent in the other characters’
experiences. Hewet realizes that “with the movement of his body, the excitement, the
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romance and the richness of life crowded into his brain … he ran swinging from side to
side down the hill, shouting any nonsense that came into his head …”184 He is “plunging
along, like an elephant in the jungle, stripping the branches as I go (he snatched at the
twigs of a bush at the roadside), roaring innumerable words, lovely words about
innumerable things.”185 The narrator says, “[H]is eyes were dazed, his hands very cold,
and his brain excited and yet half asleep.”186 While the novel does present walking as
stimulating and inspiring – as with Richard, who notes that, “I suppose the most
momentous conversations of my life took place while perambulating the great court at
Trinity”187 – it is significant how movement in The Voyage Out becomes largely
associated with frenzy, with the character’s mind excited but also half asleep. As I will
discuss in Chapter 2, another expression of this phenomenon of “mindless” moving is
found in Lawrence, but to a radically different effect.
This portrayal of simultaneous mindless movement and mental disarray
encourages a more careful analysis of possible relationships between movement and the
mind in Woolf’s works. It is not by chance that Woolf sets a number of her most
elaborate depictions of consciousness in conjunction with her characters in movement, as
in walking. In Djuna Barnes’s Nightwood (1937), too, meditation is evoked in connection
with the character engaged not in a sitting meditation or a passive stare, but in acts of
walking. Robin, arguably one of the most haunting flaneur figures in modernist literature,
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“strangely aware of some lost land in herself,” takes to wandering about, “alone and
engrossed,” for hours and days.188 Robin walks “in a formless meditation, her hands
thrust into the sleeves of her coat, directing her steps toward that night like that was a
known measure between Nora and the cafes. Her meditations, during this walk, were a
part of the pleasure she expected to find when the walk came to an end.”189 Interestingly,
“her thoughts were in themselves a form of locomotion. She walked with raised head,
seeming to look at every passer-by, yet her gaze was anchored in anticipation and
regret.”190 The movement lacks knowledge of direction – “without knowing she would do
so, she took the turn that brought her into this particular street.”191 This “meditative” walk
leaves this modern flaneur disengaged from the rest of the world, “rapt and confused” in
the eyes of the others.192
These portrayals of the numbed or frenetic mind of characters as they move, in
Nightwood and in The Voyage Out, are directly opposed to the experiences of Woolf’s
later flaneur figures, who in urban settings become a part of the electrifying currents of
the city. Alex Soojung-Kim Pang writes:
The idea that walking helps thinking and can be a form of contemplation has been
around since antiquity. The Latin phrase solvitur ambulando – “it is solved by
walking” – is attributed to ancient philosophers as diverse as Diogenes, Ambrose
… Buddhists and Christians share a tradition of walking meditation, in which
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walks along short paths or labyrinths stimulate spiritual reflection and
renewal.”193
Taking into account that Woolf often sets her fictional and nonfictional writings against
the backdrop of walking and was an avid walker herself, it is no surprise that movement
has a profound effect on the minds of her characters. Although Woolf does not refer to
her walking characters, such as Clarissa Dalloway, as engaged in meditation, Rachel and
Barnes’s example reveal how the characters’ inner experiences are crucially formed by
movement and the stimuli of the outside world they encounter when in movement. As I
will discuss later, Lawrence and Huxley are intent upon bringing the moving body into
their conceptions of consciousness as well, but with differing effects.
In a sharp contrast to the frenzied walking and running scenes in The Voyage Out,
Woolf theorizes a different state of mind in her diary and nonfictional writings. She not
only recounts what she sees and notices during her walks but offers vivid descriptions of
the state of her mind. In a diary entry, Woolf writes: “[T]here is a certain evening hour,
when the tides meet I think it is, when walking is the finest treat … Happy ecstasies float
the mind out into the vague; spur it & seek not to recall it.”194 In her maturity she loved to
wander the London streets alone – to walk alone in London, she wrote in 1930, “is the
greatest rest.”195 In “The Mark on the Wall,” a short nonfictional piece, Woolf describes a
change that takes place when she steps into St Paul’s Cathedral: “Here it is again,
looming over us, mountainous, immense, greyer, colder, quieter than before. And directly
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we enter we undergo that pause and expansion and release from hurry and effort which it
is in the power of St Paul’s to bestow. … Mind and body seem both to widen in this
enclosure.”196 Even in the bustling streets of the modern metropolis, with its array of
stimuli, the speaker finds places that encourage inner peace and contemplation: in the
“pause and expansion and release from hurry and effort,” the body and the mind “seem
both to widen.” These moments of perceived “widening” and “expansion” of the mind
and body differ from Woolf’s epiphanies, “stilled time,” and moments of transcendence
and are meditative at their heart. Physical movement in Woolf’s writings bears the dual
potential for both “mindlessness” and meditativeness.

Mrs. Dalloway and The Waves
In Mrs. Dalloway and The Waves, Woolf similarly looks at movement but most
prominently as a characteristic of the mind, not the body – the novels explore how the
mind moves, how consciousness is never stable but always in a fluid state of flow. In his
Talks to Teachers on Psychology (1921), James famously writes: “[I]n each of us, when
awake (and often when asleep), some kind of consciousness is always going on. There is
a stream, a succession of states, or waves, or fields (or whatever you please to call them),
of knowledge, of feeling, of desire, of deliberation, etc., that constantly pass and repass,
and that constitute our inner life.”197 According to Henri Bergson, the world is in a state
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of perpetual duration, or flux, in which a “continuous, nondiscrete, interpenetrating flow
of experience constantly expands outward with no preordained goal or conclusion in
view.”198 In Creative Evolution (1907), Bergson describes consciousness as “a moving
zone which comprises all that we think or feel or will – all, in short, that we are at any
given moment.”199 Robert Humphrey points out that in their attempts to represent
simultaneously the inner and the outer life and the “nonstatic and the nonfocused,”
modernist authors were influenced by cinematic devices; the “quality of consciousness
itself demands a movement that is not rigid clock progression. It demands instead a
freedom of shifting back and forth.”200 These definitions highlight images, phrases, and
metaphors of movement – such as “stream,” “flux,” “mind-wandering,” “nonstatic,” and
“nonfocused.” Indeed, one of the very central tenets of stream of consciousness is that
consciousness is never static but always in a state of motion. What is, then, the
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relationship between the “still” mind of meditation and the constantly moving “stream”
of consciousness? Humphrey points out that “the psyche, which is almost continuously
active, cannot be concentrated for very long in its processes, even when it is most
strongly willed; when little effort is exerted to concentrate it, its focus remains on any one
thing but momentarily.”201 It seems that in stream-of-consciousness, concentration is an
effort, only possible for short periods of time.
With this conundrum in mind, Woolf’s depictions of this “moving mind” merit a
careful consideration. In Woolf, indeed, the reader sees how the mind moves, for
example, between different time zones. Envisioning consciousness as in a state of flux
allows Woolf to emphasize the freedom of the mind to move from the past to the present
to the future. In a characteristically Woolfian passage, we read:
Remember my party, remember my party, said Peter Walsh as he stepped down
the street, speaking to himself rhythmically, in time with the flow of the sound,
the direct downright sound of Big Ben striking the half-hour. (The leaden circles
dissolved in the air.) Oh these parties, he thought. Not that he blamed her on this
effigy of a man in a tail-coat with a carnation in his button-hole coming towards
him. Only one person in the world could be as he was, in love. And there he was,
this fortunate man, himself, reflected in the plate-glass window of a motor-car
manufacturer in Victoria Street. All India lay behind him; plains, mountains;
epidemics of cholera; a district twice as big as Ireland; decisions he had come to
alone – he, Peter Walsh; who was now really for the first time in his life, in love.
Clarissa had grown hard, he thought; and a trifle sentimental into the bargain, he
suspected, looking at the great motor-cars capable of doing – how many miles on
how many gallons? For he had a turn for mechanics; had invented a plough in his
district, had ordered wheel-barrows from England, but the coolies wouldn’t use
them, all of which Clarissa knew nothing about. … (Still the last tremors of the
great booming voice shook the air round him; the half-hour; still early; only halfpast eleven still).202
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Peter, physically moving, experiences his mind in movement – from the idea of
Clarissa’s party, the sound of Big Ben, his mind moves to his feeling of being in love, his
time in India, his passion for mechanics. The mind journeys in different directions as a
response to the outside (the metropolis) or inside stimuli (memories, strips of language),
and travels from the past, such as his time in India or his memories of younger Clarissa,
to the present, to what is literally in front of his eyes. While in some cases in the novel,
the mind comes back to initial thoughts after wavering off, at other times, the started
thread is left unfinished, such as Peter’s note, “Yes, he remembered Regent’s Park; the
long straight walk…”203 or Doctor Holmes’s comment, “Only the other day, visiting a
patient, Sir Somebody Something in Bedford Square ---.”204 This vision of the mind
where thoughts crisscross between multiple time periods and inner and outer stimuli
seems to be an antithesis of the meditative mind.
What characterizes the stream of thoughts in the passage above and the novel
more broadly is the fact that the mind does not aim to point the “flow” or “stream” of
consciousness in a particular direction and deliberately hold it in that direction for an
extended period, which would add the characters’ walks a meditative quality. While the
characters do stay with some ideas for longer periods of time, these are in general not
deliberate attempts to concentrate the mind. Rather, Woolf offers a sense of a mental state
where thoughts, images, sensations, and stimuli enter the mind and the mind engages
with some of them; however, these thoughts and sensations flicker in and out. Here,
thoughts change their direction after shorter or longer periods of time. Most of the stimuli
become a part of the “stream” of consciousness without causing the character to feel
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interrupted. However, certain moments in the characters’ experience jolt them into
experiencing a disruption – these disruptions reroute the flow of the stream of
consciousness. Clarissa experiences the sound of the bell flooding the room with
“melancholy wave; which receded, and gathered itself together to fall once more when
she heard, distractingly, something fumbling, something scratching at the door. Who at
this hour? Three, good heavens! Three already!”205 Sounds pull the characters out of their
inner contemplations.
For the reader, the inclusion of remarks about the outward world – what the
characters see, feel, hear, or experience – can work as an instance of interruption in the
reading experience. The reader has to keep shifting his/her position in terms of the
exterior and the interior worlds depicted in the novel: he/she has to move quickly from
one image in the mind’s eye to the next. The moment of textual interruption occurs on the
level of sentence linearity. For example, Peter is thinking about Clarissa – “Clarissa was
as cold as an icicle,” and the next moment “here he was at the crossing.”206 The reader is
given details, directions as to the outside world of the character – from the character’s
inner world, his inner thought, the reader comes to observe the character’s surroundings.
A stream of consciousness novel for the reader can be a jolting reading experience – the
mind of the reader has to make quick adjustments to follow the leaps in the characters’
minds.
In Mrs. Dalloway, possible interruptions – with the exception of sudden sounds
and noises of violence – get smoothed into the stream of the characters’ consciousness:
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phenomena that might otherwise be considered as disruptive – such as a range of stimuli,
the navigating of the city – do not disrupt the characters at all. In The Waves (1931),
however, distractions and disruptions are a continuous presence. The Waves is commonly
regarded as Woolf’s most experimental novel, featuring the soliloquies of the six central
characters. These soliloquies are interspersed by nine shorter interludes, narrated in the
third person omniscient voice, describing a coastal scene at different stages in the day.
The characters’ thoughts and the narrator’s commentary are kept apart: there is no
confusion between the narrator’s discourse and the character’s own consciousness to the
extent that it occurs in Mrs. Dalloway. The sentences are generally uninterrupted, full
sentences, marked by a linear progression from one thought to the next, rather than the
overlapping or co-occurring thoughts in Mrs. Dalloway. Even though the writing style of
The Waves differs from Woolf’s writing in Mrs. Dalloway, an exploration of inner states
and consciousness is very much at the heart of The Waves.207
What characterizes the movement of the mind in The Waves are the constant
roadblocks in the shape of distractions. The distracted mind, commonly understood as the
mind that shifts its attention rapidly and restlessly without a specific intention, struggling
to pursue or complete a line of thought, counts as one of the most significant forces over
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which meditation attempts to gain mastery. In a recent study, Paul North points out that
scholars have been driven to understand what is meant by thinking, but periodic nonthought, not-always thinking, rarely appears in the history of thought: a history of
unattention and forms of cognition such as absentmindedness are not recorded in
intellectual history and philosophy.208 According to North, “distraction is diversion, and
diversion is a version of attention.”209 In other words, distraction is not a loss of attention
– rather, in distraction, attention moves to a different object or a state or a phenomenon.
Nicholas Dames, in Physiology of the Novel (2007), notes that attention of any kind “has
necessary limit, either by a blurring out into some less focused consciousness, or by being
jerked back to the provisionally ignored world; attention seems to be just a periodic or
rhythmic punctuation … in a general wave of what we might call cognitive drift.”210
Meditative techniques and contemplative practices commonly address distraction and
lack of focus: in Pang’s words: “In Asia, Buddhist and Tantric meditation, Japanese Zen,
and Korean Son and Yoga have all evolved to tame the distracted, chattering,
undisciplined monkey mind.”211 In meditative traditions, the “monkey mind” is a mind
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that, according to the Buddhist teacher Chogyam Trungpa “leaps about and never stays in
one place. It is completely restless.”212
The distractions in The Waves are a testament to the idea that the characters do try
to concentrate. Rhoda mentions that “each time the door opens I am interrupted … Like a
ribbon of weed I am flung far every time the door opens” and feels her thought process is
“interrupted, torn, pricked and plucked at by sensations, spontaneous and irrelevant, of
curiosity, greed, desire, irresponsible as in sleep. (I love that bag – etc.).”213 Bernard lists
the distractions that he wants to leave behind: in his room, “with walls round us and red
serge curtains drawn, we can shut out these distracting voices, scents and savours of lime
trees, and other lives.”214 He struggles with concentration – “I have gone buzzing like a
swarm of bees, endlessly vagrant, with none of your power of fixing remorselessly upon
a single object.”215 Interruption is a break in his constant search for a perfect phrase:
“These are the things that for ever interrupt the process upon which I am eternally
engaged of finding some perfect phrase that fits this moment exactly.”216 Neville
mentions that to read and understand poetry, one “must put aside antipathies and
jealousies and not interrupt. One must have patience and infinite care and let the light
sound, whether of spiders’ delicate feet on a leaf or the chuckle of water in some
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irrelevant drainpipe, unfold too.”217 Memorably, Bernard struggles with distraction after
the death of Percival: in response to seeing newspapers which might pull him out of his
grieving over Percival, he says to himself, “I cannot suffer interruption yet … I will walk;
I will not change the rhythm of my mind by stopping, by looking; I will walk.”218
One of the triggers of the distracted mind in The Waves is the modern metropolis.
In Mrs. Dalloway, the city, albeit a source of a flood of stimuli, is not in general
portrayed as a distracting place – the characters, in a Baudelairean fashion, become a part
of the energizing flow of the metropolis.219 Much like the figure of the flaneur, Clarissa
Dalloway is rejuvenated, energized by the city.220 We hear that “Bond Street fascinated
her; Bond Street early in the morning in the season; its flags flying; its shops; no splash;
no glitter.”221 Clarissa observes, “She knew nothing; no language, no history; she
scarcely read a book now except memoirs in bed; and yet to her it was absolutely
absorbing; all this; the cabs passing; and she would not say of Peter, she would not say of
herself, I am this, I am that.”222 In The Waves, however, the characters are acutely
cognizant of the hurried city life: sitting in cafes and restaurants, they observe people
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passing, but their experience is remarkably that of distraction and disorder. Louis notes,
“They pass the window of this eating-shop incessantly. Motor-cars, vans, motoromnibuses; and again motor omnibuses, vans, motor-cars – they pass the window. In the
background I perceive shops and houses; also the grey spires of a city church … (They go
on passing, they go on passing in disorderly procession.) I cannot read my book, or order
my beef, with conviction.”223 His consciousness is “perpetually torn and distressed by
their disorder. I cannot therefore concentrate on my dinner … They dive and plunge like
guillemots whose feathers are slippery with oil.”224 This awareness of “flux, of disorder,
of annihilation and despair”225 is by no means enabling as it was in Mrs. Dalloway.
Lawrence, as I will show in Chapter 2, takes this vision one step further: in his view, the
modern city is not merely distracting or full of despair but unhealthy, rotten, and full of
vices.
In Mrs. Dalloway, the characters sense the movement from one thought to the
next as a part of the stream of consciousness: the characters experience the movement
from thought to thought in general as a natural phenomenon. The characters in The
Waves, by contrast, are struggling with getting into a state of a smooth flow of attention –
being absorbed in their thought world or artistic creation is not always easy. The
differences in the narrative voices in the two novels are significant: employing the first
person narrator who is also a participant in the story, The Waves allows for greater selfobservation and self-reflexive commentary than the narrative voice of Mrs. Dalloway,
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which fluctuates between the outside narrator and the voice of the character him/herself.
In The Waves, on the one hand, the experiences of disruption show that the characters are
not able to place themselves into the flux of consciousness and move along with whatever
comes their way, without losing inner centeredness. On the other hand, these roadblocks
mark the characters’ heightened awareness of their own mind: in contrast to Woolf’s
novels where the narrator, rather than the character him/herself, participates in the
characters’ description of their inner worlds, the first-person account of The Waves,
except for the interludes, allows for an unparalleled level of the characters’ own
awareness of the workings of their minds, as opposed to the narrator’s ability to enter and
channel the characters’ minds.
This self-awareness of the workings of their own minds highlights how the
characters feel the presence of internal thoughts. They feel what “fills the mind.” For
example, Susan recounts: “I pile my mind with damp grass, with wet fields, with the
sound of rain on the roof and the gusts of wind that batter at the house in winter and so
protect my soul against her [Jinny], feel her derision steal round me.”226 By “piling” the
mind with “damp grass and wet fields,” Susan evokes images of nature with which she
feels familiar and makes the mind similar to the environment in which she feels
comfortable. In Bernard’s case, filling the mind means letting his consciousness be
permeated by details and possible story lines for the fictional characters he is creating: “I
fill my mind with whatever happens to be the contents of a room or a railway carriage as
one fills a mountainpen in an inkpot.”227 Bernard says, “Now let me fill my mind with
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imaginary pictures … Things kept popping into my head. I was imaginative, subtle …
More and more bubbles into my mind as I talk, images and images.”228 Woolf’s depiction
of the writer figure here mirrors her own pronouncement in the short piece “Life and the
Novelist,” where she states that the novelist is “terribly exposed to life”:
[T]he novelist never forgets and is seldom distracted. He fills his glass and lights
his cigarette, he enjoys presumably all the pleasures of talk and table, but always
with a sense that he is being stimulated and played upon by the subject-matter of
his art. Taste, sound, movement, a few words here, a gesture there, a man coming
in, a woman going out, even the motor car that passes in the street or the beggar
who shuffles along the pavement … claim his attention and rouse his curiosity.229
Woolf here emphasizes that for a creator, such as an author, what might seem like points
of distraction are actually sources of creativity and inspiration: a rapid succession of
information and images feeds the writer’s creative impulse.
As a counterpoint to “filling the mind,” the novel draws attention to stimuli and
thoughts that enter the mind but do so fleetingly. For example, Louis travels through
England on a train, senses himself as “hang[ing] suspended without attachments” – he is
passing over fields, landscape, without lodgment. His observations are recorded in
parenthesis – (“there is a river; a man fishes; there is a spire, there is the village street
with its bow-windowed inn).”230 These parenthetical images he experiences as dreamlike
and dim. He envisions himself as “the ghost of Louis, an ephemeral passer-by, in whose
mind dreams have power, and garden sounds … I dash and sprinkle myself with the
bright waters of childhood.”231 But the observations here go further than remarking that
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the processing of quickly passing stimuli is ephemeral. He notes, “[T]hese hard thoughts,
this envy, this bitterness, make no lodgment in me.”232 The scene depicts a mind that
keeps certain thoughts and emotions deliberately at bay. Where in Mrs. Dalloway the
phenomena that “make no lodgment” in the characters are recorded by the narrator and
the characters themselves through the stream of consciousness, in the above example,
these fleeting phenomena are relegated to the parenthesis. Louis is aware of the fleeting
nature of these phenomena; he is not just recording what passes through the mind but is
constantly observing his own mind and its reactions.
Distraction and interruption that cause dismay or unease are one type of challenge
in attaining the concentrated or peaceful mind. The mind in the above examples is
frequently aware of its own distracted state. Instead of “emptying” or “stilling” their
minds, the characters are self-aware of what “fills” or “piles up” in their minds. However,
this mental awareness itself – although not leading to meditative results or states of
peacefulness or riddance of distractions – is in itself a step toward attaining a meditative
mind. The meditative mind is, from the outset, a mind that is able to observe itself, to pay
attention to the shape and movement of the thoughts in the mind. This greater level of the
characters’ own self-reflexiveness about the mind moves Woolf’s portrayal of the mind
closer to the meditative mind: the capacity to observe one’s own mind is crucial for
meditation.
What characterizes the moving mind in Woolf’s writings, then, is the attention to
distractions and multiplicity of directions thoughts can take in short periods of time. Even
though the characters in Mrs. Dalloway and The Waves struggle with internal and
external distractions, during particular scenes, this mental movement changes so that the
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attention gathers onto one moment and the moment is experienced in depth. During these
moments, the characters undergo experiences that are marked by the language of
enlargement and widening. Neville, during one of the moments when he feels he loves
his life senses how the “I” is no longer confined to the body or mind but extends to
natural phenomena, to the city, to other beings. Susan, in the early hours of the morning,
goes out into the garden and the fields: “At this hour, this still early hour, I think I am the
field, I am the barn, I am the trees.”233 At his death, Bernard feels “immeasurably
receptive, holding everything, trembling with fullness.”234 Famously, Clarissa feels a
sudden revelation, “a tinge like a blush which one tried to check and then, as it spread,
one yielded to its expansion, and rushed to the farthest verge and there quivered and felt
the world come closer, swollen with some astonishing significance, some pressure of
rapture, which split its thin skin and gushed and poured with an extraordinary alleviation
over the cracks and sores!”235 The sense of widening is emphasized in the diction: the
tinge like a blush “spreads,” “expands’; the world is “swollen” with significance which
“gushes and pours” out, bringing release and healing in the form of “alleviation over the
cracks and sores.”
These moments allow the characters not only to sense an expansion of the self but
have other effects as well – of release, healing, and rejuvenation. In another instance, the
narrator describes Peter:
And down his mind went flat as a marsh, and three great emotions bowled over
him; understanding; a vast philanthropy; and finally, as if the result of the others,
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an irrepressible, exquisite delight; as if inside his brain by another hand strings
were pulled, shutters moved, and he, having nothing to do with it, yet stood at the
opening of endless avenues, down which if he chose he might wander. He had not
felt so young for years.236
The narrator shows how Peter senses his mind in this state – “as if inside his brain by
another hand strings were pulled, shutters moved.” These visions which “ceaselessly float
up” “put their faces in front of the actual thing” – take away from the solitary traveller
“the sense of earth, the wish to return”237 and in their stead give him “a general peace” as
if the “fever of living” were simplicity itself. In Peter’s mind, this vision turns into a
figure made out of sky and branches and rises from the sea: “as a shape might be sucked
up out of the waves to shower down from her magnificent hands compassion,
comprehension, absolution.”238 The experience has a particular effect – it is accompanied
by a sense of youth, of delight, of expansion and possibility, the feeling of standing “at
the opening of endless avenues.” On an even larger level, the moment brings him
“understanding, a vast philanthropy.” This description shows that meditative moments
bring about not only peace in the characters but also introduce into the narrative concepts
such as compassion, comprehension, understanding, and philanthropy. The focus extends
beyond the individual psyche to a larger vision that involves interactions between people.
Through these meditative moments, phenomena such as “understanding” or “vast
philanthropy” are not just abstract ideas but felt experiences.
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To The Lighthouse
To The Lighthouse, one of Woolf’s most private and domestic novels, has been praised
for its depictions of interiority and fluid consciousness. While scholars have explored
images of emptiness and stillness in the novel, there are additional ways to explore
moments of stillness in Woolf’s writings – as moments that do not make the character
inactive or half-asleep, as in The Voyage Out, but more acutely aware, observant, and
empathetic. Additionally, the novel theorizes “flow” as a psychological state where
movement of thoughts and meditative concentration can happen simultaneously.
The understanding of “flow” that I would like to bring into the discussion here is
different from the “flux” or “flow” or “stream” of consciousness as theorized by early
twentieth century writers. The term “flow” in the sense that I want to use it here is first
attributed to Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi. In his Flow: The Psychology of Optimal
Experience (1990), he describes flow as complete absorption with or concentration on the
activity and situation at hand – with such a degree of engagement that one forgets about
the surrounding world. Csikszentmihalyi characterizes flow as a state in which
“[c]oncentration is so intense that there is no attention left over to think about anything
irrelevant ... Self-consciousness disappears, and the sense of time becomes distorted. An
activity that produces such experiences is so gratifying that people are willing to do it for
its own sake, with little concern for what they will get out of it, even when it is difficult,
or dangerous.”239
Flow and meditation are connected phenomena. Flow is similar to meditation in
that in states of flow, the mind and the body concentrate and are fully engaged in the
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present moment: attention gathers. However, in the state of flow, the aim is not for the
mind to be “still” or the thoughts to slow down, as in meditation. Rather, the mind is
active and thoughts are moving vigorously. However, instead of being dispersed,
thoughts are moving toward one goal: the mind is “one-pointed.” Pang describes the state
of absorption as one in which multi-directedness of the mind still occurs but these
multiple directions “converg[e] on a single point” rather than pull one in different
directions.240 As Csikszentmihalyi has noted, “much flow does involve a reflective,
meditative stance … meditation can be a form of flow, and flow can be a form of
meditation.”241 In the flow experience, one generally engages with phenomena of the
outside world; in meditation, the focus lies on the mind itself. In his words, what makes
mediation challenging is that one has to master one’s “inborn need for novelty and
movement and the monkey mind.”242 In his account of distraction in nineteenth century
novels, Nicholas Dames notes, “In the language of modern cognitive science and
information theory, what is continually disrupted in Thackeray, either by the back-andforth movement inevitable between book and world or by some more sudden
interruption, is ‘flow,’ a seemingly effortless and atemporal focusing of consciousness on
one task, a pure and unburdened state of immersion that is not exhausting so much as
enlivening.”243
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This understanding of flow is present in The Voyage Out, thus posing a counter
current to the generally frustrated meditative experiences in the novel. Rachel is deeply
engaged in her music – she wears “an expression of complete absorption” and is actively
figuring out “how all these sounds should stand together.”244 Her listeners are entranced
by the music: “[A]s they sat and listened, their nerves were quieted; the wear and
soreness of their lips, the result of incessant talking and laughing, was smoothed away …
they began to see themselves and their lives, and the whole of human life advancing very
nobly under the direction of the music.”245 After reviewing in her mind a scene in which
she was absorbed in playing music for the others to dance to, she comes to an
understanding: “[O]ne thing led to another and by degrees something had formed itself
out of nothing, and so one reached at last this calm, this quiet, this certainty, and it was
this process that people called living. … In that pattern lay satisfaction and meaning.”246
In To the Lighthouse, Lily Briscoe, arguably the character who suffers most from
interruptions throughout the novel, undergoes a triumphant flow experience. Lily’s case
illustrates a concentrative state of the mind when she gets into the “flow” of painting,
toward the end of the novel. After her mind has been struggling with phrases and
thoughts that have been ingrained in her, she feels like she is “losing consciousness of
outer things”: she starts responding to “some rhythm which was dictated to her.”247
Indeed, appropriately for a description of “flow,” Lily’s experience here is described in
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terms of currents and waves: “[T]he rhythm was strong enough to bear her along with it
on its current.” Ideas, names, scenes, saying, memories from her subconscious become
the material for her artwork:
Can’t paint, can’t write, she murmured monotonously, anxiously considering what
her plan of attack should be. … Then, as if some juice necessary for the
lubrication of her faculties were spontaneously squirted, she began precariously
dipping among the blues and umbers, moving her brush hither and thither, but it
was now heavier and went slower, as if it had fallen in with some rhythm which
was dictated to her (she kept looking at the hedge, at the canvas) by what she saw,
so that while her hand quivered with life, this rhythm was strong enough to bear
her along with it on its current. Certainly she was losing consciousness of outer
things. And as she lost consciousness of outer things, and her name and her
personality and her appearance, and whether Mr. Carmichael was there or not, her
mind kept throwing up from its depths, scenes, and names, and sayings, and
memories and ideas, like a fountain spurting over that glaring, hideously difficult
white space, while she modeled it with greens and blues.248
She notes, “and she thought, standing there with her book open, one could let whatever
one thought expand here like a leaf in water.”249 “Losing consciousness of outer things”
and also of her “name and personality” enables the mind to concentrate onto the
experience of the flow which results in a work of art. This flow experience could be seen
as the feeling and knowledge that Lily is yearning for at the beginning of the novel: “[I]t
was not knowledge but unity that she desired, not inscriptions on tablets, nothing that
could be written in any language known to men, but intimacy itself, which is
knowledge.”250
In both novels, the flow experience occurs in the realm of creativity and the arts.
Next to the sluggish, torpor-filled meditative scenes or scenes of mindless running in The
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Voyage Out, Woolf places moments of a type of absorption that is energizing and
hopeful. These flow experiences enable both Lily and Rachel to show the complexity of
their art forms and the intricacy of their minds, rather than have their mind be compared
to that of an “intelligent man’s in the beginning of the reign of Queen Elizabeth – she
would believe practically anything she was told,” as the narrator says of Rachel.251 The
flow experiences reveal these characters’ potential as artists and creators, and it is during
these moments that Lily has her great revelation.
Another form of meditation that the novel depicts, next to the flow experiences, is
what I call “meditative expansion.” During these moments the mind does not move in
different directions but gathers itself to settle into experiencing, feeling the present
moment. In moments of meditative expansion, the focus lies not on what fills the mind,
what thoughts or stimuli enter the mind, but rather what the mind feels like, how the self
senses the mind. I briefly drew attention to this phenomenon in the discussion of Mrs.
Dalloway and The Waves, but it is presented most fully in To The Lighthouse. The novel
is punctured by scenes in which Mrs. Ramsay undergoes a mental, spiritual, and bodily
process of meditation. Often these scenes do not depict a “sudden” insight or heightened
experience or an overjoyed feeling of love for life but rather quieter feelings of peace and
rest.
Meditative expansion occurs most prominently in scenes where the characters
engage in inner contemplation. A particularly evocative example of this can be found in a
scene where Mrs. Ramsay, sitting upright and knitting, finally has time to “think; well,
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not even to think. To be silent; to be alone” after the kids have gone to bed.252 She
retreats into herself: “All the being and the doing, expansive, glittering, vocal,
evaporated; and one shrunk, with a sense of solemnity, to being oneself, a wedge-shaped
core of darkness, something invisible to others.”253 This depiction initially shows a
movement inward, a “shrinking” – what had seemed expansive disappears. However, this
initial retreat into the self starts to transform: during this time when she is not tied to
distractions or commitments to the outer world, instead of “shrinking,” or solipsistic
narrowing of vision or self-absorbed focus on one’s own self, Mrs. Ramsay senses how
the self begins to “expand.” The images used in the passage start to connote plentitude, a
sense of liberation: during this time spent with herself, she feels like the self has “shed its
attachments” and is “free for the strangest adventures.”254 Experiences and resources take
on a quality of boundlessness: “When life sank down for a moment, the range of
experience seemed limitless; and to everybody there was always this sense of unlimited
resources.”255 A “limitless horizon” extends and widens Mrs. Ramsay’s range of vision:
“[T]here were all the places she had not seen; the Indian plains; she felt herself pushing
aside the thick leather curtain of a church in Rome.”256 Mrs. Ramsay sees in her mind’s
eye images she has not encountered before, and the images have a physical, visceral
quality: she feels herself pushing aside the curtains in the church of Rome. In this
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moment is her sense of victory: “[T]hey could not stop it, she thought, exulting.”257 But
these images of expansion, freedom, this “triumph over life,” would not be possible
without a crucial element – the feelings of rest and peace: “[T]here was freedom, there
was peace, there was most welcome of all, a summoning together, a resting on a platform
of stability. Not as oneself did one find rest ever, in her experience … but as a wedge of
darkness.”258 Woolf thus emphasizes that a certain form of concentration – a gathering, a
coming together – is needed for this experience. Becoming a “wedge of darkness,” a loss
of “personality” is essential for finding rest: “[L]osing personality, one lost the fret, the
hurry, the stir; and there rose to her lips always some exclamation of triumph over life
when things came together in this peace, this rest, this eternity.”259
Similarly to meditative traditions where the meditator is asked to focus his/her
gaze on one phenomenon, such as candle light, Mrs. Ramsay is in several scenes depicted
as intently looking at one object – the Lighthouse. These scenes provide a stark contrast
to The Voyage Out, in which Rachel’s one-pointed stare does not help her connect more
fully to the outside world or her own self or find new meaning. In the scene above, Mrs.
Ramsay pauses her work to meet the “long steady stroke” of the Lighthouse.260 The
reader learns that she often found herself “sitting and looking, sitting and looking,” with
her work in her hands until she feels the boundaries of her own self blend with the object
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being looked at – until she “became the light she looked at.”261 In a similar scene, Mrs.
Ramsay retreats into herself and listens to the stillness around – “it was all very still;
cricket was over; the children were in their baths; there was only the sound of the sea.”262
Looking at the steady light makes her sense her brain in a different way: her sensation of
the mind becomes couched in figurative language and rich images: “[F]or all that she
thought, watching it with fascination, hypnotized, as of it were stroking with its silver
fingers some sealed vessel in her brain whose bursting would flood her with delight.”263
In these meditative states, Woolf’s characters undergo changes – meditation is not
a passive state. For Mrs. Ramsay, this moment brings back memories of intense,
exquisite happiness; “the blue went out of the sea and it rolled in waves of pure lemon
which curved and swelled and broke upon the beach and the ecstasy burst in her eyes and
waves of pure delight raced over the floor of her mind and she felt, It is enough! It is
enough!”264 She feels an “irrational tenderness” toward inanimate things – trees, streams,
flowers – and toward her own self. She notes, “There rose, and she looked and looked
with her needles suspended, there curled up off the floor of the mind, rose from the lake
of one’s being, a mist, a bride to meet her lover.”265 Mrs. Ramsay experiences becoming
more self-loving – she “praises” herself in praising the light, without vanity, and in the
narrator’s comment “she was beautiful like that light” we hear that Mrs. Ramsay would
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share this view with the narrator. Becoming suffused by the light, becoming the light, is a
cleansing experience – she “purifies” out of existence any lies.266 These feelings of
tenderness toward the self and life are significant because Mrs. Ramsay’s outlook on life
is suffused by an existential dread – she thinks that life is most of the time “terrible,
hostile, and quick to pounce on you if you gave it a chance.”267 She is highly aware of the
“eternal problems: suffering death; the poor. There was always a woman dying of cancer
even here.”268 This theme of the underlying dread of life casts the moments when she
actually does achieve moments of peace and safety in a different, more urgent light.
The peaceful mind, established at the outset of the scene, results in a number of
outcomes: Mrs. Ramsay’s imagination is being triggered, evident in the visual images;
she experiences greater self-love or self-care; she has a “purifying experience.” This
experience of the meditative mind goes even deeper, from visual images and a greater
sense of self-praise to affecting inner experience on the level of thoughts and language.
The gazing at the light brings to the surface bits of language, phrases that “had been lying
in her mind.”269 The narrator notes, “And it [the light] would lift up on it some little
phrase or other which had been lying in her mind like that – ‘Children don’t forget,
children don’t forget’ – which she would repeat and begin adding to it. It will end, it will
end, she said. It will come, it will come.”270 In her non-fictional writings, Woolf does not
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mention a familiarity with mantras, sacred sounds in the Vedic tradition, but the
repetition of the phrases seem to have a similar effect – the repetitions do not signify the
numbing of the mind, or an automaton-like repetition of phrases. The repetition leads to
an unexpected insight, she “suddenly” adds, “We are in the hands of the Lord.”271
Although her initial intent was not to contemplate on God, as in the Christian meditation
tradition, this sentence brings the spiritual into her consciousness. Her response is
annoyance: “Who said it? Not she; she had been trapped into saying something she did
not mean.”272
This scene with particular clarity illustrates the mental fluctuation from one state
to the other, a topic of great fascination to Woolf. Mrs. Ramsay’s surprise over her own
utterance takes her out of the meditative stance and puts her into an intellectual, thinking
space where she goes through some ideas she believes hold true in her experience of the
world. Whereas just a few lines before she had experienced the mind in terms of a visual
image, of a mist and a bride meeting her lover, now the mind is described in rational,
intellectual terms: “[W]ith her mind she had always seized the fact that there is no reason,
order, justice: but suffering, death, the poor.”273 As I noted above, the terrifying outlook
on life is a constant undercurrent: meditative moments help the characters find a
temporary shift of perspective. This exit from the world of feeling to a more clearly
rationalized state is marked by her physical turn away from the light, back to the working
hands: “She returned to her knitting again. How could any Lord have made this world?
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she asked. … There was no treachery too base for the world to commit; she knew that.
No happiness lasted; she knew that. She knitted with firm composure, lips slightly
pursed.”274 The mind here “asks” and “knows” – apparent in the repetition of “she knew
that.” Within the bounds of just one scene, Woolf displays a fluctuation from a widened,
expanded state to a different, analytical frame of the mind.
These scenes of meditative expansion do not only happen in solitary seclusion of
the characters but are also set against the backdrop of events and bustling movement. In a
famous scene where Mrs. Ramsay “hovers like a hawk suspended” over her family as
they are having a meal, the sense of a “coherence of things, a stability” returns – she goes
in and out of these states of meditative expansion. Mrs. Ramsay feels a sense of
possibility – “everything seemed possible” – and alignment – “everything seemed right.”
Mrs. Ramsay is described as a “flag float[ing] in an element of joy which filled every
nerve of her body fully and sweetly, not noisily, solemnly rather.”275 She feels the return
of something that is “immune from change” – this something stands in the face of “the
flowing, the fleeting, the spectral, like a ruby.” She notes, “[A]gain tonight she had the
feeling she had had once today, already, of peace, of rest. Of such moments, she thought,
the thing is made that endures.”276 The outside and the inside flow in conjunction with
one another: the outside world is a backdrop but does not disrupt the internal focus.
The harmonious relationship between the external and the internal serves as a
background for Woolf’s exploration of the concept of stillness. Even against the
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background of the noise of the dinner, Mrs. Ramsay feels like her children, husband, and
friends, are wrapped in “profound stillness,”277 which holds her entire family safely
together and partakes of eternity. Woolf writes: “Here, she felt, putting the spoon down,
was the still space that lies about the heart of things, where one could move or rest; could
wait now … listening; could then, like a hawk which lapses suddenly from its high
station, flaunt and sink on laughter easily”278 This “still space” is connected to the
“center,” the heart of things and offers an option to both rest or move, to wait or to
change places – movement is not “stilled” but always a possibility. Later in the novel,
Lily realizes that in this ability to convey life in its still moment lies Mrs. Ramsay’s
teaching on the meaning of life and the nature of revelations:
The great revelation perhaps never did come. Instead there were little daily
miracles, illuminations, matches struck unexpectedly in the dark; here was one. …
Mrs Ramsay bringing them together; Mrs Ramsay saying, ‘Life stand still here’:
Mrs Ramsay making of the moment something permanent (as in another sphere
Lily herself tried to make of the moment something permanent) – that was of the
nature of a revelation. In the midst of chaos there was shape; this eternal passing
and flowing (she looked at the clouds going and the leaves shaking) was struck
into stability.”279
The stillness that Woolf evokes in this scene and elsewhere pertains not so much to the
time standing still but to a peaceful state of being, where the character experiences herself
and the world as in harmony, resulting in feelings of peacefulness and rest. The stillness
refers to a quiet mind that emanates from the inner world and from the environment and
suffuses with the surroundings. Indeed, it is the sense of the peaceful mind, rather than
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epiphanies and revelations, which allows Woolf’s characters to sense – even if for a
limited period of time – stability and permanence.

* * *
Woolf’s characters enter meditative states in the fast-paced modern metropolis, in
their own homes, or when walking or reading, not by quietly observing the mind while
sitting in a meditative position in stillness. The characters find themselves in these states
seemingly by chance: the contemplative element in the novels is not pre-figured or predetermined.
As I have shown, in The Voyage Out, the mind in what appears to be a meditative
state does not bring about greater calm, stillness, or transcendence but rather mental
stupor, frenzied and mindless movement, a fixed, numb stare, or states of being halfasleep, as in Rachel’s case, or is associated with an outward appearance of meditation but
does not grant access to the meditator’s interiority, as in the portrayal of Mr. Pepper.
However, during meditative experiences of “flow,” Rachel’s attention gathers
productively. From the external look of the meditator like Mr. Pepper, Woolf turns to
portraying what the meditative states of the mind might feel like internally. In Mrs.
Dalloway, the characters seamlessly move into moments of peaceful-mindedness. The
wandering thoughts gather into the present moment and the characters are rendered as
connected to their surroundings, themselves, and the wider world. The mental roadblocks
of distraction that the characters of The Waves encounter develop their awareness of how
their minds work – constant distractions make the characters, and the novel, acutely self-
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aware of mental processes. The extended moments of meditative expansion in To the
Lighthouse are central to the novel, form a recurring motif, and lie at the heart of the
characters’ discovery of a greater connection to the self and the surrounding inanimate
things, an increased connection to the family, feelings of purification, and spiritual
insight. The characters’ observance of inner changes connects them to the present
moment, rather than lets the mind disperse in different temporal directions. In the
“expanded” mental state, characters like Mrs. Ramsay and Peter Walsh experience
rejuvenation, alleviation, stability, and coherence.
Against the backdrop of Woolf’s depictions of consciousness as a stream where
the mind travels from one image, stimulus, and memory to the next, during meditative
moments, the mind stops the active pursuit of thoughts on multiple topics and the focus
narrows in onto experiencing and observing the mind itself. To use language from
meditative theories, the mind becomes “one-pointed.” Woolf’s works insist on the idea
that moments of meditation are all-powerful but also temporary and fleeting. The
characters enter meditative states and pull out of them. The reading experience itself
follows a similar pattern – these moments of the mind settling and expanding occur,
disappear, and re-occur. Woolf draws the reader’s attention to where, why, and how these
moments of mental expansion happen, and what forces take one into and out of
meditative states. The mind is in a meditative state necessarily for a limited period of
time – as Woolf demonstrates, the meditative state is one among the many states that the
mind can enter.
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CHAPTER 2
“Aware and awake”
Meditative Body in D.H. Lawrence’s Writings

In his essay “Introduction to Pictures,” D.H. Lawrence notes that “our sanity rests” on
“the natural body-mind harmony”: “What we lack, what the young lack, is a sense of
being whole in themselves. They feel so scrappy, they have no peace. And by peace I
don’t mean inertia, but the full flowing of life, like a river.”280 In search of this “full
flowing of life” that grants peace, Lawrence, unlike Woolf, turns away from the
electrifying, energizing currents of the modern metropolis. Among writers who traveled
to northern New Mexico from America’s big cities and from Europe during the first half
of the twentieth century, Lawrence saw the modern metropolis as teeming with vices and
the Western world as spiritually sterile and yearned to escape Europe’s war-torn
wasteland. In a letter in 1921, he wrote that he was “unbearably tired of Europe,” its
overemphasis of rationalism, lack of spirit and connection to the land and sought out to
find in the Indians of New Mexico “new gods in the flesh.”281 The dry and hot climate
made the American Southwest desirable for Lawrence also for his health reasons: the
area was popular among city dwellers with lung problems, and the first sanatoriums, spas,
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and resorts were erected there as early as the 1880s.282 In Sicily, Ceylon, Australia, and
New Mexico, among other destinations, Lawrence gathered idiosyncratic views on Greek
paganism, Buddhism, and prehistoric earth.283 Out of his representations of the racial
“other” and his criticism of the “Western world” grow Lawrence’s problematic but
illuminating vision of the meditative mind.
In this chapter, I examine Lawrence’s writings that stem from his stay in New
Mexico – The Plumed Serpent (1926) and the travel narratives Mornings in Mexico
(1927). These writings examine a particular state of the mind – what Lawrence calls
“mindlessness.” “Mindlessness,” as I will show below, is a distinctive concept that
encapsulates the meditative mind. In everyday usage, “mindlessness” has strong negative
underpinnings: “Having no mind; unintelligent, stupid, senseless; acting without concern
for the consequences; purposeless; not requiring thought or skill, undemanding,
demonstrating absence of thought or intelligence.”284 In literary scholarship,
mindlessness is hardly discussed – if at all evoked, mindlessness comes up as a “danger
in all habitual modes of thought,” “mindless repetition,” or as a characteristic of the
industrial age: “[N]ever again would the mindless repetitions of the body be disconnected
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from the mechanical metaphors of industrialization.”285 As Lisi Schoenbach suggests, the
modernist call to “live fully, to engage directly, and to fight against the existing social
order depends on the rejection of all […] mindless habits.”286 Ellen Langer and Shelley
Carson claim that “mindlessness is a state of rigidity in which one adheres to a single
perspective and acts automatically. … one is trapped in a rigid mindset and is oblivious to
context or perspective,” thus highlighting mindlessness as states of “being on an
autopilot.”287
However, “mindlessness,” in the way Lawrence uses the concept, allows him to
envision mental and physical states that do not characterize automaton-like existence but,
to the contrary, lead one out of the deathliness and the lack of vitality that in his opinion
characterizes the Western world at the time. Lawrence places the states of “mindlessness”
in the experiences of Native American or Mexican characters to show that states of
renewal and complete concentration are inaccessible to the “Western” individual but are
present in “primitive cultures.” Lawrence needs the “primitive” to be able to imagine that
psychological state. His view of mindlessness is progressive in its implications in
suggesting a radically new understanding of subjectivity but the radical potential of
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Lawrence’s vision of mindlessness and its view of subjectivity is thus complicated by its
Orientalist imagination.
Most forcefully of all the writers examined in this study, Lawrence’s works
suggest that meditation is not only a mental phenomenon but also encompasses the body.
In meditative scenes in Huxley’s writings, as I will show, the characters theorize the body
but bodily perceptions and sensations as felt experiences remain marginal in his fiction.
In Woolf’s writing, both the moving and the still body have potential for meditation. In
Lawrence’s work, mental stillness is found predominantly in the moving body and in the
body that is highly aware of its sensations. Lawrence, like Woolf, examines
consciousness, but not as a primarily mental but bodily experience. While the
significance of the body in Lawrence’s fiction is widely discussed, the body as
undergoing meditative experiences in Lawrence’s work has not been studied. This quality
of the meditative effect on the mind but also on the body is what distinguishes
Lawrence’s approach to meditation from those of Woolf and Huxley, who similarly
explore the body’s role in the meditative mind but neither to the extent nor with the force
like Lawrence’s.

Lawrence was not unfamiliar with meditation: he encountered this concept
through his readings on Yoga and Buddhism. In the words of Charles Burack, Lawrence
“experimented with a variety of esoteric discourses, particularly from those traditions in
which the erotic body has sacred value: Jewish Kabbalah, and Tantric Yoga (a Hindu and
Buddhist tradition).”288 Lawrence’s turn to the East was not an isolated phenomenon but
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a part of the late nineteenth century surge of interest in Eastern influences, as discussed in
the Introduction.289 Gerald Doherty points out that Lawrence looked to the East less for
“for social, political or cultural resolutions to those chronic problems that beset the West”
but more to engage with moments of “radical transformation when the self sheds its
social accoutrements, and discovers dynamic new ways of being-in-the-world … he
sought those new levels of awareness, new modes of desire, new ways of transmuting the
self … that the West seemed unable to offer.”290 As Lawrence’s letters and articles show,
much of his knowledge of these discourses came from reading the Theosophists and the
writings of Annie Besant and Madame Blavatsky as well as the influential spiritual
teacher George Gurdjieff. However, Lawrence’s approach to these thinkers’ and teachers’
views was not uncritical and he did not see himself as their follower – rather, he
developed an idiosyncratic approach himself, borrowing from and juxtaposing ideas from
various spiritual and cultural traditions.
Lawrence found several shortcomings in the meditation practice and his take on it
is ambiguous. Doherty notes that he “habitually vacillated between a strong attraction to
meditation as an ‘achieved stillness’ – the direct seeing which is the ‘most perfect form of
action’ – and an outright rejection of it as a form of egocentric indulgence. … while he
repudiates ‘Buddhistic inaction and meditation,’ he seeks out ‘Buddhistic peace,’ if only
as a stable vantage-point from which to make his next apocalyptic leap into the future.”291
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In a 1921 letter to his friend Earl Brewster, a student, teacher, and practitioner of
Buddhism, he writes that he would rather dig or tend a few fruit-trees than meditate with
him; in 1922 he adds: “More and more I feel that meditation and the inner life are not my
aim, but some sort of action and strenuousness and pain and frustration and struggling
through.”292 In his essay “We Need One Another,” Lawrence suggests that “modern
people” have “so nearly achieved this Nirvana-like condition of having no real human
relationships at all, that they are beginning to wonder what and where they are.”293 The
ability to connect to other people, not being merely enclosed within one’s own self, lies at
the core of how Lawrence envisions healthiness: “[W]hile we remain healthy and
positive, we seek all the time to come into true human relationship with other human
beings.”294 Lawrence picks up this theme in Apocalypse and the Writings on Revelation
(1931), where he is skeptical of “the religions of renunciation, meditation, and selfknowledge” because these are for individuals alone: “Being an individual is only one part
of human nature: in another part of him/her, the human is collective.295
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Based on Lawrence’s nonfictional writings, one could say that Lawrence is much
more interested in exploring the moving, rather than the still mind. In an unnamed piece,
the speaker describes how bodily awareness impacts consciousness: “I, my consciousness
wheeled and swooped like an eagle that is going to wheel away into the sky and be gone.
Yet I felt her, my I, my life, wheeling closer, closer, my consciousness.”296 Here,
“consciousness swooped and swerved, returning in great swoops.”297 Movement is a
defining characteristic of Lawrence’s notion of blood consciousness: consciousness, like
blood, circulates, moves, within the body. In Apocalypse, Lawrence notes: “All our
mental consciousness is a movement onwards, a movement in stages, like our sentences,
and every full-stop is a mile-stone that marks our ‘progress’ or our arrival somewhere.”298
Mental consciousness, Lawrence’s term for thinking, is here described as connected to
onward movement: one experiences mental consciousness as a linearly unfolding
experience. In Lawrence’s opinion, what differentiates modern individuals from the times
when people “still thought of the heart or the liver as the seat of consciousness,” is the
idea that people sensed the movement of thoughts differently, in terms of “cumulative
deepening.”299 He claims: “To appreciate the pagan manner of thought we have to drop
our own manner of on-and-on-and-on, from a start to a finish, and allow the mind the
move in cycles, or to flit here and there over a cluster of images.”300 Lawrence thus
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differentiates between circular and linear movements of consciousness. Finding
portrayals of the “still” mind in his writings, then, is perhaps even more counter-intuitive
than in Woolf’s novels where moments of epiphany and transcendence have at least
pointed readers in the direction of “stilled time,” if not the “still” mind.
Indeed, this emphasis on the mind’s ability to move in multiple different
directions and in a circular manner echoes the writing practices and modes of interior
experience expanded upon and developed by Woolf, as discussed in the previous chapter.
Lawrence, similarly to Woolf, envisions consciousness and the mind as habitually in
movement – as I will show, in Lawrence’s writings, a special effort, will, or a particular
occasion is needed to change this mental movement into stillness. However, Lawrence’s
version is deeply rooted in the body itself, rather than primarily in the depths of the mind.
He does not place as much emphasis on tracing the movement of individual thoughts but
– similarly to Call, who advocated for a philosophy of occasional “no-thought” –
explores thought-free and language-free states of the mind. The two frameworks that
allowed him to examine these states were Yoga and ritual dance.

Yoga and Spiritual-Physical Exercises in The Plumed Serpent
Lawrence was influenced by Yogic theory ever since his first encounters with Vedantic
writings. In a 1927 letter to Earl Brewster, Lawrence observes: “I don’t know of any
decent American book on the Yoga – the one I read, the very first I ever read, was called
The Apocalypse Unveiled – I forget the author.”301 Lawrence was particularly interested
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in Kundalini Yoga, which focuses on the electrical life-force, symbolized by a serpent
located in the seven principal centers or chakras along the spine, in the ganglia of the
sympathetic nervous system, and lying dormant at the base of the spine.302 Waking the
serpent power through the energy flow from the base chakras to the upper chakras is in
Kundalini Yoga considered as the path to spiritual enlightenment. What makes the theory
of the chakras and psychophysical dynamics particularly attractive for Lawrence is that
they emphasize movement: they envision forms of energy and awareness as flowing and
orbiting through the body.303 Lawrence adapted the Yogic conception of the chakras, the
somatic centers of energy and consciousness, as the basis for his understanding of
psychic dynamics—“both in the individual evolution to maturity, and in the general
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attunement of terrestrial and cosmic spheres of existence”—which he developed in his
Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious (1921) and Fantasia of the Unconscious (1922).304
Yogic theory offers a counterpoint to the well-known therapeutic model of the
time, that of Freudian psychoanalysis. Yoga can be seen as providing an ontology
through which to subvert some common perceptions of Western psychology: according
to Doherty, “[T]he notion of the body as an indispensable organ of cosmic contact,
incessantly transforming itself in response to more expansive, all-encompassing forces
offers a radical alternative to psychoanalysis for which the body is a self-enclosed, selfregulating machine with its own internal checks and controls.”305 Doherty has suggested
that Lawrence used Yoga to attack the notion that the unconscious is open to linguistic
appropriation and can be mastered by transforming its effects into language; the
dynamics of chakra consciousness track “a wholly different route to the cure than the
Freudian one, replacing the verbal intricacies of the transference with somatic states of
awareness ... In sum, they tap into a nonverbal, impersonal energy-source instead of a
personal, language-bound one.”306 Charles Michael Burack highlights the idea that
Buddhism’s and Yoga’s uneasy relationship with language complicates the use of these
philosophies in terms of actual writing practices: both Yoga and Buddhism “rupture the
intimate bonding between language and psyche” and may thus be “inimical to a rich
writing practice. What is enriching and liberating at the personal level may be subtly
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constraining at the writing one.”307 According to Doherty, the need to represent intense
bodily rhythms and numinous energetic changes as they occur affect the very structure of
language – it eliminates “retrospections and prospections,” or, the movement in language
to the past or the future.308 Indeed, recording bodily awareness necessitates a consistent
focus on bodily sensations as they occur in the present. Following Doherty’s logic,
concentrating on the somatic centers and the unfolding bodily sensations can dislodge the
heavy focus on language-based understanding of the self. Indeed, Yogic practices
theorize meditative states where language and thought release their habitual control over
the self. However, what Doherty does not call attention to is the fact that interpreting
bodily states of awareness simultaneously highlights the role of language: rendering
bodily sensations and bodily insights not only as sensed or felt but as grasped by the
intellect is a linguistic task, a translation from the non-linguistic to the linguistic.
The Plumed Serpent (1926) most explicitly of Lawrence’s novels draws from
Yogic practices. Lawrence wrote The Plumed Serpent during three visits to Mexico
between March 1923 and March 1925. The novel is set during the period of the Mexican
Revolution and focuses on three main characters – the Irish Kate Leslie, the Mexican
general Don Cipriano, and the Spanish landowner Don Ramon. Don Ramon and Cipriano
are leading a revival of a pre-Christian religion: the novel draws from the myths and
symbols related to the early Mesoamerican god Quetzalcoatl, the Aztec tutelary deity
Huitzilopochtli, and the Tabascan-Aztec Malintzi. Kate, a widow of a nationalist leader
in her own country, is in Mexico increasingly drawn towards this religious sect and their
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leaders who attempt to restore the primitive Mexican gods. Kate, albeit reluctant to
believe in the worship of Quetzalcoatl, undergoes a mystical marriage to Don Cipriano.
The novel ends ambiguously, Kate half-determined to leave and half-determined to stay.
The novel has for long been subject to polemical criticism. L.D. Clark calls it
“one of strangest books in English literature, and, as such, one of the most widely
misunderstood.”309 Virginia Hyde notes that the responses have been marked for many
years by charges of authoritarianism, proto-fascism, and misogyny.310 The novel’s
political allegiances, its marked violence, and the treatment of female figures have been
found as some of its most disturbing qualities. Recent criticism has witnessed new
approaches to the novel and has started to draw attention to its merits. David Ellis has
suggested that the work is firmly anticolonial in its attitude to the effects on the Indian
population of the Spanish Conquest and therefore benefits from today’s interest in
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colonial and postcolonial studies.311 Mark Kinkead-Weekes has stated that Lawrence is
the only major English novelist “who tries seriously to imagine ‘under the skin’ of
indigenous culture and religion.”312 Lawrence’s works are indeed problematic in their
representations of “otherness,” visible, for example, in the depiction of the slow-witted,
inefficient, and inarticulate Mexicans in Mornings in Mexico. Flannery Burke notes that
in Lawrence, “The Pueblo Indians are distasteful. The Anglos are lost in their own
visions. Nuevomexicanos are almost nonexistent … Everyone is subject to Lawrence’s
mockery.”313 Native Americans hardly appear as individuals in his writing and in Burke’s
words remain “strange spectacles in an unfamiliar landscape.”314 As Marianna
Torgovnick and Michael North have pointed out, even if Lawrence wanted to show the
“primitive,” native, or the aboriginal in a new light, he nevertheless ended up with
enhancing a most stereotypical view of the “other” as inferior.315 As I will show,
Lawrence’s portrayal of the meditative mind enters into a complicated relationship with
his approach to the “primitive.”
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In The Plumed Serpent, each of the main characters is engaged in a particular
movement practice. Kate and Cipriano witness or participate in ritual dance, the subject
of the latter half of this chapter, and Ramon, in a number of scenes, performs physicalspiritual exercises. These scenes of Ramon’s exercises are some of the most obscure and
mystical in the novel and have created confusion among critics and are frequently left out
from critical readings. J.D. Clark suggests that in these scenes, Ramon “proclaims, with
exclamatory insistence, now the destruction of the old order, now the establishment of the
new, but most often he intones obscurely upon how to put the whole living man into
harmony with the eternal.”316 These scenes share a similar frame: Ramon resides from his
daily activity, often during the day, goes to his room, darkens it by closing the doors and
the windows, and practices physical exercises. The sustained similarity in the way the
scenes are built emphasizes the role of ritual not only in the world in which Ramon lives
but also in his individual realm: he is conducting a personal spiritual ritual. In terms of
the surrounding narrative, these scenes slow down the development of the plot in that the
narrative depicts for an extended time the subtleties of Ramon’s physical sensations and
his spiritual connectedness to forces of the universe. Ramon literally “takes a break,”
rejuvenates himself, and then re-enters the “public” life in the world of the novel, at
which point the plot of the novel moves forward.
The exercises that Ramon performs do not demand a lot of external movement –
typically, Ramon lifts up his arm, the fist clenched. While the external movement is
minimal, the narrator records movement on the level of physical tensions and subtle
sensations, such as a quiver moving up the spine. These movements make the
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descriptions reminiscent of Yoga practices, particularly of Kundalini Yoga, which relies
heavily on movements of the arms and the spine and sensing internal and external flows
of energy. The focus on trying to feel an electric power within the body – envisioned as a
dormant snake at the base of the spine in Kundalini Yoga – harks back to the novel’s
images of the plumed serpent, a supernatural entity or deity found in Mesoamerican
religions, called Quetzalcoatl among the Aztecs. Lawrence intertwines these religious or
spiritual symbols from both cultural traditions to create his idiosyncratic approach to
human consciousness. Some of these passages have strong sexual overtones – connecting
to latent sexual energies can indeed be a part of awakening the dormant serpent in the
Kundalini Yoga practice. Images of an upward clenched fist could also be read in light of
the novel’s troubled echoes of fascism and dictatorial rulership. However, the
surrounding narrative supports readings that place the scenes more overtly in the context
of spiritual awakening and within the bounds of this study, these scenes revealingly
depict the meditative mind.
These private rituals portray Ramon in states of a different mental consciousness.
The narrator writes:
He took off his clothes, and in the darkness thrust his clenched fists upwards
above his head, in a terrible tension of stretched, upright prayer. In his eyes was
only darkness, and slowly the darkness revolved in his brain, too, till he was
mindless. Only a powerful will stretched itself and quivered from his spine in an
immense tension of prayer. Stretched the invisible bow of the body in the
darkness with inhuman tension, erect, till the arrows of the soul, mindless, shot to
the mar, and the prayer reached its goal.317
Darkness initially refers to the physical environment, the dark room, then the character’s
eyes, and then goes deeper: “[T]he darkness revolved in his brain too.” In a similar scene,
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Ramon feels how his mind “dissolve[s] away in the greater, dark mind, which is
undisturbed by thoughts”:
He covered his face with his hands, and stood still, in pure unconsciousness,
neither hearing nor feeling nor knowing, like a dark sea-weed deep in the sea.
With no Time and no World, in the deeps that are timeless and worldless.
Then when his heart and his belly were restored, his mind began to flicker again
softly, like a soft flame flowing without departing.318
This state of what Ramon perceives as darkness in the mind wipes out sensations such as
hearing, feeling, and knowing – the discernment of time, the world, and the mind
dissolves. The image of the mind flickering with a soft flame and producing a constant
energy flow is a metaphor for a restful, strengthened mind. In yet another scene,
depicting physical initiation rites, Ramon presses Cipriano’s navel, the small of the back,
and head. In response, Cipriano feels “as if his mind, his head were melting away in the
darkness, like a pearl in black wine … he was a man without a head, moving like a dark
wind over the face of the dark waters.”319 “Mindlessness” here refers to states where the
mind is “dark,” the head “melts away,” and the self experiences itself as outside of time
and the surrounding world.
This concept of mindlessness in Lawrence’s works has not been thoroughly
studied, even though scholars have alluded to its presence. Mindlessness in Lawrence
scholarship is commonly taken to refer to his body-centered philosophy that places
consciousness in the blood rather than in the intellect. L.D. Clark has seen in this term a
celebration of the body and a renunciation of mind-based, rational, mechanistic
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thinking.320 William York Tindall, back in 1939, pointed out that at the end of World War
I, Lawrence came up with his own religion, the first element of which was “a theory of
relationship, mindlessness, and blood as the way of salvation.”321 Tindall counts a theory
of the “primitive,” the animism, and the Occult, particularly in the form of theosophy and
Yoga, as further constituents of this new religion. At the outset, Tindall seems to view
mindlessness as an antonym to “intellectualism” – he notes that “mindlessness had not
always been Lawrence’s ideal … Lawrence once considered himself an intellectual.”322
While Tindall admits that “mindlessness is more difficult than one thinks; mindlessness
and didactic purpose are hard to reconcile,” he does not delve into the term further or go
beyond suggesting that “intuition, instinct, and impulse were better guides through the
darkness than the blind, limited intellect … the joy of ‘mindless animation,’ of living the
dark life from centers deeper than the brain, from blood, bowels, lungs, and liver.”323
Without a fuller understanding of what “mindlessly” means for Lawrence and what it
stands for in these contexts, sentences such as “filling his mind with the darkness of his
room, this initiate mindlessly concentrates” can be misleading because the reader is likely
to apply a common meaning of “mindless” to his/her reading and see “mindless” as
unmindful, heedless, negligent, senseless, or foolish and would thereby miss an important
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layer in Lawrence’s philosophy.324 Viewing mindlessness as a concept similar to
Lawrence’s blood consciousness and as a disregard for intellectualism would be to
belittle its significance.
During moments of “mindlessness” in Lawrence’s writings, language and
crisscrossing thoughts disappear and perceptions and sensations of the body become allimportant. This vision is remarkably close to the state of meditation. Jiddu Krishnamurti,
spiritual teacher who influenced a number of early twentieth century authors, including
Huxley, instructs the meditator: “Let the mind be empty, and not filled with the things of
the mind. … The mind must be clear, without movement, and in the light of that clarity
the timeless is revealed.”325 As discussed in the Introduction, the common image in
instructions for meditation is “emptying” the mind: “[H]aving emptied the mind of all
distractions, introversion can begin … by calming his thought waves, by stilling his mind,
the yogi will find union.”326 The focus lies on “stilling” the mind, or, as Krishnamurti
notes in the above example: “The mind must be clear, without movement.” What
meditation theories commonly do not draw attention to is that quieting the mind also
means slowing down the sensed movement of thoughts as language in the mind.
Lawrence’s explorations of the meditative state gives the reader a vision of what this
language-free sensation might feel like. This interest of language during states of
meditation is foregrounded in Huxley’s writing, although to a very different effect, as I
will discuss in Chapter 3.
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The scenes of mindlessness in The Plumed Serpent are significant in that they
illuminate how the characters fluctuate between different mental and physical states:
Lawrence, like Woolf, explores the fluidity of the mind and its ability to enter different
realms of consciousness. The descriptions carefully map Ramon’s subtle inward changes
as he perceives them in his mind. After the exercise, Ramon’s “clenched and quivering
arms dropped, the body relaxed into softness … Softly, delicately, taking great care not to
think, not to remember, not to disturb the poisonous snakes of mental consciousness, he
picked up a thin, fine blanket, wrapped it round him, and lay down on the pile of mats on
the floor. In an instant he was asleep.”327 After sleeping in “complete oblivion” for an
hour he “suddenly opened his eyes wide”:
He saw the velvety darkness, and the pencils of light gone frail. Then sun had
moved. Listening, there seemed not a sound in the world: there was no world.
Then he begun to hear. He heard the faint rumble of an oxwagon: then leaves in a
wind: then a faint tapping noise: then the creak of some bird calling.
…. And Carlota! Carlota was here! He thought of her for a moment, and of her
curious opposition. Then, before he could be angry, he lifted his breast again in
the black, mindless prayer, his eyes went dark, and the sense of opposition left
him.328
Ramon’s attention moves from one sense to the other: he first sees – “he saw the velvety
darkness, and the pencils of light gone frail. Then sun had moved.” After this, “listening,
there seemed not a sound in the world: there was no world.” However, “then he begun to
hear.” Only through relaxing into the state of hearing does he start distinguishing between
different sounds that are coming his way. While “listening, there seemed not a sound in
the world,” once the focus moves to hearing, the level of distinction in detail increases:
“[T]hen the faint rumble of an oxwagon: then leaves in a wind: then a faint tapping noise:
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then the creak of some bird calling.” These details show the multitude, the richness of
actual sounds available for perception. Listening, on the other hand, is a directed action,
an action that requires the person’s will, deliberate attention and is differentiated here
from hearing. In listening, one is consciously directing one’s attention to a particular
phenomenon; in hearing, one observes the presence of sounds but this process does not
have to be directed to one particular source of sound. The switch from listening to
hearing in this passage echoes Lawrence’s attempt to foreground actions where the mind
is not in the position of conscious directing of attention – rather, the focus is on
perceiving and sensing. Indeed, only after stopping the process of listening does the
character actually begin to hear. The way the narrator depicts Ramon’s thinking of
Carlota reinforces this idea. “He thought of her for a moment, and her curious
opposition”: as soon as the mind leaves the realm of pure perception in the present
moment and the active thinking mechanism, not just the recording, observing mind, starts
functioning, the character needs to “control” the mind. The scene suggests that the way to
control the mind is to turn back to the body: “[B]efore he could be angry, he lifted his
breast again in the black, mindless prayer, his eyes went dark, and the sense of opposition
left him.”
Moving from one detail to the other in this scene conveys a widened field of
awareness: loosening a tight hold on the thinking apparatus and having gone through the
state where the mind was perceived as darkness enables Ramon to see, hear, notice, and
distinguish more phenomena – after the moments of “mindlessness,” Ramon has actually
become more aware of his inner perceptions and his surroundings. Lawrence inserts into
the novel moments of the “dark” mind or “mindlessness” not merely in order to
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demonstrate the predominance of the body or bodily consciousness. Instead of leaving his
characters in states of “mindlessness, ” Lawrence reveals the impact of these experiences
on them. It is after the experiences of “mindlessness” that the characters’ minds are
actually better able to look at the world afresh and notice new details. Lawrence thus uses
the recurring scenes of “mindlessness” to highlight the importance of the awareness of
the present moment.
The observing mind that records moment-to-moment awareness of thoughts,
stimuli, and the direction of attention is in contemporary theories known as mindfulness.
Mindfulness has gained popularity in recent decades through the writings of the
psychologist Jack Kornfield, the Buddhist teacher Sharon Salzberg, the Vietnamese monk
Thich Nhat Hanh, and Jon Kabat-Zinn, professor of medicine, among others. Jean
Kristeller defines mindfulness meditation as a practice in which “one cultivates a moment
to moment, nonjudgmental awareness of one’s present experience: the goal is to cultivate
a stable awareness of one’s internal (cognitive-affective-sensory) and external (socialenvironmental) experiences.”329 According to Kristeller, suspending habitual patterns of
reactivity can lead to the emergence of “self-regulatory functions that are experiences as
healthier, more balanced, or somehow ‘wiser,’ in an enduring way, and reflective of
sustained neuropsychological change.”330 Lawrence’s detailed descriptions of bodily and
mental sensations during and after the states of “mindlessness” – and the fact that Ramon
sets out to deliberately observe the mind and the body, rather than fall upon these
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observations by accident – make it possible to see The Plumed Serpent as an exploration
of what the twenty-first century reader knows as “mindfulness.”
Like Woolf, Lawrence examines psychological states where attention gathers and
gives rise to experiences of meditative “flow.” In one scene Ramon sits in silence with a
sculptor while the latter bends over his model, “working in silent concentration, thinking
about nothing, but throwing out the dark aura of power, in the spell of which the artist
worked.”331 Lawrence is trying to get at a state where one does not sense or hear the mind
working; a state where one is in the “dark aura of power.” Following Ramon’s suit, the
sculptor feels how “instantly, that stillness of concentration came over him, like a
trance.”332 The words “spell,” “trance,” and “aura” add a connotation of
“otherworldliness” to this state of “mindlessness.” The scene is remarkably similar to
Ramon’s exercises: “And then suddenly, out of that trance, he shot his arm aloof, and his
fat, pale face took on an expression of peace, a noble, motionless transfiguration, the
blue-grey eyes calm, proud, reaching into the beyond, with prayer.”333 After this bodily
gesture, the man’s “pale face” takes on “an expression of peace, a noble, motionless
transfiguration, the blue-grey eyes calm, proud, reaching into the beyond, with prayer.”334
This shift suggests an inward change – a “motionless transfiguration” and like the
characters in Woolf’s and Huxley’s writing, the sculptor here experiences a peaceful state
of mind.
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Although the focus of these scenes lies on the characters’ internal worlds, we
rarely see them give an account of their experience themselves: the reader is nearly
always in the hands of the outside narrator who assumes the role of the reporter of the
characters’ inner experiences. Lawrence creates a narrator who not only “reads” the
characters’ thoughts but senses the contours of their minds in states that do not involve
thoughts: the narrator gives language to the states that the characters perceive as
language-free. However, toward the end of the novel, the approach to the narrative voice
shifts: the characters start to speak in their own voices more prominently, to the extent
that the outside voice of the commenting narrator drops out of the narration altogether.
After performing the spiritual exercises, Ramon delivers spiritual messages in front of an
audience, in a chapter that depicts rites of the return of the ancient gods. The narrator
notes that he speaks “in the pride of prayer,” a phrase that immediately signals to the
reader that Ramon is speaking from an alternate mental and physical state, akin to the one
he reached during performing the spiritual exercises in his bedroom. These spiritual
messages, some more tightly, some more loosely connected, extend over multiple pages:
There is no Before and After, there is only Now …
As a man in a deep sleep has no to-morrow, no yesterday, no to-day, but only is,
so is the limpid, far-reaching Snake of the eternal Cosmos, Now, and forever
Now.
Say of nothing: It is mine. Say only: It is with me.
I am now.
But Now, I Am.
Now, and only Now, and forever Now.
... And man is a dream in the sleep of the Snake.
... In the dreamless Now, I Am.335
“Speaking in the pride of prayer” extends the scene of “mindlessness” by using the same
language, which makes it possible to say that these pages that overtake the narrative
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toward the end of the novel are spoken from the state of “mindlessness.” The interpreting
or reporting narrator’s voice disappears altogether, as do references to the body.
These pages of aphoristic sayings introduce a didactic element into the novel.
They function to guide the listeners – the audience, the listening crowd within the world
of the story – and encourage the reader to think about the importance of the present
moment. Extending over several pages, each sentence constitutes its own paragraph,
reminding the reader of the stylistic choices of Walt Whitman. This echo of the American
Transcendentalist writer is also present in the content of these pages – the insistence on
the importance of now and being in the present moment.336 While in the earlier private
prayer scenes Lawrence’s message of the significance of the present moment was
conveyed through depictions of moment-by-moment awareness, here, the novel tackles
this theme in an explicit way by incorporating pages of aphoristic utterances. These
pronouncements provide a counter point to the earlier scenes where the narrator described
the state of the character’s mind and body but not the linguistic component of thoughts or
the character’s own verbalizations of physical sensations. Here, the reporting clauses, the
narrator’s voice, and the descriptions of the body disappear – all attention goes to the
language, the words of these sentences.
Toward the end of the novel, the voices multiply and start to fracture; the
reporting voice of the narrator leaves the page more and more frequently. The narrator
lends, in the form of scripts, voice to the characters themselves. Seen against the
background of the formal experimentation and fracturing voices, the scenes of Yogic
exercises form a backbone to the novel: the scenes of spiritual prayer are rendered in a
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nonfracturing, third-person narrative voice. With the disappearance of the narrator’s
unifying voice also disappear spiritual prayer scenes. The vanishing “concentration” in
the narrative voice also loosens the plot of the novel toward the end: the novel has no
conclusive ending but rather disperses into a multiplicity of voices.

Meditative Mind and the Moving Body
Lawrence’s writings are interwoven with scenes and images of dance – they occur in The
White Peacock (1911), Sons and Lovers (1912), Women in Love (1920), Twilight In Italy
and Other Essays (1916), Sea and Sardinia (1921), and Sketches of Etruscan Places and
Other Italian Essays (1932).337 In Lawrence’s writing, dance is presented as one of the
most direct ways to tap into the “aliveness” of all life, a credo most clearly expressed in
Apocalypse and the Writings on Revelation: “For man, as for flower and beast and bird,
the supreme triumph is to be most vividly, most perfectly alive. … the magnificent here
and now of life in the flesh is ours, and ours alone, and ours only for a time. We ought to
dance with rapture that we should be alive and in the flesh and part of the living,
incarnate cosmos.”338 In Lawrence’s writing, movement does not lead to mindlessness in
the sense that we saw in Djuna Barnes’s Robin or Woolf’s Rachel. Rather, movement
allows for the meditative mind to manifest itself.
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Lawrence’s ideas are in close dialogue with the new movement forms that
emerged in the first half of the twentieth century – eurhythmics, modern dance,
expressionist dance, spiritual gymnastics, and the revival of interest in ritual and
ceremonial dance, in the ground-breaking work of dancers and dance luminaries, such as
Loie Fuller, Isadora Duncan, Martha Graham, Ruth St. Denis, and Mary Wigman.
Duncan, for example, observed: “Our modern dances know nothing of this first law of
harmony. Their movements are choppy, end-stopped, abrupt.… Deep emotion, spiritual
gravity, are entirely lacking. …. We do not know how to get down to the depths, to lose
ourselves in an inner self … We walk angularly.”339 Her contemporary dance critic John
Martin echoes a similar concern by noting that people have forgotten how to look at
movement, not just as spectators of dance performances but as people who experience
movement as the chief substance of daily living.340 Martin suggests that thinking itself is
based on movement: “[N]o matter how deeply introspective it may be, it must go back
ultimately to some concrete experience with the outside world, which is to say, some
experience of movement.”341 Duncan and Martin – and Lawrence, in his call for dance as
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the way to tap into vitality and dance as the utmost expression of aliveness – stand by the
idea that it is in the area of movement, in terms of bodily movement but also in terms of
responding to and finding a vocabulary for movement, where the modern individual
needs help and cure. Like Duncan, who espoused dance as a form of revealing one’s
inner self, Lawrence in his fiction emphasizes humans’ authentic and natural movement,
as opposed to what he saw as constrained or artificial dance forms. Jane Harrison, an
important influence on Lawrence’s ideas on dance, in her Art as Ritual (1913) claims that
modern society is in deep need of a revival of ritual dance: “With [a] fresh outpouring of
the spirit, this fuller consciousness of life, there comes a need for first-hand emotion and
expression, and that expression is found for all classes in a revival of the ritual dance.”342
Similarly to Harrison, Lawrence explores the potential of dance for ritual and for
expanding consciousness, in unison with nature and cosmic forces.
Ritualistic dance and its effects on consciousness are explored in both The Plumed
Serpent and Mornings in Mexico. The Plumed Serpent includes scenes where Kate is
witnessing ritualistic dances and attempts to join but her not belonging to this particular
community is immediately visible: “Shyly, awkwardly, she tried to tread the dance-step.
But in her shoes she felt inflexible, insulated, and the rhythm was not in her. She moved
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in confusion.”343 Her feet gradually start “feeling the way into the dance-step,” and she
begins to “learn softly to loosen her weight, to loosen the uplift of all her life, and let it
pour slowly, darkly, with an ebbing gush, rhythmical in soft, rhythmic gushes from her
feet into the dark body of the earth.”344 Kate’s foreignness to the culture is reflected
through her inability to move in the same manner as the natives, and, mostly, through her
inability to become absorbed in the experience.
Portraying absorbed states is one primary characteristic in Lawrence’s depiction
of the psychological condition that accompany ritual dancing. Kate watches the dancers:
And the dancers, after dancing in a circle in a slow, deep absorption, each man
changeless in his own place, treading the same dust with the soft churning of bare
feet, slowly, slowly began to evolve, till the circle was slowly revolving round the
dire, with always the same soft, down-sinking, churning tread. And the drum kept
the changeless living beat, like a heart, and the song rose and soared and fell,
ebbed and ebbed to a sort of extinction, then heaved up again.345
The reader is barely able to detect any outward emotion on the dancers – they move with
“faces lowered and expressionless, abstract, gone into the deep absorption” in a “curious,
silent, absorbed dance.”346 Most of the details lie in describing the dancers’ bodies:
“softly-beating feet and ankles,” “with deep weight, upon powerful knees and ankles.” In
an absorbed state, only the outward appearance is decodable; the inner world remains
“abstract” or “expressionless” for the observer’s eyes. Looking for a means to represent
slow motion in language, the narrator attempts to put the reader into a frame of mind
similar to what the dancers are experiencing – a “slow, deep” absorption in the present
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experience, a slow unfolding of each moment. The drum keeps a “changeless living
beat”; each man is “changeless in his own place.” This resistance to changing motion is
mirrored in the resistance to change on the word level – in the insistent repetition of
words. Instances like “slowly, slowly began to evolve, till the circle was slowly revolving
around the dire” leave an impression of the narrator trying to prolong getting to the next
content word and slowing down the pace of reading. Repetition is used to suggest lack or
slowness of movement, the time it takes to move from one step to the other – in the feet
of the dancers and in language itself.
Slowing down the onward movement of language and the narrative pace puts the
narrative at risk in that these scenes do not carry the plot, the action of the novel,
significantly forward. The dancers do not become active participants in the plot. Indeed,
Ellis has pointed out that the greatest weakness of the novel is the author’s “absorption”
in these dance scenes – the sheer number of them and the demand that the narrator makes
on the reader by asking him/her imagine detail and motion. Intriguingly, Ellis keeps using
the term “absorption” when describing Lawrence’s fascination with the scenes that
describe dances, gestures, hymns, and costumes: in this view, Lawrence not only speaks
of absorption but while doing it, gets “absorbed” himself.
However, Lawrence and the narrators/speakers in his works do not merely get
“carried away” by recording dance and costume in these scenes. For Lawrence, dance is
intriguing because it constitutes a means of concentration. In the dance scenes associated
with the general Cipriano, the latter uses dance to distill discipline into his men: in his
view, “discipline is what Mexico needs, and what the whole world needs. But it is the
discipline from the inside that matters. The machine discipline, from the outside, breaks
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down.”347 The old dances of the Indians serve as teaching tools: “The dance, the dance
which has meaning, is a deep discipline in itself. The old Indians of the north still have
the secret of animistic dancing. They dance to gain power; power over the living forces or
potencies of the earth. And these dances need intense dark concentration, and immense
endurance.”348 The narrator remarks that “the silent, rhythmic concentration” of the duel
between Cipriano and another dancer “in subtlety and rapidity kept the feet softly beating
with the drum, the naked body suave and subtle, circling with suave, primitive stealth.”349
The dance leads to a “concentration” of strength in that he feels “surcharged with
extraordinary power” and “his limbs and his whole body immense with power” – this
power radiates from him out to the others. The dances require “intense dark
concentration, and immense endurance,” there exists a “silent, rhythmic concentration” of
the two characters’ dance-duel, and Cipriano encourages his men to “dance the silence,
concentrated dances to the drum, to dance for hours.”350
In Lawrence’s vision, what is it that “concentrates, comes together, condenses”?
In the above example, the “silent, rhythmic concentration” refers to “subtlety and
rapidity.” In this view, concentration originates from the body and has an effect on the
body. Cipriano notes, “If you know how to tread the dance, you can tread deeper and
deeper till you touch the middle of the earth with your foot. And when you touch the
middle of the earth, you will have such power in your belly and your breast, no man will
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be able to overcome you.”351 The repetition of the image of feet treading deeper and
deeper into the middle of the earth with one’s foot could be seen as parallel to the act of
sinking deeper and deeper into one’s psyche, inner self – an act that increases
concentration. The concept of concentration is thus tackled on multiple levels: one’s feet
make one concentrate and the feet themselves concentrate, in terms of the dancer’s
attention to the feet while dancing, in terms of the feet moving toward the center of the
earth, and in terms of one’s consciousness residing in the feet. In the above example,
dance serves as a means to come closer to one’s physical and spiritual center, and
concentration leads to physical and spiritual strength.
Native American dance rituals and concentrated mental and bodily states are
central to Lawrence’s travel narratives. Lawrence and his wife stayed in New Mexico for
a second visit from March through October 1924 and lived at Kiowa Ranch for their final
visit from April to September 1925. Lawrence wrote the eight essays comprising
Mornings in Mexico after he and Frieda had left Europe. The first four essays of
Mornings in Mexico focus on Oaxaca, Mexico – a town of 30,000 people, mostly Zapotec
Indian, recovering from years of civic strike.352 In 1922, the Lawrences visited Taos, in
the north of Oaxaca, and returned there in 1924. Not long after the visit Lawrence wrote
the other four essays included in Mornings in Mexico. They first appeared in newspapers
or magazines as travel pieces celebrating the Taos Indians. “Indians and Entertainment,”
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“Dance of the Sprouting Corn,” and “The Hopi Snake Dance” all record Lawrence’s
impressions of the dances he witnessed in New Mexico.
In “Indians and Entertainment,” “Dance of the Sprouting Corn,” and “The Hopi
Snake Dance,” Lawrence records his impressions of the ritualistic Native American
dances he witnessed in New Mexico. In “Dance of the Sprouting Corn,” Lawrence
writes: “Mindless, without effort, under the hot sun, unceasing, yet never perspiring nor
even breathing heavily, they dance on and on. Mindless, yet still listening, observing.”353
Lawrence depicts the Native American dancers as being able to find through the
“mindless” states they enter in dancing release and deep rest. As discussed in the
Introduction, the inability for the mind to find restfulness was seen as a major concern in
the writings of Call, Carpenter, and James. The speaker notes that white people
experience “pure forgetting and pure renewal” only during sleep, while Native Americans
are able to experience this rest while dancing.354 “Mindlessness” here stands for
effortlessness, describing a persistent yet not exhausting motion. These pieces depict
physical and mental states where the mind, sight, speech, and mental knowing release
their prominence and allow one to tap into the central source “where is rest and
unspeakable renewal.”355 “Mindlessness” refers not to an absence of the mind but the
power of tapping into rest, easeful motion, rejuvenation that cannot be expressed or
spoken in language.356 Furthermore, in the Laurentian mindlessness, the mind is not
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“absent” or only resting but, in Lawrence’s words, “aware” and “awake.” In the above
example, the term mindlessness appears next to the phrase “yet still listening, observing”:
listening and observing are actions that require a willful paying of attention. This state of
mindlessness, then, involves effort, attention, and awareness.
This pairing of “mindlessness” with concepts such as awareness, absorption, and
concentration recurs throughout the essays and make up Lawrence’s approach to what
this study calls the meditative mind. The dance scenes in “The Corn Dance” illustrate a
process of germination and the man’s place on the earth – through describing the dance,
the narrator offers a philosophical-metaphysical view of people’s position in relation to
the universe. Even though the rhythm is crude and the swaying unison of the dancers
uneven, what fascinates the speaker is the “mystic dark-sacred concentration.”357 He
writes: “The sky has its fire, its waters, its stars, its wandering electricity, its winds, its
fingers of cold. The earth has its reddened body, its invisible hot heart, its inner waters …
Between them all, the little seed: and also man, like a seed that is busy and aware.”358
Both the man and the seed are “busy and aware” – man is compared to an inanimate
object and the seed becomes anthropomorphized. “Busy and aware” asks the reader to
imagine a state where one is busy, preoccupied but at the same time “aware,” not “lost”
in the busy-ness. In “Dance of the Sprouting Corn,” the narrator describes the dancers:
“They are handsome, and absorbed with a deep rhythmic absorption, which still leaves
them awake and aware.”359 The scene depicts an act of “deep rhythmic absorption,” an
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alternate state of mind that is characterized by feeling fully engaged in the moment. In
these depictions of what Lawrence calls mindlessness, the mind of the person in the
experience is not wandering but is so concentrated on and absorbed by the activity at
hand that the mind becomes indistinguishable from the rest of the person’s being.
Lawrence thus, similarly to Woolf, describes experiences of “flow” – attention gathering
and moving with great energy in one direction. The mind here is not experienced in terms
of thoughts in this state of flow but rather through bodily sensations: in Lawrence’s
writings, these states of “flow” are free of language and thought.
Describing moments where the self experiences itself not primarily as a thinking
mind but as a moving body poses narratorial and writerly challenges. The presence of
states of mindlessness that the speaker finds in the dancers has a particular effect on the
speaker. To record motion in the dance scenes, the speaker relies heavily on the use of
repetition, a prominent characteristic of Lawrence’s writing style, as noted above.
Repetition, among other uses, appears in Lawrence’s works as a rhetorical figure for
recurring gesture or movement. In “The Dance of the Sprouting Corn,” the speaker
characterizes the dance: “It all tosses like young, agile trees in a wind. … Thud-thudthud-thud-thud! goes the drum, heavily the men hop and hop and hop, sway, sway, sway,
sway go the little branches of green pine.”360 “And” is used to mark a pause in the
motion, while the direct succession in “sway, sway, sway, sway” suggests a continuous
movement. In “The Hopi Dance,” the reader encounters sentences such as “[t]he leaping
together, the coming close, the circling, wary, stealthy avoidance and retreat … the
creature of the isolated, circulating bloodstream dancing in the peril of his own
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isolation.”361 The sentence includes words that convey movement, such as “the leaping
together, the coming close, the circling,” but is in essence a fragment, a noun phrase.
Paradoxically, when Lawrence describes dance, the verb, the part of speech that we
associate with conveying the actual action, is often not prominent. The actual words and
motions for movement the reader has to imagine him/herself and insert them into the
sentences and his/her mental pictures of the descriptions.
The narrator offers evocative, seemingly detailed descriptions of the dances. For
instance, the narrator describes how the jester makes “strange, eloquent gestures in the
sky,” how the dancers “weave nakedly through the unheeding dance, comical, weird,
dancing the dance-step naked and fine, prancing through the lines … and making fine
gestures with their flexible hands, calling something down from the sky, calling
something up from the earth, and dancing forward all the time.”362 However, “making
fine gestures with their flexible hands,” “dancing forward,” or “strange, eloquent gestures
to the sky” are vague in terms of the specificity of the actual gesture or movement. The
reader has to imagine what these “fine” or “strange, eloquent gestures” actually look like.
“Calling something down from the sky, calling something up from the earth” leaves the
reader questioning what the “something” is. The description shows that the speaker does
not have full access to what is happening, does not know the language of the dancers or
their internal worlds.
However, the speaker’s initial vagueness about narrating actual motion changes
into greater precision – “the hands flutter softly down, and draw up the water, draw up
the earth-quickening, earth to sky, sky to earth.” While at the beginning, the speaker was
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unable to distinguish words in the song, he now says: “Suddenly as they catch a word
from the singers, a name of a star, of a wind, a name for the sun, for a cloud, their hands
soar up and gather in the air, soar down with a slow motion. And again, as they catch a
word that means earth deeps, water within the earth, or red-earth, earth deeps, water
within the earth, or red-earth-quickening, the hands flutter softly down.”363 The speaker is
able to distinguish more details and becomes more imaginative: he has skills to decode
and interpret the movement. The initial reliance on “strange” and “queer” becomes
translated into language that he knows and understands.
Here the reader witnesses how the speaker’s mode of description undergoes a
change. “Mindless, yet still listening, observing” in the above example is followed by the
sentence, “They hear the deep, surging singing of the bunch of old men, like a great wind
soughing. They hear the cries and yells of the man waving his bough by the drum. They
catch the word of the song, and at a moment, shudder the black rattles, wheel, and the
line breaks, women from men, they thread across to a new formation.”364 The observer is
able to determine what the dancers are hearing, the words they catch in the music. Noting
that the dancers are “mindless” gives the narrator liberty to start interpreting, at will, or
making up his own story about what happens in the dance. The speaker makes the
dancers into “characters”—he declares the dancers’ motions and intentions in a
straightforward manner, without ambiguity that characterized earlier descriptions. On the
level of language, the narrator moves away from constructing movement verbally via
rhetorical devices such as repetitions of movement sounds or movement verbs: rather, the
descriptions become fuller of metaphors and images. The observer’s interpretive skills
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grow bolder. There is less of an attempt at anthropological, “realistic” or “natural”
rendering of movement and a greater liberty for the speaker’s poetic skills. However,
with this interpretive skill and rich detail of not just the dancers’ clothing but also what
they hear and see, Lawrence’s speaker creates an illusion that he can access the dancers’
internal worlds: the speaker here starts to step out of the generic bounds of travel
narratives, into the realm of fiction. At the spots where “mindlessness” occurs the
speaker is able to forego the confines of his particular speakerly stance.
By applying “mindlessness” to the “primitive,” Lawrence enters a dangerously
problematic territory. Edward Said, James Clifford, and Marianna Torgovnick, among
many others, have helpfully theorized and unpacked these and other abundant views of
the “primitive.”365 Indeed, Orientalism takes a number of shapes, among them a view of
the “healing primitive.” Colin Rhodes, in his Primitivism and Modern Art (1994) states
that “modern European artists’ dissatisfaction with their own culture led to a desire to
discover simpler, more ‘natural’ alternatives in Western groups – such as children,
peasants and the insane – who were perceived as closer to primitive states of being. …
since the 16th century if not before, the European yearning for the simple life has often
meant turning outwards to ‘tribal’ peoples – first in South America, and subsequently in
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Africa, Oceania and North America.”366 Gina Rossetti notes that romanticizing and
aestheticizing views of the “primitive” suggest that “the primitive art of undeveloped
peoples becomes a source of regeneration for those living in a desolate modern world”
and the “primitive’s” “simplicity is a much-needed antidote to modern culture’s
contagions.”367 The “primitive” is somehow able to escape the early twentieth century
fears, stresses, and concerns.368
Lawrence’s vision of the “primitive” in the travel narratives is presented in terms
of a psychological state that the Westerners should look up to as a source of rest and
rejuvenation as well as a path toward mental concentration.369 As noted above, this vision
is complicated by the fact that Lawrence ascribes mindlessness to the linguistic and racial
“other” of whose mental states he as the outside observer barely has any knowledge.
Indeed, “mindlessness” in Lawrence’s travel narratives is an effect on the observer: the
dancers are projecting, in the speaker’s opinion, complete absorption, move in a way that
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makes the observer feel they are “mindless.” Insights into interiority – such as the idea
that the dancers, while mindless, still remain alert and listening – remain on the level of
the observer’s interpretations: he does not gain access to the minds of the dancers, their
inner worlds, or the language they speak.
In his essay “New Mexico,” Lawrence discusses the particular effect that he is
searching for in religious rituals. Lawrence writes that he had looked “over all the world”
for something that would strike him as religious: “The simple piety of some English
people, the semi-pagan mystery of some Catholics in southern Italy, the intensity of some
Bavarian peasants, the semi-ecstasy of Buddhists or Brahmins: all this had seemed
religious all right, as far as the parties concerned were involved, but it didn’t involve
me.”370 In the so-called “devil dances of a group of naked villagers from the far-remote
jungle in Ceylon” had he experienced a hint of wild religion: significantly, it is in a dance
experience where Lawrence describes a religious feeling as arising from: “The utter dark
absorption of these naked men, as they danced with their knees wide apart, suddenly
affected me with a sense of religion, I felt religion for a moment.”371 Upon an encounter
with a casual dance in the pueblo of San Filipi, he found the dance not impressive as a
spectacle but “profoundly moving because of the truly terrifying religious absorption in
it.”372 “New Mexico” suggests that he in other cultures’ rituals, he is searching for a
spiritual feeling that he himself would be able to feel, by observing the experience of
others.
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Not only the speaker’s but also the reader’s position undergoes a change in
Mornings in Mexico. Lawrence predominantly employs the stance of an observer who
offers what sounds like an anthropological account of local customs. In “The Dance of
the Sprouting Corn,” the speaker-witness recounts:
This is the Wednesday after Easter, after Christ Risen and the corn germinated.
They dance on Monday and on Tuesday. Wednesday is the third and last dance of
this green resurrection.
You realize the long lines of dancers, and a solid cluster of men singing near the
drum. You realize the intermittent black-and-white fantasy of the hopping
Koshare, the jesters, the Delight-Makes.373
Instead of a description of the scene continuing with the speaker as the witness, a new
figure abruptly enters the scene – “you.” Pronouns classify as deictic markers because
they leave open who can step into their position: “you” creates ambiguity because it can
refer to a fictional character, the narrator, the implied reader, or the real reader. The
“you” above is, like the narrator, a bystander who watches the dance but does not
participate in it. However, implying/addressing the reader conjures a different kind of
imaginative process on the part of the reader. In another essay, “The Hopi Snake Dance,”
the reliance on “you” is similarly prominent: “You climb still, up the shoulder of rock, a
few more miles, across the lofty, wind-swept mesa, and so you come to Hoetevilla, where
the dance is.”374 Here the use of the second person is a part of the style of travel writing.
In “The Dance of the Sprouting Corn,” however, the sudden switch to “you” does not
describe a general “you’s” movement from one place to another. Rather, the focus lies on
a particular moment, a specific occasion. Instances like “you refuse to answer. Instead
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you put the huaraches to your nose”375 create a character out of the second person
pronoun. “You” ceases to be a “general you” with whom the reader could possibly
identify. The introduction of a “you” that is not employed as a general address but forms
a character with specific ways of responding adds a fictive quality to the essay: this
feature – like the fluctuating stance of the speaker who can at times start seeing “into” the
minds of the dancers – makes the essay story-like.
The “you” figure implies the wish to get the reader more intimately involved in
the world that the narrator is conveying and creating: it records the wish to make the
described world more intensely present for the reader. This impetus is strengthened by
the use of the present tense, insisting on the action unfolding in the present moment – the
dance, the motion as if unfold in front of the reader’s eyes. Through the “you” the
speaker attempts to make his own experience as an observer of the dance more clearly or
viscerally felt for the reader and asks the reader, on the page, to stand face to face with
the other.
However, this intent focus on the present moment has an additional aim – to
direct the reader’s attention to how his/her awareness moves in the reading process. In the
scene above, “you” undergoes a series of very specific actions:
You become aware of the ripple of bells on the knee-arters of the dancers, a
continual pulsing ripple of little bells; and of the sudden wild, whooping yells
from near the drum. Then you become aware of the seed-like shudder of the
gourd-rattles, as the dance changes, and the swaying of the tufts of green pinetwigs stuck behind the arms of all the dancing men, in the broad green armbands.376
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In the mind’s eye, the reader moves from seeing the long line of dancers, a cluster of men
singing, to smaller units and more precise details – “the swaying of the tufts of the twigs
stuck behind the arms of the men singing.” The reader witnesses a greater differentiation
in sounds – from singing men to a continual rippling pulse and a ripple of bells. The
verbs repeat – “you realize” and “you become aware”: the narrator creates an expectation
that with each repetition of these phrases the reader’s perception of the phenomena
described becomes fuller or switches to a new object. The scene thus subtly, in the way
the information is arranged, in the interplay between the general and the more detailed,
depicts the observer’s increased awareness of the objects he describes and their
surroundings. The inclusion of “you” has a didactic intent: the narrator teaches the reader
how to observe or pay attention. The narratorial attempt to cultivate in the reader skills of
paying attention to details – by literally guiding the “you” through steps of what the
“you” becomes aware of – and these passages’ thematic focus on “awareness” that
accompanies these mental states of mindlessness may make the reader recognize in these
early twentieth century texts the phenomenon of mindfulness.

* * *
As I have shown, against the backdrop of his Orientalism which complicates his
view of the mind and the body, the Laurentian understanding of mindlessness refers to
the concentration of awareness on the present moment and the absence of the actively
thinking mind. This psychological state is characterized by mental and physical
absorption, of release of thoughts, and experiencing the “stream” of consciousness in a
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different way – not as moving thoughts, as in Woolf’s writing, but as a complete absence
of zigzagging thoughts. Of all the authors in this study, Lawrence evokes in The Plumed
Serpent mental states where the thinking apparatus is stopped for a period of time. The
characters of the novel do not remain in these “mindless” states and “mindlessness” is not
their character trait: rather, they go in and out of these states in search of “deep rest” and
peace. Most distinctly in case of Ramon, “mindlessness” allows him to feel like his inner
self is becoming connected to larger spiritual, universal or cosmic forces beyond his
individual self.
These states do not come about almost accidentally, in the characters’ everyday
life and their walks in the streets of London, as in Mrs. Dalloway, but rather require
particular ritualistic settings – either in public context or via self-cultivation through
private rituals. Not all the characters can access “mindlessness” – only the ones who
engage in particular private or public rituals and are able to let go of their individual
“streams” of consciousness to the extent that they can enter an alternate state of being.
These are moments where the character cultivates a particular skill, in Lawrence’s case,
the ability to gain control over one’s attention, so that it can be moved from one sensation
or object to the next in the present moment, without thoughts traveling to the past,
present, and future in rapid succession.
As noted, in Lawrence’s writing, “mindlessness” is used to explore how the mind
resides within the body. “Mindlessness” denotes an absence of the thinking mind and the
presence of the “aware” mind that is concentrated on the present moment. The body
serves as a particularly important site for analyzing moment-to-moment awareness
because the body’s perceptions and sensations insist on observations of the present
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moment as it is lived through the body. A step-by-step unfolding of what the characters
feel and sense concentrates the narrative’s attention onto one particular moment for an
extended time. In his novel and travel narratives of his experiences in New Mexico,
Lawrence envisions the mind that is focused, aware, and connected to the body.
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CHAPTER 3
Refreshed and Replenished
Writing Meditations in Aldous Huxley’s Narratives

Aldous Huxley was among the most health-conscious modernist authors: he
experimented with and practiced various traditional and alternative healing practices,
ranging from the physical alignment and bodily re-education of the Alexander technique,
Zen, and different types of yogas, to dianetics, Entelechy therapy (a combination of
Buddhist metaphysics and autohypnosis), telekinesis, and acupuncture. He inquired into
hypnotism, autosuggestion, posthypnotic suggestion, animal magnetism, magnetic passes,
endocrinological treatments, and electro-encephalography.377 Huxley’s openness to
multiple therapeutic modalities stemmed from his own ailments, such as the
inflammation of the cornea at the age of sixteen, which left him struggling with sight and
increasing blindness for the rest of his life.378 Through his friendship with Dr. William
Sheldon, who developed a version of somatotypology in which body types are associated
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with temperament types, Huxley was keenly interested in the relationship between
physique and character.379
In what follows, I undertake a reading of Aldous Huxley’s works, focusing on his
After Many a Summer Dies the Swan (1939) and Eyeless in Gaza (1936), in light of one
particular health concern that emerged in the period: that of cultivating the mind. As
outlined in the Introduction, the health movements in the period did not only emphasize
physical health: mesmerism, New Thought, mind-cure, Christian Science, and positive
thinking manuals promoted the idea that one can improve one’s life by adjusting one’s
mental habits. Indeed, James famously observed that “[t]he greatest discovery of my
generation is that man can alter his life simply by altering his attitude of mind.”380 I
restore the missing role of meditation in Huxley’s aesthetic practices and reveal that his
examinations of the meditative mind go beyond subjective, individual interiority: most
explicitly of writers explored in this study, Huxley’s uses of meditation envision
peacefulness not only for the individual but also for the outside world and thus form a
buried part of modernist thought on pacifism.381
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Woolf in particular and her work Three Guineas (1938) have inspired scholars to
look at how her pacifism and formal innovations and commitments fuse together or fail to do so.
Sarah Cole, for instance, has argued that Woolf attempted to confront in her writing a series of
essential paradoxes that tended to swallow up the possibility of peace, such that violence always
seems to crowd out or envelop peace, even for those working in its interest. Endeavors to
represent a self-reflexive mind in a state of internal peace, which might help to cultivate a
similarly peaceful approach to the external world, offer a new dimension to the idea of a
connection between pacifism and modernist literature. See Sarah Cole, At the Violet Hour:
Modernism and Violence in England and Ireland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). See
also Mark Hussey (Ed.), Virginia Woolf and War: Fiction, Reality, Myth (Syracuse: Syracuse
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Meditation in Huxley’s works serves as a means that he uses to educate the
reader, particularly on self-improvement, self-education, and goodness, some of Huxley’s
gravest concerns in his fiction and nonfiction alike. Huxley’s writings urge the reader to
see the importance of teaching oneself how to meditate. The purpose of this mental
cultivation in Huxley’s writing is the training of an individual who brings about peace in
the world. This training, as I will show, happens most distinctly via writing. On the one
hand, the theme of meditation serves as a means for Huxley to express his views on
peace; on the other hand, he uses meditation to explore what happens to one’s mind in
that state. On yet another level, the works examine writerly strategies for imparting views
on peacefulness, via instructing the reader through an incorporation of readerly address
and scenes of meditation that allow readers to imagine themselves in similar states.
Both Huxley’s nonfiction and fiction are yet to be re-discovered by scholars of
modernism. The relatively sparse scholarship on Huxley has followed several key
concerns: building an arch from his early satirical works to his later fascination with
pacifism and perennial philosophy; examining his treatment of values and types of
literary characters, and exploring his use of science and views on relationships between
science, art, and religion as modes of knowing.382 Huxley tackled health and meditation
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in his non-fiction and fiction alike – adopting sometimes jarring differences in tone to
talk about health in these two genres. Given this interest, it is surprising that this topic,
beyond the nightmarish vision of reproductive technology in his most famous work,
Brave New World (1932), has been scantly studied. Indeed, Huxley himself noted that “it
is not only permissible, but necessary, that literature should take cognizance of
physiology and should investigate the still obscure relations between the mind and the
body.”383

Out of all the authors in this study, Huxley’s investment in depicting the
meditative mind has most direct autobiographical underpinnings. In the case of Woolf,
there is no straightforward evidence of her practicing or being aware of meditative
methods derived from Eastern sources; Lawrence wrote about meditation but in his
writings often denounced the practice and seemingly found little value in it. Huxley,
however, studied meditation and Buddhist and Hindu thought and wrote extensively
about meditation and contemplative practices. In Huxley’s fiction, nonfictional and
fictional often merge – a consideration of his non-fictional writings is therefore relevant.
Several of his novels are “novels of ideas” and include sections that could just as well
have appeared under a different genre, for example, as essays. The concerns and themes
that surfaced in the Introduction – bodily postures, relaxation, and healthy mental habits
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become grounding questions also in the realm of fiction and a fiction writer’s
nonfictional works. The question of genre, of why choose fiction as a space exploring
ideas on meditation is therefore an intriguing one.
Huxley’s interest in meditation emerges in his early novels, such as Antic Hay and
Those Barren Leaves. His fascination with Eastern philosophies, religion, and mysticism
deepened after he and his wife, son, and friend Gerald Heard all moved to the U.S. in
1937 where Huxley lived until his death. Heard, a philosopher, historian, and science
writer, introduced Huxley to Vedanta. Huxley and Heard, together with Christopher
Isherwood, became a part of the Vedantist circle of Hindu Swami Prabhavananda.384
David Robb notes that “collectively they created a minor literary movement that brought
to the attention of American readers a wide variety of religious subjects including
spiritualism and psychic phenomena, mysticism, pacifism, oriental philosophy, self-help
therapies and consciousness-altering drugs.”385 At the Vedanta Society in Hollywood,
Huxley developed an interest in meditation; under the guidance of Swami
Prabhavananda, he studied meditation techniques that involved visualization
accompanied by the repetition of a Sanskrit mantra, a sacred syllable or word, leading
eventually to the experience of Samadhi, or higher level of concentrated meditation.386
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An important influence in Huxley’s interest in meditation was the renowned
spiritual teacher Jiddu Krishnamurti. According to Krishnamurti, meditation, “one of the
greatest arts of life,” cannot be learned from anybody: “[I]t has no technique and
therefore no authority.”387 In Krishnamurti’s vision, one simply needs to let go of the ego
which keeps the mind distracted. Krishnamurti writes:
I consider it wiser to meditate on whatever happens to enter your mind, whether it
be about what you will do this afternoon or as to which suit you will put on. Such
thoughts are as important – if attended to with your full inner awareness – as any
philosophy. It is not the subject of your thought that matters so much as the way
of your thinking. Try to complete a thought instead of banishing it, and your mind
will become a wonderful creative instrument instead of being a battlefield of
competing thoughts. Your meditation will then develop into a constant alertness
of mind. This is what I understand by meditation.388
In Dana Sawyer’s words, “trying to live consciously, being present by clearing the mind
of cluttering thoughts, became Huxley’s meditation of choice.”389 Huxley later tried
combining autosuggestion, E therapy and dianetics to create a practice that would deliver
“a high degree of relaxation, mental and physical,” and used posthypnotic suggestion to
get into the state of peace that he achieved in his Krishnamurti-inspired meditations.390
Similarly to Call, Carpenter, and James, Huxley tackles meditation within his
larger interest in health and the co-workings of the mind and the body – meditation is part
of these authors’ search for tools or methods that can bring about health and well-being.
The concern with health enters Huxley’s comments on the practice of writing and
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creative thought and discussion of literature itself.391 Huxley calls attention to the idea
that the depiction of a character in terms of health or sickness is a telling sign of cultural,
social, and gender norms of the time – portraying characters’ constitution of health is an
element in literary history.392 He suggests that literature “has its Manicheans as well as
religion: men who on principle would exile the body and its functions from the world of
their art, who condemn as vulgar all too particular and detailed accounts of physical
actuality, as vulgar any attempt to relate mental or spiritual events to happenings in the
body.”393 Huxley advocates the idea that mental and spiritual events can and do happen in
the body: shifts in spiritual consciousness, of the way one sees one’s place in the world,
are necessarily rooted in the body and the body is an integral part of these processes.
Taking the corporeal out of literature, or any art, is in Huxley’s view damaging – the
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artist in this case is making something less than it is. In Music at Night, he notes that the
challenge of rendering in literary terms the quality of immediate experience, which
includes physical experience, is a writer’s true aspiration: to cut out all the “complex
particularities of a situation (which means, as we have seen the cutting out of all that is
corporeal in it)” strikes Huxley as “a mere artistic shrinking.”394
The writings of James, Call, and Carpenter urged the reader to form different,
what they deemed as healthier, mental and bodily habits – the idea of cultivating a new
set of habits is an integral part of Huxley’s theorizations. He notes, “The science of
nutrition exists, but are its precepts followed? They are not … We know that the body
needs a certain amount of exercise and we know, thanks to the practical work of
Alexander and the theoretical work of Magnus, how the body ought to be trained so as to
get the whole organism functioning harmoniously. Do we apply the knowledge? We do
not.”395 Similarly to Call and James, Huxley highlights the importance of relaxation in
order to reduce nervous strain. In the 1937 manual The Art of Seeing, stemming from his
wish to heal his ailing eyesight, Huxley expounds upon the Bates method for curing
vision and advocates dynamic relaxation, “learn[ing] to do what you have to do without
strain; work hard, but never under tension.”396 The phenomenon of dynamic relaxation,
“that paradoxical combination of relaxation with activity […] is the secret proficiency in
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all the psycho-physical skills from dancing to golf, from violin playing to mental
prayer.”397
In The Art of Seeing, Huxley theorizes his view of different layers of
consciousness and their role in directing the mind. Outlining one of the eye exercises,
dispersed throughout the text, Huxley describes how one “just ‘lets the world go by’
without caring, without even making any effort to perceive what it is that is going by. The
selecting and perceiving mind is out of action, and one is down to pure sensing – a
physiological organism taking a holiday from the conscious ‘I.’”398 In this framework, it
is the “selecting and perceiving mind” – “the conscious I” in Huxley’s terminology – that
interferes with instinctively acquired habits of proper use. Huxley, similarly to Lawrence,
is describing – and through his eye exercises also asking the reader to try out – states of
“mindlessness”: he is referring here to states where the mind is not being led by
intellectual thought processes but rather becomes aware of bodily sensations. The ability
to temporarily reduce the presence of this “conscious I” is important in Huxley’s view
because when the “conscious I” tries too hard “to do well or feels unduly anxious about
possible mistakes,” the body’s resistance to disease decreases. Huxley, like Call, thus
insists on the practice of “dropping worry,” to use Call’s term, and to evoke mental states
where conscious “thinking” is not predominant, which lies at the heart of meditation.
In Woolf’s work, transcendence occurs as a result of a particular environment and
its influence on the mind or a specific mental state. Milton Birnbaum notes that Huxley
“stresses the importance of will power in achieving the intuitive experience that will
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bring about the mystical state … [he] particularly urges the reader to remember Irving
Babbitt’s statement that meditation produces a ‘super-rational concentration of will.’”399
In Ends and Means, Huxley observes that “[p]roperly practiced, with due preparation,
physical, mental an moral, meditation may result in a state of what has been called
‘transcendental consciousness’ – the direct intuition of, and union with, an ultimate
spiritual reality that is perceived as simultaneously beyond the self and in some way
within it.”400 The path toward transcendence that Huxley’s meditative moments offers
differs from Woolf’s: meditation is deliberate, intellectually pursued, studied, and trained.

Quiet Mind and Early Fiction
Contemplative practices, attention to the well-being of the body, reform and re-education
pervade Huxley’s fiction. His novels explore what it means to be a “complete man”
(Theodore Gumbril in Antic Hay, Anthony Beavis in Eyeless in Gaza), to live with one’s
“whole being” (Rampion in Point Counter Point), and how to achieve a harmonious and
all-around living (Philip Quarles in Point Counter Point). In After Many a Summer Dies
the Swan (1939), the reader meets Propter, who goes to sit under an eucalyptus tree to
meditate, Dr. Sigmund Obispo, who conducts research on longevity, and a British scholar
who comes to Los Angeles to study eighteenth-century notebooks on supernatural health
and vitality. The plot of Jacob’s Hands (written in 1940s but discovered in 1997),
revolves around a healer who cures by laying his hands on the sick. Often these healer
characters and the theme of health are treated with irony: for example, Gumbril from
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Antic Hay (1923) tries to invent “pneumatic trousers” that are to cure the humankind: he
uses “contemporary fascination with pathology and metaphysics” to come up with an
advertising campaign that would trick the gullible populace to buy into his “ganglion
philosophy.”401 Despite his deep spiritual perceptions and philosophizing on goodness,
Propter is fooled at the end of After Many a Summer Dies the Swan, and the research
team on longevity turns into self-centered, petty, and even violent group.
However, Huxley encourages the reader to take the characters’ attempts at
meditation and self-improvement seriously and earnestly. Depictions of meditation recur
in several of Huxley’s novels – some of the meditator figures include Calamy and Mary
in Those Barren Leaves, Mr. Propter in After Many a Summer Dies the Swan, and, most
extensively, Anthony in Eyeless in Gaza, the focus of the latter half of this chapter. These
novels manifest Huxley’s interest in the questions of how to deliberately focus the mind,
eliminate unnecessary mental constraints and habits, and cultivate the mind to be more
observant and peaceful.
Huxley’s first novel, Antic Hay, vascillates between a satirical and an earnest tone
in conveying the “quiet mind.” Neither the protagonist Gumbril nor the other characters
engage in Eastern philosophies or practice meditation but this early novel demonstrates
Huxley’s interest in what constitutes and how to depict via novelistic means a quiet mind,
a precursor to the extensive approach to meditative mind in his later works. In a dialogue
with a female character, Gumbril notes that the modern man builds factories and
bandstands on quiet places in the mind, to break the quiet and disperse it, “to pretend at
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any cost it isn’t there.”402 He notes, “We don’t like the quietness. All the thoughts, all the
preoccupations in my head – round and round, continually.”403 However, the quiet reestablishes itself at night, “all the fragments of it we’ve been so busily dispersing all day
long … an inward quiet, like this outward quiet of grass and trees.”404 The character
proceeds to describing how the quiet grows “beautifully and unbearably,” a “crystal
quiet, a growing, expanding crystal.”405 While the scene does not show the reader
whether and how Gumbril’s interlocutor responded to his reflection, later Gumbril tries to
read Emily’s mind, not in terms of what the other is thinking but in terms of the state of
her mind, to determine whether it is agitated or rested. He thinks, “[T]here was quiet in
her mind,” and assumes that “for her, the steps came comfortingly through the silence
and the lovely thing brought with it no terrors. It was all easy for her and simple.”406
The passage invites the reader to consider the concept of inward calm seriously –
the repetitions and rich imagery lull the reader into an imaginative state him/herself.
However, this response is undercut by the end of the long passage: while painting the
picture of inner peace, the character was simultaneously thinking about something
mundane or “low” rather than spiritual – his lady friend’s pink underclothes. Through the
sexual undertone, the physical – here rendered as a thought – enters this contemplative
scene of quiet places in the mind. While the stillness of the mind is presumably easy for
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Emily – she is a “native” to that world – the above passage mimics the way the
protagonist himself has troubles holding his mind still or concentrating on a singular
thought.
In another scene from Antic Hay, Gumbril listens to Mozart’s G Minor Quintet:
Blood beats in the ears. Beat, beat, beat. A slow drum in the darkness, beating in
the ears of one who lies wakeful with fever, with the sickness of too much misery.
It beats unceasingly, in the ears, in the mind itself. Body and mind are indivisible,
and in the spirit blood painfully throbs. Sad thoughts droop through the mind. A
small, pure light comes swaying down through the darkness, comes to rest,
resigning itself to the obscurity of its misfortune. … And, then, suddenly, the
mind exerts itself, throws off the fever of too much suffering and laughing,
commands the body to dance. Irrelevant, irreverent, out of the key with all that
had gone before. But man’s greatest strength lies in his capacity for irrelevance.
In the midst of pestilences, wars and famines, he builds cathedrals; and a slave, he
can think the irrelevant and unsuitable thoughts of a free man. The spirit is slave
to fever and beating blood, at the mercy of an obscure and tyrannous misfortune.
But irrelevantly, it elects to dance in triple measure – a mounting skip, a patter of
descending feet.407
The passage starts out with images of illness: the sounds are “beating in the ears of one
who lies wakeful with fever, with the sickness of too much misery.” The sudden change
of the mind exerting itself and urging the body to dance is “out of the key with everything
that has gone before.” “Out of the key” is here both a musical metaphor and depicts
Gumbril’s listening experience: the reader feels that the music that Gumbril describes has
moved from a minor to a major tonality or that there occurs a new theme or variation in
the music. A similar, oft-employed concept of “being out of joint” relies on a visceral
metaphor that places the experience and sensation within the body and suggests a
corporeal misalignment; “out of the key” denotes similarly a sense-based, aural
experience but places the discrepancy outside of the body. “Out of the key” suggests
something that is outside of one’s self and that one either does or does not need to adjust
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oneself to. “Out of key” in the above passage is perceived as liberating – it denotes a
moment that is counter to the mood of heaviness and sickness that begins the passage.
The passage’s progression from illness to irreverent exuberance seems to suggest that in
order to get to the more liberating, joyful state one needs to be “out of the key.” In the
first example, the tone in the conversation between two people ends up being satirical; in
the second case, the reader trusts that a moment when the character is engaged in an inner
reflection is earnest. In the second case, the “I” disappears from the speaker’s words –
instead of the “I,” “the blood,” “the mind,” “the body” are the subject in the sentence.
The “I” has started to experience itself as the mind, the blood, the spirit, and the body.
Via an aspiration for a greater insight and the “loss” of the governing “I,” this scene
exemplifies Huxley’s early version of a meditative experience.
A particular trope characterizes the writing style of the two scenes – the
narrator’s/speaker’s reliance on word repetition. Through the insistent repetition of
words, such as “beat, beat,” “blood still beats,” “crystal quiet,” “expanding crystal” the
scenes attempt not to just evoke a mental picture for the interlocutor and the reader but to
guide them more viscerally into sensing and imagining what the quiet feels and looks like
or how the mind and the body interact when listening to music. Instead of describing, for
example, inward quiet to the other character, Gumbril is trying to capture it – he is
attempting to put the interlocutor in a particular kind of mindset where she can sense the
inner calm. These scenes are not meditations per se: however, it is possible to view the
first instance as a case of a guided meditation where the listener is led to a meditative
state by using imagery and metaphors, and the second case as an example of the
character’s own self-reflexive observance of the mind. These instances differ from the
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flow of the rest of the narrative as both of them try to transport the reader/listener – the
character within the story or the reader – into a particular state of mind. Through
repetition, the narrator attempts to hold the reader’s mind in a specific spot – repetition
does not let the mind wander: repetition itself as a mental concentration technique within
fiction. These scenes explain the novel’s fascination with the quiet mind on the level of
the characters’ experience but also these depictions in the writing style affect the reading
process.
In Those Barren Leaves (1925), another of Huxley’s early novels, meditation is
explicitly foregrounded. Calamy, ona mission to improve his mind, struggles with finding
a balance between everyday life and contemplative life and decides to devote himself to
contemplative life by retreating into the mountains. Calamy offers a description of the
quiet mind:
The mind must be open, unperturbed, empty of irrelevant things, quiet. There’s no
room for thoughts in a half-shut, cluttered mind. And thoughts won’t enter a noisy
mind; they’re shy, they remain in their obscure hiding-places as the mind is full
and noisy. Most of us pass through life without knowing that they’re there at all.
If one wants to lure them out, one must clear a space for them, one must open the
mind wide and wait.408
Calamy talks about meditation, the role of it, the nature of it, among his discussions on
topics such as transcendence and harmonious life. However, the reader does not really
see him practicing or experiencing meditation. Acts of meditation are thematized more
vocally in Mary Thirplow – I will return to her in the second half of the paper.
Contrasting these two early works shows how in Huxley’s works run two types of
preoccupations with meditation: depicting an intellectual discussion about the practice,
and portraying the characters involved in it actually experiencing it. These two modes
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lead to two remarkably different reading experiences for the reader and will become fully
elaborated in Huxley’s later novels.

After Many a Summer Dies the Swan
In After Many a Summer Dies the Swan (1939), meditation is a part of the novel’s
metaphysical exploration of the human capacity to feel the presence of the divine and the
question of where and how to find goodness. Mr. Propter, in his analysis of human,
animal, and spiritual levels of existence, observes that on the lower level, “good exists as
the proper functioning of the organism in accordance with the laws of its own being.”409
On the higher level, good exists as “the experience of eternity, as the transcendence of
personality.”410 In this schema, humans’ obsession with time and their own egos leads to
constant craving and worrying, which impairs the normal functioning of the organism
and consequently the bodily posture. In this metaphysical vision, health lies in the middle
level, associated with the proper functioning of the organs, which affects the ability to
function on lower and higher levels. Scenes where the characters meditate serve as a
means to continue exploring these metaphysical ideas.
In order to understand the way Huxley portrays the meditative mind, I want to
turn to a particularly representative scene from the novel, which shows how meditation
engages with the moral questions that the novel is urgently asking. In After Many a
Summer Dies the Swan, Mr. Propter goes to sit on a bench under a eucalyptus tree. The
scene starts with a detailed description of the surroundings – to the west of the mountains
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are a flat silhouette against the evening sky; in front of him, the upper slopes are “alive
with light and shadow, with rosy gold and depths of indigo”; in the foreground, “the
castle had put on a garment of utterly improbable splendor and romance.”411 This scene,
conveyed in a vivid language, establishes that the meditation scene happens in nature and
partly in response to or in dialogue with nature – Mr. Propter looks at the hills and the
motionless leaves of the tree and the pale sky – as opposed to a writer’s study space, as in
some of Huxley’s other works, or the streets of the metropolis or a domestic setting, as in
Woolf’s writings. Closing his eyes, marking the start of his inward journey, Mr. Propter
sets his mind on contemplating a sentence by Pierre de Berulle, a priest, cardinal, and
statesman, and an important mystic of the seventeenth-century France, on whom Mr.
Propter has written a study over thirty years ago. In response to the question, “What is
man?,” Cardinal Berulle wrote: “Ce’est un neant environne de Dieu, indigent de Dieu,
capable de Dieu, et rempli de Dieu, s’il veut.”412 Mr. Propter translates: “A nothingness
surrounded by God; indigent and capable of God, filled with God if he so desires.”413 He
asks, what is God of which men are capable, and quotes the German mystic Johannes
Tauler: “God is a being withdrawn from creatures, a free power, a pure working.”414 Mr.
Propter concludes, “Man, then, is as nothingness surrounded by, and indigent of, a being
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withdrawn from creatures, a nothingness capable of free power, filled with a pure
working if he so desires.”415
From the outset, the reader is alerted to several key traits that characterize
Huxley’s meditation scenes. First, the meditators are, like Mr. Propter, lovers of words
and connected to book learning – indeed, Mr. Propter’s exploration of ideas that belong
to real life personages, even quotationing their work, and his own commentary exhibits
his scholarly mind. Second, the meditations more often than not occur in scenes where
the narrator or the characters tackle big metaphysical questions, such as “What is man?”
or “What is goodness?” Stylistically and formally, in these meditative moments, the
narration moves into free indirect discourse: the reader gets closer to the consciousness of
the character himself, and the distinctions between the narrator’s and the character’s
voices blur. Through this use of free indirect discourse, Huxley foregrounds his
explorations of consciousness but to an effect different from Woolf’s and Lawrence’s.
These “concrete and particular miseries of the day” that intervene Mr. Propter’s
meditative moment revolve around one character’s treatment of migrants in the fruit
groves that he managed – the narrator describes the working conditions and abuse of
children who are being made to work all day for two-three cents per hour and whose
homes are “verminous sties.”416 The narrator proceeds to give an account of an exchange
between Propter and another character. His thoughts then move to a newly arrived family
of transients from Kansas to whom he had given one of his cabins – three undernourished
children, a woman suffering from “God knew what complication of disease,” a violent
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and morose husband.417 He thinks about St Peter Claver, another historical personages
that he had written a study about. Narrating how Peter Claver had been taking care of
slaves, mending their wounds, Mr. Propter considers the necessity of telling the
unfortunate that they have a responsibility for their own misfortunes – the moral and
ethical complications and counter arguments of this claim. Propter arrives to a
conclusion, through his long elaborations, that there is moral good in reminding even the
“most brutally sinned against … of their own shortcomings.”418 He wants to propose the
idea that whatever circumstances the man finds himself, a human being “always has
omissions to make good” – the insistence here is on the human obligation to keep striving
for good deeds, for self-examination that ultimately leads to greater need for doing good
acts.
These different smaller elaborated stories or instances reveal that embedded into
this scene of meditation are mini-narratives of their own right. Propter’s – and the
narrative’s – focus verges away from the present moment into describing and narrating
events that happened at a different time, in a different context. These mini-narratives,
however, do more than offer an account of different stories. Rather, through these stories
Huxley expounds upon and introduces into the novel concerns that he urges the reader to
face. Mr. Propter shares his views on poverty and suffering: “Poverty and suffering
ennoble only when they are voluntary. By involuntary poverty and suffering men are
made worse. It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for an
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involuntary poor man to enter the kingdom of heaven.”419 For Mr. Propter, the most
dangerous are people who justify their self-righteousness, who are not capable of or
refuse to engage in self-examination. After these mini-narratives, the narrator notes that
once the man from Kansas, standing in as a figure for “everyman,” starts seeing the
everyday life more realistically, then it might not be so overwhelmingly difficult for him
“to conceive of that all-important ego of his as a fiction, a kind of nightmare, a frantically
agitated nothingness capable, when once its frenzy had been quieted, of being filled with
god, with a God conceived and experienced as a more than personal consciousness, as a
free power, a pure working, a being withdrawn.”420 In other words, his rumination on the
sentence that started the scene blends into his own language – he returns to his starting
point. Meditation is an important tool for Huxley precisely because he sees this as a
significant practice in cultivating greater self-reflexivity not only about the workings of
one’s mind or one’s consciousness but ultimately, about one’s own ability to increase
one’s commitment to a metaphysical understanding of goodness. These mini-stories are
important because through them, Huxley develops his philosophical ideas.
The scene seems to present the mini-narratives as distractions. The narrator notes,
“If he so desires, Mr Propter was distracted into reflecting, with a sudden but rather bitter
sadness. But how few men ever do desire or, desiring, ever know what to wish for or how
to get it!”421 “Distracted into reflecting” grows into “having thus deviated far into
negativity, Mr. Propter was led on, through a continuing failure of vigilance, into a even
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less profitable preoccupation with the concrete and particular miseries of the day.”422
“Continuing failure of vigilance” refers to the meditative mind’s ability to keep the mind
on one track. What the narrator is lamenting over is the character’s wavering ability to
stay with one mental focus. Indeed, the narrator notes that his reason for coming to sit
under the eucalyptus tree was to “recollect himself, in order to realize for a moment the
existence of that other consciousness behind his private thoughts and feelings, that free,
pure power greater than his own.”423 However, along the way, “memories had slipped in
while he was off guard; speculation had started up, cloud upon cloud, like seabirds rising
from their nesting place to darkened eclipse of the sun.”424
The narrator and most likely Mr. Propter himself seem to condemn Mr. Propter
for letting his mind go on in different directions. Indeed, as the narrator notes: “the price
of freedom is eternal vigilance; and he had failed to be vigilant.”425 Mr. Propter reflects,
“It wasn’t a case … of the spirit being willing and the flesh weak. That was altogether the
wrong antithesis. The spirit is always willing; but the person, who is mind as well as a
body, is always unwilling – and the person, incidentally, is not weak but extremely
strong.”426 This scene is, in a way, a frustrated meditation experience: the character tries
to meditate but veers off track. Mr. Propter himself realizes the “long, circuitous,
unprofitable way he had traveled” in order to reach his insights.
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Remarkably, Huxley does not advance his metaphysical ideas merely by having
his characters talk about them. Rather, his meditative sequences allow him to envision
meditation as a felt experience. While Mr. Propter goes to sit on a bench under an
eucalyptus tree “in order to recollect himself” and to “realize for a moment the existence
of that other consciousness behind his private thoughts and feelings,” the meditation
mirrors Mr. Propter’s wish not just to “recollect” himself and find a moment of internal
reflection: the scene culminates with Mr. Propter reaching a new understanding of
peace.427 Mr. Propter realizes that “the nature of man in his potentiality and of God in
actuality was realized by analogue of sensuous experience, by a kind of unmediated
participation.”428 At the end of the meditation, he feels how “the busy nothingness of his
being experienced itself as transcended in the felt capacity for peace and purity, for the
withdrawal from revulsions and desires, for the blissful freedom from personality.”429
The “felt capacity” of comprehending “peace and purity” suggests that peace, divinity,
and human potential become notions that he understands or grasps almost in and through
the body, on the level of the senses.
In this meditation scene, Mr. Propter keeps stumbling into memories that slip in
while he is off guard, as his thoughts start to wander. Gradually his thoughts, feelings,
and wishes “settle like a muddy sediment in a jar of water” and “his vigilance [is] free to
transform itself into a kind of effortless unattached awareness, at once intense and still,
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alert and passive.”430 What helps him find this “unattached awareness” is the repetition of
the phrase “a nothingness surrounded by God, infinity of God, capable of God and filled
with God if man so desires.”431 Repetition functions here to show Mr. Propter’s attempt
to focus his mind by an act of will, by his deliberate decision to push away irrelevant
thoughts and feelings. Repeating the phrase “a nothingness surrounded by God” sets the
mind on the desired track. The scene of meditation reveals a different kind of experience
of the preoccupation with the trope of repetition in the modernist novel, famously
practiced by writers such as Gertrude Stein and Lawrence – for Huxley, it becomes a
mental concentration technique.
However, the repetitive words in the meditation scene are not only helping Mr.
Propter to concentrate: his perception of the words themselves change. The novel
suggests that for this nearly bodily understanding of the abstract concepts to manifest, the
perception of language itself needs to be readjusted. In the above example, the awareness
that Mr. Propter reaches is one “whose object was the words he had spoken and at the
same time that which surrounded the words.”432 The passage evokes an image of words
being surrounded by “awareness,” an “impersonal and untroubled consciousness into
which the words had been dropped and through which they were slowly sinking.”433 To
be in contact with this awareness means to be able to sense the space around the words
and to reach a different way of discerning language:
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And as they sank they took a new significance for the awareness that was
following them down into the depths of itself – a significance new not in respect
to the entities connoted by the words, but rather in the mode of their
comprehension, which, from being intellectual in character, had become intuitive
and direct, so that the nature of man in his potentiality and of God in actuality was
realized by an analogue of sensuous experience, by a kind of unmediated
participation.434
Mr. Propter’s now different experience of language seems to defamiliarize language –
language becomes a part of a greater whole, as one’s individual grip over linguistic
means starts to falter. At the same time, he appears to have a more intimate relationship
with words – he describes his mode of comprehending language in this meditative state
as “direct.” Words lead him into a meditative state; by extension, these meditative
sections are also about language.
On another level, the scene reflects this experience of language and the mind
perceiving language through the very subject of this experience – in language itself, in
the form of writing. Although the scene depicts an intimate experience for which the first
person singular narrative or interior monologue might appear a natural choice, the third
person voice prevails; the narrator here remains an outside figure looking in, commenting
on the character’s experience. Huxley adopts the technique of free indirect discourse
occasionally to let the reader feel and hear the character’s experience and voice. Mr.
Propter’s initial struggles with keeping his mind on track and focusing on one idea – “a
nothingness surrounded by God …” – are rendered in the character’s consciousness,
while toward the end of the meditation, the presence of the character’s own voice
becomes increasingly less prevalent. The third person narrator’s help in recounting the
scene is necessary as the scene depicts an experience where Mr. Propter’s relationship to
language shifts. Language does not break down per se in the speaker’s experience but the
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narrative voice, were it to remain in the Mr. Propter’s consciousness, would need to
convey this changed approach toward words, the way he experiences words as parts of
the larger consciousness beyond his own self. In the scene above, Huxley needs an
outside narrator to describe the experience: he cannot evoke the experience as directly
mediated by Propter because that would mean narrating a thought-free, language-free
experience.
Representing the meditative mind allows the author to tackle different aspects of
the relationship between the internal and the external world. Firstly, this dynamic is
reflected in the very setting of the scene – a moment of internal time spent in nature.
Together with Mr. Propter the reader takes a brief break from the intense thought world
and through Mr. Propter’s eyes “[look] again at the mountains, at the pale sky between
the leaves, at the soft russet pinks and purples and greys of the eucalyptus trunks.”435 As
soon as the narrator notes, “he shut his eyes once more,” the reader moves from the
external world back to the character’s inner world, his meditative focus. Secondly, the
contact between the inner and the outer is examined on the level of internal as opposed to
external language: the scene of meditation suggests that experiencing the mind at peace
crucially involves lessening one’s personal or individual grip on language – Huxley
invites us to envision language too as belonging to and arising out of a greater
consciousness. Once Mr. Propter’s hold over language changes, he is able to understand
certain ideas on a different, physical, and expanded level.
As we saw, the meditation starts with Propter setting his mind on a particular
sentence – a sentence that he had studied and learned years ago. The repetition of the
phrases and ideas here is not “mindless” or “random” but rather very deliberate. He starts
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out with the intent to “meditate” by which he means letting his mind tap into the
surrounding awareness itself. This process of feeling a greater spiritual presence or letting
himself be “filled with god” is not easy – his mind wanders. But this mind wanders very
differently from Woolf’s. Rather than quick jolts or seemingly randomly chosen extended
thoughts, in Huxley we see that these distractions are mini-narratives that are complete
unto themselves. These are fully thought through – they do not depict a restless mind but
rather a systematic thinking through of particular philosophical ideas. The subject of
these seeming wanderings differs greatly – not personal recollections or subjective
internal feelings. Rather, meditative scenes tackle big philosophical ideas and social
concerns – poverty, evil, inequality, the necessity of constant self-development and
awareness of one’s own thoughts, actions, and knowledge of the self as fundamental.
After the narratives within the narrative, after displaying his philosophical ideas in
a coherent, almost essayistic form, Mr. Propter is able to meditate as in “letting go of
thoughts” and “stilling the mind.” He feels peace and purity – we see a vision of
transcendental knowledge, but the means of getting there are very different from Woolf.
They are also different from Lawrence’s vision in that in case of Huxley, his intellectual
meditator-figures, the mind is “full” rather than “empty” or “mindless” – meditation
produces more thoughts, more language in most of the cases. Huxley refuses to depict
meditation as only feeling experience or an experience of the body, as in Lawrence’s
works. Rather, he wants to do both – on the one hand, to explain the reader his and his
character’s stance on, for example, poverty, and exhibit different viewpoints about it,
and, on the other hand, show how the character experiences peacefulness. !
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Writers-Meditators: Contemplative Life in Eyeless in Gaza
A remarkable feature of Huxley’s novels is that the education of the characters and by
extension of the readers on healthier habits and mindset happens through the trope of
writing. First of all, Huxley’s novels include a number of characters who write or think
about writing, and often in their writing explore relationships between the mind, body,
and spirit. In Those Barren Leaves, Miss Thirplow’s writing of her sacred notebook
includes a passage that echoes Lawrence, in content and style: “To live primitively, with
fury. To be no more civilized, but savage. No more critical, but whole-heartedly
passionate. No more a troubled and dubious mind, but a young, healthy body certain and
unwavering in its desires. … The strong complete spirit must know what the beast knows
as well as what the mind knows.”436 Mary describes “the strong complete spirit” as that
which includes what the mind knows and what the body knows. In Chrome Yellow, Denis
in his writing describes the soul in corporeal terms: “‘[M]y soul is a thin tent of gut’ …
‘my soul is a pale, tenuous membrane’ … Tight blown, quivering in the blast of noisy
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life.”437 In Point Counter Point, Everard Webley composes while walking and dictating:
“When I’m sitting in a chair, or lying on a bed, I become like the furniture I’ve combined
myself with – mere wood and stuffing. My mind doesn’t move unless my muscles
move.”438 In an example of “mise-en-abyme” in Point Counter Point, Philip Quarles’s
notebook includes a self-reflexive explanation on the inclusion of multiple authors in a
narrative: “[Y]ou might have a novelist telling the story in algebraic symbols or in terms
of variations in blood, pulse, secretion of ductless glands, and reaction times.”439 He
presents an utopian narrative where the author would build into a narrative a mechanism
that includes information or guidance not just about how the novel, or reading more
broadly, affect the reader’s emotions and the intellect but also how they condition
physical reactions.
Mirroring the theme and act of writing via characters-writers plays a role in how
Huxley addresses self-cultivation. In their writings these characters often puzzle through
questions such as why people behave badly, are evil, and why they engage in habits that
are not beneficial to them. In Those Barren Leaves, in a section titled “Fragments from
Francis Chelifer’s Autobiography,” the narrator, a highly self-confident writer, evokes
the reader by encouraging him/her to experiment “with this little recipe of [his].”440 To
those who complain of the tameness and sameness of their office lives, Chelifer
recommends:
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[A]ll you have to do is to pause for a moment in your work and ask yourself: Why
am I doing this? What is it all for? Did I come into the world supplied with a soul
which may very likely be immortal, for the sole purpose of sitting every day at
this desk? Ask yourself these questions thoughtfully, seriously. Reflect even for a
moment on their significance – and I can guarantee that, firmly seated though you
may be in your padded chair, you will feel all at once that the void has opened
beneath you.441
Furthermore, for those who “cannot dispense with formularies and fixed prayers,” he
recommends a catechism, to be read through in office hours “whenever time hangs a little
heavy.”442 What follows is a list of questions: “Why am I working here? Why do I go on
working here? What is progress? What is the purpose of newspapers, cinemas, radios,
motor-bikes, jazz bands, etc.” And answers: “[T]he function of these things is the
prevention of thought and the killing of time.”443 The speaker slips from the first person
singular of the questions to “you” in the answer: “On what conditions can I live the life of
contentment? On the condition that you do not think.”444 In this interaction between the
narrator and the “you,” Those Barren Leaves includes one of the most explicit forms of
didacticism in Huxley’s fiction. In these sections, the novel adopts the form similar to a
self-help book. The narrator attempts to provoke the reader into self-reflection by
confronting him/her with questions about human motivation and purpose.
A different, more subtle form of education, training, and cure happens in
Huxley’s joining of the themes of meditation and self-cultivation. Huxley’s nonfiction
explicitly proposes various types of reform. In Ends and Means (1937), Huxley suggests
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that health is achieved through each individual’s training of greater integration between
the mind and the body: “What happens in the mind affects the body; what happens in the
body affects the mind” – education must therefore include both physical and mental
training.445 In a letter to T.S. Eliot, Huxley writes, “Meditation itself is just a method of
training, comparable to that, on the physical plane, of the athlete. … the difficulty grows
less, I find, as one persists; one is able to keep the mind directed, focused, one-pointed
more easily, after a few months than at the beginning … A great deal could be done, I
believe, to make this immensely valuable spiritual training.”446 This training of
improving mental health through meditation, he suggests, should also be a part of the
educational system: “The awareness that our bodies need is the knowledge of some
general principle of right integration and along with it, a knowledge of the proper way to
apply that principle in every phase of physical activity.”447 The individual’s formation of
better habits lies at the core of major-scale improvements in the “nightmare world of ours
[…] in a sore need of coherent planning.”448
In Huxley’s fiction, the reader encounters a type of character who meditates as
he/she is writing and writes as he/she is meditating. Portraying this character – what I call
the writer-meditator – allows Huxley to go even deeper into examining the dynamics
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between language, the mind, and meditation. In these characters’ experience, language
serves as the medium and often as the object of contemplation. The predecessor of this
figure occurs in Those Barren Leaves: the novelist Mary Thirplow, who keeps two
journals, one for her own private reflections, also composed as letters to “Dear Jim,” and
the other as a place for jotting down ideas for her new novels and story lines. In one
scene, Mary starts to write an entry in her private journal, addressing it to “Darling Jim”:
She put down her pen, and looking out through the open window at the starry sky
she tried to think of him, tried to think of death. But it was difficult to think of
death. It was difficult, she found, to keep the mind uninterruptedly on the idea of
extinction, of non-life instead of life, of nothingness. In books one reads about
sages meditating. She herself had often tried to meditate. But somehow it never
seemed to come to much. All sorts of little irrelevant thoughts kept coming into
her head. There was no focusing death, no keeping it steadily under the mind’s
eye. In the end she found herself reading through what she had written, putting in
a stop here and there, correcting slips in the style, where it seemed to be too
formal, too made-up, insufficiently spontaneous and unsuitable to the secret
diary.449
Mary’s thoughts move in the direction of meditation while she is in the midst of writing
an entry in her “secret diary.” In the sentence “[t]here was no focusing death, no keeping
it steadily under the mind’s eye,” the reader gets a glimpse of Mary’s own thoughts
through free indirect discourse; however, even during this intimate moment of journalwriting, Mary’s experience is recorded by an outside voice, a narrator that looks at her
experience. The reflection on meditation begins from Mary’s move away from the act of
writing – she puts down her pen and lifts her eyes from the page in front of her and looks
out of the window, at the sky. While the thoughts on meditation begin from the link to
writing, they also return to it: instead of focusing on the subject of her reflection, she
“[finds] herself reading through what she had written.” Seamlessly, almost automatically
she returns to the page – even though her thoughts have been elsewhere, she finds herself
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back with the practices of reading and editing. Mary starts thinking about concentrating
her ideas with the help of writing and finds focus by turning back to writing.
During the course of the novel, Mary’s diary entries become more spiritual and
contemplative. The quiet contemplation and the difficulty of ordering the mind strike
notes of desperation: “Whenever I stop to think, I am appalled by the badness of my own
life. … The voices are muffled, the mind is blocked up … I flutter about, I fill my mind
with lumber.”450 She returns to the practice of prayer and discovers that the actual
technique of prayer, whether in the form of kneeling, or hiding the face in the hands, or
uttering words in an audible voice, puts her “in a devout frame of mind” through the
“mere dissimilarity from the ordinary actions of everyday life.”451 After praying, “lying
on the back, all her muscles relaxed” – acts that she records in her diary – she begins to
think about God. With Mary’s deepening interest in quieting and calming the mind, the
narrator’s depiction of her also changes. She becomes a more serious character and a
more serious writer also in the eyes of the narrator: narratorial commentary on the
character lessens as the novel proceeds, allowing the reader to hear more of Mary’s own
voice, and the irony that accompanied her before disappears.
The use of writing as the means for meditation and cultivation of the mind finds
its fullest expression in one of the most monumental novels in Huxley’s opus, Eyeless in
Gaza (1936). The novel displays a far-ranging interest in somatic practices and healthrelated aspects of Buddhism. It weaves together multiple story lines and centers on the
development of Anthony Beavis, an Oxford graduate who comes of age in the aftermath
of World War I. The novel traces his story from boyhood to his forties, his
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disillusionment with the modern world, and the adoption of a new philosophy of life. In
nonchronological fashion the novel covers more than thirty years in the lives of a group
of Anthony’s upper-middle-class English friends. Accompanying his friend Mark
Staithes, Anthony goes to Mexico to fight in a revolution. While in Mexico, he meets Dr.
Miller whose teachings encourage him to adopt a new, Buddhist philosophy, practice
meditation, and become a pacifist. The novel is strongly influenced by Huxley’s interest
in the physical alignment theory of F.M. Alexander, founder of the Alexander Technique
– the character of Dr. Miller is partly based on Alexander.452
The strong interest in bodily education is prevalent in the novel. In an essay titled
“How to Improve the World,” “our long-suffering bodies” form the starting point for
Huxley ideas of reform.453 In his essays titled “Seven Meditations,” “Readings in
Mysticism” and “Action and Contemplation,” exploring prayer and contemplation from
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multiple world religions, Huxley points out a common view held by Eastern and
Christian mystics: they both insist on the necessity of bodily health. It is difficult to
acquire the art of contemplation without observing rules of diet and adopting bodily
postures.454
Eyeless in Gaza has thus far received little critical attention.455 Most of the sparse
scholarship on this novel focuses on the work’s main story line and its complicated
chronological structure. Scholars have thus far not considered the significance of the
novel’s inclusion of a large amount of secondary writings, appearing in the form of diary
entries and other types of writings, and their connection to the themes of contemplation
and pacifism in the novel. In the long, dense essay-like writings, Anthony recounts Dr.
Miller’s lessons on the “use of the self.” The latter is a concept from the Alexander
Technique, teaching the practitioner how to detect detrimental bodily habits and manage
bodily posture with the least harm in everyday activities, such as sitting in a chair, getting
out of a chair, putting on shoes, and brushing teeth. Dr. Miller tells Anthony what to eat,
how to pray: “The fact is, of course, that we think as we eat. I eat like a Buddhist,
because I find it keeps me well and happy; and the result is that I think like a Buddhist –
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and, thinking like a Buddhist, I’m confirmed in my determination to eat like one.”456 He
shares advice on muscular use: by straightening out one’s back, one would restore soul’s
vigor: “Re-educate. Give back correct physical use. … correct physical use entails – since
body-mind is indivisible except in thought – correct mental use. … A method of
achieving progress from within as well as from without. Progress, not only as a citizen, a
machine-minder and machine-user, but also as a human being.”457
Anthony becomes involved in Dr. Miller’s teachings on the influence of the mind
on the body and the body’s impact on the mind in response to his problems with
articulacy in public speaking: Anthony wants to become a confident speaker at peace
propagandas, as he is getting increasingly more engaged in pacifism. The problem of
articulacy and the need to change one’s habits takes on a larger connotation: over and
over Anthony asks, why do we behave badly if we know what is a better way to act; why
do we not follow through with being virtuous and loving? – “Like all other human
beings, I know what I ought to do, but continue to do what I know I oughtn’t to do.”458
The questions of how to change oneself – how to modify one’s character, how to change
one’s habits, how to analyze tendencies to behave badly toward one’s own self – lie at the
heart of the novel. Through the preoccupation with the Alexander Technique and
meditation, the novel explores the questions of how can an individual start thinking and
acting in a more loving, peaceful, and compassionate manner. Meditation provides a
“valuable, not as a pleasurable end; only as a means for effecting desirable changes in the
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personality and mode of existence.”459 While Mary’s contemplations on the peaceful
mind in Those Barren Leaves remained on the level of the individual, in Eyeless in Gaza,
the scope of meditation is larger: here meditation is a practice that helps the individual to
develop peacefulness toward oneself but also crucially towards others. The novel
proposes a view according to which people can re-educate themselves through a physical
and mental training to behave justly and pacifically.460 Meditation is an important asset
for peace propaganda, “a set of instructions in the art of modifying character,” and a step
toward envisioning world peace.461
The dynamics between peacefulness, violence, and meditation become
particularly manifest in a scene of meditation recorded in Anthony’s journal. The reader
learns that the protagonist has “built up during the last few days a meditation on a phrase
of William Penn”: “Force may subdue, but Love gains; and he who forgives first wins the
laurel.”462 What follows is a depiction of Anthony unpacking the sentence into smaller
phrases that he visualizes, one by one:
‘Force may subdue.’ I visualize men using force. First, hand to hand. With fists,
knives, truncheons, whips. … Then try to imagine, in my own body, the pain of a
crushed finger, of blows with a stick or lash across the face, the searing touch of
red-hot iron. All the short-range brutalities and torture. Then, force from a
distance. Machine-gun bullets, high explosive, gases, choking or blistering, fire.
Force, finally, in the shape of economic coercion. Starved children, pot-bellied
and with arms and legs like sticks.463
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Anthony’s meditation starts out with the images of violence – men using force, “weals,
red or livid, across flesh. Lacerations, bruises, the broken bone sticking in jags through
the skin, faces horribly swollen and bleeding.”464 He conjures up images of “frightened
faces” and “abject gestures of servility” – “[f]orce, the act of violently denying man’s
ultimate unity with man.”465 The speaker remarks, “try to imagine, in my own body, the
pain of a crushed finger, of blows with a stick or lash across the face, the searing touch of
red-hot iron” (italics added). The fragmented sentences that follow – “All the short-range
brutalities and torture. Then, force from a distance. Machine-gun bullets, high explosive,
gases, choking or blistering, fire. Force, finally, in the shape of economic coercion.
Starved children, pot-bellied and with arms and legs like sticks” – are not being preceded
by a different verb. We assume that it is the “try to imagine” from the earlier sentence
that carries over to the rest of the sentences. If that is the case, then “in my own body” is
being similarly carried over to the following sentences. The speaker here is asking the
reader to imagine – inwardly, within his/her own body – the pain of a crushed finger and
also large-scale violence, such as machine-gun bullets, gases, high explosive.
Throughout the meditation, the “I” disappears, the verb disappears, and the
narrating voice turns into a series of noun phrases. This linking of image after image, in
nominal verbless phrases, offers isolated but very concrete, striking images. The phrases
slow down the reading and imagining process by asking the reader to imagine the objects
or events one after the other. The line “force may subdue, but love gains” leads to “I
rehearse the history of Penn himself among the Redskins … Think of Pennellon the
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North-West Frontier; of the Quakers during the Russian famine; of Elizabeth Fry an
Damien.”466 “Think” without the subject captures an effect of interior speech. In one’s
internal talk, it is likely that the subject, “I,” is not repeated as often or is left out
altogether, since one knows that it is “I” that is doing the imagining, thinking, feeling. On
another level, “think” functions as an instruction, an invitation for the reader to do similar
imaginative work. However, while the subject-less verbial phrase can function as a
command to the reader, the dual meaning is problematic because the narrator’s command
to “think” asks for the reader’s familiarity with specific historical events. Subject-less
sentence constructions such as “think” create a journal-like, shorthand style; coupled with
the accumulation of images and different concepts and scenes that the phrase conjures up
in the writer’s mind, the above passage creates the effect of brainstorming on the page.
The “imagine” that the passage starts out with turns into a variety of verbs – “rehearse,”
“remember,” “think,” and “consider.” In the verb choice as well as in the increasing
reliance back on the full syntax – subject-verb-object – the meditation adopts language
that builds logical connections between the units.
The syntactically and thematically fractured beginning, rendered via verbless
phrases and the sequence of images thus leads to a fully fleshed-out, complete-sentence
description – of love and goodness. From a specific instance of considering “translation
of love into terms of politics” in the context of attempts for reparation in South Africa,
the speaker moves to a larger metaphysical contemplation on love as the “best policy”:
The best not only in regard to those loved, but also in regard to the one who loves.
For love is self-energizing. … In order to go on loving, one needs patience,
courage, endurance. But the process of loving generates these means to its own
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continuance. Love gains because, for the sake of that which is loved, the lover is
patient and brave.
And what is loved? Goodness and the potentialities for goodness in all human
beings … I end by holding the thought of goodness, still, as it were, before the
eyes of my mind. Goodness, immanent in its potentialities, transcendent as a
realized ideal; conceivable in its perfection, but also susceptible of being realized
in practice, of being embodied at least partially in any situation in which we may
find ourselves. ‘The thought of goodness’ – it is the wrong phrase. For in reality it
is a whole system of thoughts and sentiments.467
Similarly to After Many a Summer Dies the Swan, meditation serves here as a moment in
the text where the speaker turns to large metaphysical questions about human capability
for goodness and the object of love. By having the first half of the meditation center on
images of violence, wounding and the wounded body, coercion, and war, and then
moving to ideas about love as the power that generates patience, endurance, and courage,
Huxley draws attention to the process of mentally moving from one spectrum to the other
– he shows how Anthony’s thoughts transform from violence into goodness. This
meditation suggests that while goodness might be an ideal difficult to reach, it is still
“susceptible of being realized in practice, of being embodied at least partially in any
situation in which we may find ourselves.”468 The passage suggests that contemplation
and meditation are a way to make one “refreshed” and “more replenished” but also “more
conscious” of these concepts and metaphysical ideas, more aware of the complex of
thoughts and sentiments that make up the “thought of goodness.”
The passage ends by Anthony holding in his mind this entire system of goodness:
It is this whole system that I hold, quite still, perceived simultaneously in its
entirety – hold it without words, without images, undiscursively, as a single,
simple entity. Hold it – then at last must retreat again, back into words, at last (but
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refreshed, but made more conscious, but replenished, as it were) into ordinary
life.469
Anthony’s statement that he is going to return to words is surprising because from the
readers’ perspective, he has not left words. The narrator faces the question, how can one
make the reader imagine and relive a wordless moment if one’s medium of description is
language: how to incorporate into a word-based writing a wordless state? The “hold it” –
our capacity to imagine a word-free state – is captured only for the length of the
punctuation mark dash – and then the narrative immediately returns to words. The
apparent counter-intuitiveness of the character holding concepts in his mind “without
words, without images” and simultaneously writing about them draws the reader’s
attention to the treatment of time in the passages of meditation. The meditation scene
describes an event that has had its start in the past, indexed by the sentence “I have built
up over the last few days a meditation.” The shifted temporal frame is apparent in the
sentence “I hold it without words, without images, undiscursively, as a single, simple
entity”: the author uses the present tense to convey a sense of immediacy. At the same
time, the writing about meditation occurs at least partially after the fact – that is, the
speaker cannot be simultaneously in a word-free state and writing about the experience of
it. The scene leaves the reader with an image of spontaneity – the act of meditation seems
to occur in front of the reader and the process of writing about it is left out. Writing and
meditating here create an illusion of becoming one. As a means of making the reader feel
the experience’s immediacy, the novel brings the meditation to the first-person account
and to the present tense. The present-tense time frame is relevant to the theme of the
novel: the fact that the character says that he has built up a meditation on the sentence by
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William Penn and recounts it in front of the reader shows the approach that the character
is cultivating in his mindset – that of a systematic, conscious training of the mind, of
making this training a habit, an exercise that becomes a life-enhancing routine.
The idea that the reader sees Anthony deliberately training his mind in this act of
seemingly spontaneous writerly meditation is connected to the novel’s theme of
Anthony’s struggles with articulacy in public speaking. The writing and cultivating of the
mind that happens in the meditative scenes ultimately cure Anthony’s voice. We witness
this process of cure in how the narratorial voice is being handled within the diary sections
and the rest of the novel. Although a common assumption is that the voice in diary entries
is personal, belongs to the writer, the voice in Anthony’s diary is ambiguous. In one of
the entries, Anthony writes:
We can transcend all these limitations – if we choose to. (It is a matter of
observation that anyone who so desires can overcome personal dislike, class
feeling, national hatred, color prejudice. Not easy: but it can be done, if we have
the will and know how to carry out our good intentions.) … knowledge cuts little
ice. We all know; we almost all fail to do. It is a question, as usual, of the best
methods of implementing intentions.470
In cases such as this, it is unclear who exactly stands behind the ideas – are they Dr.
Miller’s? Anthony’s? Anthony’s musings on Miller’s ideas? Huxley’s own? Is it Anthony
retelling Miller’s ideas and accompanying them with his own commentaries? Is it
Anthony jotting down Miller’s ideas as if in the form of lecture notes? The first diary
entry about the doctor Miller and his mind-body technique appears in Chapter 2;
however, it is not until Chapter 51 that the reader actually meets the doctor, where the
story behind Anthony’s and Dr. Miller’s first meeting is revealed. Only at the very end of
the novel does James Miller become a figure in the story world of the novel, not as a
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voice that the reader hears through Anthony’s account. The expected voice in a diary is
the first person singular – in Anthony’s diaries, however, the “I” is curiously often
absent: the “I” gives way to the recounting of ideas that are seemingly detached from the
speaker.471 The voices and similar ideas of Anthony, Miller, and the thinly veiled Huxley
figure himself appear to merge into one another. The fact that Anthony includes his own
meditation in the meditative scene discussed above is significant in the sense that we now
know that the meditation is clearly not a summary of Dr. Miller’s ideas. It depicts
Anthony in the act of developing his own ability to think philosophically about violence,
love, and goodness.
The movement toward curing the protagonist’s voice is apparent also in the way
the narrative voice is employed outside of Anthony’s diary entries, in the rest of the
novel. Eyeless in Gaza, of all of Huxley’s writings, is the most experimental in its play
with the temporal frame: the novel is divided into 54 chapters and covers the years
between 1902-1934.472 Each chapter is marked by a date and the chapters appear in a
mixed chronological order. The marking of the chapters with a specific date implies an
overarching, omniscient narrator-figure. The novel exhibits several types of narratorial
and formal structuring: Anthony’s diary entries rendered in the first person singular;
sections that are narrated by a third person limited narrator, where the narrator sides
mostly with Anthony; sections that are narrated from the third person limited point of
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view with the other characters as foci; and sections that incorporate diary entries
embedded in the third person limited narration. Some of the chapters bear the subtitle
“From AB’s diary.” In other chapters the title “From AB’s diary” disappears while the
speaking voice stays remarkably close to the voice that the reader encounters in the
sections that are clearly marked as diary sections. For example, Chapter 34 starts, “made
my second speech yesterday night” and “put in four hours this morning at working up my
notes. Extraordinary pleasure.”473 Indeed, these sections sound like diary entries even
though they are not clearly marked as such. The sections that bear a tone that is familiar
for the reader but are not visually indexed as diary entries can be viewed as signifying the
speaker’s improved state of articulacy: as the novel and the journal entries progress, the
character has received more power to speak and the third person narrator does not need to
step in and help the character and the reader by supplying “from AB’s diary.” The note
“From AB’s diary” makes it clear that there is an overarching narrator or the implied
author who is organizing the novel.474 When this brief remark is removed, the character
himself is more clearly present: he steps next to the omniscient narrator and does not
need to be introduced separately. The character gains a power to speak – in the world
outside of his writing, but also as a narrator in the book. Through this almost
unnoticeable formal feature, the novel depicts the process of cure.
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* * *
By including scenes where the characters describe what they call the “quiet mind”
as well as attempt to experience this quiet mind themselves in acts of meditation, Huxley
investigates literary means for incorporating peace and pacifism, a subject of his nonfictional writings such as Pacifism and Philosophy (1936) and An Encyclopedia of
Pacifism. The Handbook of Non-Violence (1937). These narrative meditations allow
Huxley to insert into his novels a space to examine with urgency the questions of how to
cultivate goodness and peace and what they feel like in the body and the mind. He shows
how the meditator characters shift their mental habits and outlook on the world in relation
to the meditation technique they are practicing – the voices of the meditating characters
become stronger, more independent as writers and speakers in the novel, as they learn
how to observe and direct their mind.
As the analysis of Huxley’s works makes clear, the scenes of meditation bring to
the novel self-awareness of the act of writing and a preoccupation with the perception of
language during non-verbal states of the mind. Questions of speed in the era and in the
literature itself have dominated modernism scholarship – Sara Danius tackles “fictions of
speed,” “syntax of speed,” “technologies of velocity”; Martin Puchner elaborates on the
energy and compressed brevity in modernist manifestoes; Lisi Schoenbach illuminates
how modernist authors imagined time moving at different speeds; Urmila Seshagiri
evokes modernism’s “fierce celebration of a fragmented, ever-accelerating present.”475
As the close readings of Huxley’s works demonstrate, however, literary preoccupation
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with meditation has the capacity to change narrative tempo in a different direction:
meditation introduces into the narrative an expanded moment of subjective time, where
the plot does not move forward. Meditation dilates, slows down narrative time.
Moreover, meditation’s focus on the concentration on one stimulus – “one-pointedness”
in meditation studies – posits an approach that differs significantly from the key model of
the moving mind for Anglo-American modernists, stream-of-consciousness. The streamof-consciousness technique portrays the mind in rapid movement. Huxley’s work brings
to light a different strand in modernist visions of the mind: the mind that under the
influence of meditation becomes more orderly, better able to hold and complete thoughts,
rather than disperse.
In Huxley’s writing, the reader finds a continuous tension between depicting
meditation as intellectual contemplation and as the mind free of thoughts. His characters
struggle with meditation as a “thought” as opposed to a “felt” experience. The intellectual
component is important because Huxley’s intent, unlike Woolf’s, is not to primarily use
fictional means as a way to depict how the consciousness works and how the mind enters
different stages. Rather, in Huxley’s writing, the attention lies on finding a way to
disseminate particular ideas about goodness, self-improvement, and pacifism, and show
the reader some ways to think about these paths. Huxley wants to do both, to have the
characters discuss intellectually, either amongst themselves or ruminate on their own, “a
non-personal experience of timeless peace,” and experiences of eternity, “transcendence
of personality, the extension of consciousness beyond the limits imposed by the ego.”476
In Huxley’s work, meditation is thus not first and foremost an “emptying” of the
mind of ideas. Rather, the intellectualized contemplation process – training the mind to
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think about certain topics – and the peaceful, calm mind exist next to one another, with
more prominence given to the former. Including meditations offers Huxley’s narrator,
and by extension, the author, extended moments of focused inner contemplation, enabling
the narrator to elaborate upon an idea. Meditation is a method through which Huxley
discusses peace and lets his characters experience peace. Eyeless in Gaza uses writing
process as a meditative method – to meditate means to write, to write means to
contemplate peace and goodness but also reflect on language and the process of writing.
By depicting the mind that through deliberate focus and cultivation strives to
become more kind, peaceful, and calm, Huxley offers the reader his own literary version
of what William James called “healthy-mindedness.” Huxley can be seen as a herald in
the field of studies that illuminates the relations between the body and the mind:
representations of meditation in the theme and form of the modern novel powerfully
bring together explorations of the interior and the exterior world, the dynamics between
unvoiced internal language and articulated speech, the deliberate controlling of the mind
and attuning to intuitive insights. The somatic and contemplative practices that surged in
the era serve in his works as meaningful avenues for writerly innovation and
philosophical and literary explorations of the workings of the mind. Analyzing Huxley’s
fictional works demonstrates that familiar narratives are not working in the 1930s –
Huxley is looking further afield to think about radical ways to bring his readers ultimately
to peace, beginning with the cultivation of individual and interior states of peacefulness.
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CODA

As I have shown, against the background of a larger interest in contemplative practices at
the beginning of the twentieth century, Woolf, Lawrence, and Huxley developed their
own techniques for representing the meditative mind. For all three authors, the meditative
mind is an episodic presence – a fleeting moment in Woolf’s fiction, a part of public or
private rituals in Lawrence’s writing, and a contemplative space, particularly associated
with writing, in Huxley’s works. These presentations of the meditative mind are
intermittent, yet persisting throughout the narratives. One of the trajectories this study has
traced is the way in which guiding the mind into a state of meditative concentration or
meditative flow gets increasingly more deliberate in these works: from Woolf’s
seemingly accidental moments of the mind and the body “expanding,” to Huxley’s view
of meditation as a specific tool to purposely train the mind and cultivate mental habits.
The second trajectory that this study has elaborated is the different emphasis that
the authors place on “feeling” and “thinking” in the psychological states of periodic nonthought, states of the mind where thinking and language are restricted from overpowering
the mind. Woolf draws attention to how the characters sense and feel their minds during
states of meditative expansion. Lawrence emphasizes absorbed states where the sensation
of onrushing thoughts and the passing of time stops momentarily – states of
“mindlessness” that do not lull one to sleep but rather make one more “awake” and
“aware” of each moment and of mental and physical sensations. In Huxley’s narratives,
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the meditative mind attempts to be “thought-free” but more often than not, these
moments transform into sustained theorizations on the nature of goodness, humanity, and
peace: Huxley’s narratives suggest that before one experiences the “still” mind, one
needs to thoroughly understand – grasp intellectually – the importance of this practice as
a source of inner and outer transformation.
The third preoccupation upon which this study has shed light are thematic and
formal concerns that meditation brings about within the narratives. The meditative mind
marks the moments within the narrative where the forward momentum of the plot slows
down to examine the moment-to-moment experience of the mind and the body: attention
gathers rather than disperses in the “stream” of consciousness. At the same time,
particularly in Huxley’s work, the concern with meditation highlights the novels’
experimentation with multiple voices, generic plurality, and self-consciousness about the
writing practice. The time spent in a state of meditation introduces into the novels
moments where the characters engage in either feeling or thinking about concepts such as
rejuvenation, transcendence, unity, and connectedness. Huxley, most explicitly of the
authors in this study, wants the meditative moment to be an educational, didactic tool,
encouraging and urging the reader to engage in questions about inequality, poverty, and
suffering, and, above all, peace. This search for peace in the world that is characterized
by existential dread, loss of meaning, and violence stands at the very core of these
authors’ endeavors – cultivating the meditative mind is one means on the path of inner
peacefulness that they suggest can help bring about a more peaceful world. A large part
of the cultivation of mental habits in Huxley’s work involves thinking about these issues
before one can feel them; however, he insists upon the idea that one needs to do both – to
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feel and to think about peace. This ability to elicit both responses – of thinking and
feeling, on the part of the reader – is what makes literature a remarkable genre for writing
meditation and peacefulness.

This study hopes to contribute to the nascent interest in the potential of
contemplative practices not only without but also within academia. The work on
mindfulness and stress reduction, pioneered in the twentieth century by Jon Kabat-Zinn,
the works of spiritual teachers such as Thich Nhat Hanh, Pema Chödrön, and Sekyong
Mipham, among others, workshops at places like Omega Institute for Holistic Studies and
Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health, and the work of publishing houses such as Sounds
True, Wisdom Publications, and Shambhala Publications have led to a wide appeal of
meditation and contemplation. The work of educational institutions such as California
Institute for Integral Learning (CIIS), Naropa University, Pacifica Graduate Institute, and
Mind-Life Institute, and of Contemplative Studies programs at Brown University,
University of San Diego, Emory University, and Rice University, among others, are
giving rise to exciting academic discussions on approaches to consciousness, the mind,
the body, ritual, and healing practices from multiple cultural and spiritual traditions.
The emerging field of Contemplative Studies, encompassing scholarship and
research from disciplines as diverse as neuroscience, psychology, and religion, examines
how training the mind through contemplative practices can reduce suffering and enhance
cognitive and emotional functioning. This field promotes a multidisciplinary integrative
approach for understanding the mind and its effects on health and ethical behavior.
Additionally, the field of Somatic Studies is gaining impetus – for example, evident in the
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publications in Somatics Magazine/Journal, Richard Shusterman’s groundbreaking
philosophical discipline called Somaesthetics, and the scholarship of Don Hanlon Jonson,
Caylin Hutter, and Robert Romanyshin, to name a few, who are writing insightfully about
the importance of the work of somatic pioneers such as Ida Rolf, Bonnie Bainbridge
Cohen, Marion Rosen, Janet Adler, and Emilie Conrad, among many others, as well as
the role of soul and embodiment in scholarly research. While consciousness is most
readily associated with the mind and the psyche, these scholars – similarly to the early
twentieth century writers in this dissertation – insist that consciousness is necessarily
rooted in the body.
One aspect of this new set of fields that has not been fully explained is the place
of literature. Studies of meditation and contemplation typically do not look to literature
for theorizations. Yet, as I hope to have shown, for writings and scholarship on
meditation, literature provides an interesting vantage point: writings on meditation tend to
focus on instructions or “rules” for meditation – as in “how to breathe” and “how to sit in
meditation” – or describe meditative practices and their goals. However, these
approaches tend to leave out the subjective experience of meditation itself. Literature has
the power to express the experience of the meditative mind and detailed feelings and
sensations of the mind and/or the body in the meditative experience as well as the impact
of meditation on imagination. By placing meditation in the experience of fictional
characters who come from different backgrounds and life paths, literature has the
capacity to broaden the reader’s possible reference points in terms of what meditation is
and feels like and also to embed these experiences in larger narratives. Meditation
theories tend focus on the control of thoughts but tend to neglect the idea that thoughts
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are primarily experienced as language: meditation is, in many ways, a method for
negotiating one’s relationship with language. Literature of the beginning of the twentieth
century captivates subtleties of the mind and the multiplicity of mental states in
particularly compelling and nuanced ways. Against the backdrop of the fascination with
contemplative practices in the period, this literature and this era have a lot to reveal to the
contemporary reader who is beginning to grow increasingly curious about the meditative
mind.
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